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1
Introduction

Blood platelets are life-saving for mammals, since they prevent excessive blood
loss upon injury [80]. When attempting to close a wound platelets encounter
differently structured substrates with length scales ranging from the nanoscale
up to the macroscale, originating for example from exposed extracellular matrix
proteins [49] or missing or partly destroyed cells. Not only the wounds themselves, but also artificial materials, e.g. implants that are placed inside the body
present different structures to platelets [71]. With the emergence of new experimental techniques like photolithography [10, 82, 112] and microcontact printing
[82], it is now possible to study the reaction of cells to topographically structured
and chemically patterned substrates and this field has received growing interest
[4, 26, 39, 50, 61]. The underlying mechanisms of topography sensing and cellular reaction are however very complex and thus cellular reaction to structured
substrates is still not completely understood [61]. For platelets, the current scientific knowledge is more limited than for other cells concerning the influence of
topographic features on cellular behavior, despite of accumulating evidence that
different substrate cues, e.g. stiffness [76] or distribution of binding sites [25, 52],
have a great impact on platelet behavior. In part this may be due to experimental
difficulties such as the tiny size of platelets. Studies of platelet reaction to to-
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pographical features of the substrates mostly focus on coarse-grained effects like
number of adhering cells [51, 71, 115] or degree of activation [51, 71].
An example for such a study is shown in figure 1.1 where the influence of differently structured titanium surfaces on platelet adhesion is displayed. Park et al.
[71] show in this study that the more structured a titanium surface is, the more
platelets adhere. Thus, it is obvious that substrate topography has an effect on
platelet behavior.
In order to deepen the understanding of platelet reaction to structured substrates,
the studies carried out in the context of this thesis aim at investigating single
platelet behavior on microstructured substrates. In these studies more global parameters like cell morphology, cell area and number of cellular protrusions as well
as more local parameters like spreading dynamics at different positions and the
dynamics of cellular protrusions are examined. Please note that we will use the
term filopodium here to describe elongated thin cellular protrusions.
Chapter 2 briefly summarizes the existing literature and gives an overview about
the function, formation and buildup of blood platelets. Furthermore, the role
and emergence of cellular protrusions as well as current findings for cell spreading in general, and platelet spreading in particular are detailed. Finally, different
techniques to topographically structure and chemically pattern substrates and the
influence of patterned and structured substrates on cell behavior and especially
on platelets are summarized.
Chapter 3 describes the experimental techniques used here to structure and coat
substrates, isolate and stain platelets and image both fixed and non-fixed platelets.
In order to analyze platelet behavior, several analysis methods have been developed and implemented. These methods are described in chapter 4. The results
can be found in chapters 5, 6 and 7. These chapters also include a discussion of
the findings with respect to existing literature and a discussion of the experimental techniques and analysis methods. Chapter 5 shows how the morphology of
platelets is altered by the topography and the coating of the underlying substrate.
In chapter 6 the question of how differences in spreading lead to the observed
changes in cell morphology is examined further and chapter 7 details how cellular
protrusions influence the spreading on structured substrates.
Finally, in chapter 8, the most important results are summarized, the implications
for the understanding of cellular reaction to structured substrates and for implant
design are detailed and experiments are proposed to examine the system under
more physiological conditions as well as to test the influence of thrombin on the
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system in more detail.

Figure 1.1.: Scanning electron micrographs showing blood platelet reaction to dierently struc-

tured titanium. The scale bars indicate

6 µm.

(A) Dual acid-etched titanium is highly structured and shows higher levels of platelet adhesion
than the substrates shown in (C) and (D).
(B) 320 grit abraded titanium is less structured than dual acid-etched but more structured than
machined (C) or polished (D) titanium.

Levels of platelet activation are higher than on sub-

strates shown in (C) and (D).
(C) Machined titanium is less structured than the substrates presented in (A) and (B) and fewer
platelets attach to it.
(D) Polished titanium is least structured and shows less platelet adhesion than the structures
presented in (A) and (B).
Information given in this caption has been obtained from [71].
With permission from J.Y. Park, C.H. Gemmell, J.E. Davies, Platelet interactions with titanium:
modulation of platelet activity by surface topography, Biomaterials, Vol.

22, pp.

2671-2682.

[71] Elsevier, 2001.
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In instances where the following references [9, 38, 44, 47, 59, 108] are cited, note
that the citation also refers to references in those chapters.
In the following, the term patterned substrate describes a substrate that is chemically patterned while the term structured substrate signifies that the substrate is
topographically patterned.
In sections 2.3.1, 2.2 and 2.5 spreading, filopodia and lamellipodia formation and
the role of lamellipodia/filopodia as well as the cellular reaction to structured and
patterned substrates are described in general. Although the results presented in
these sections have not been obtained studying blood platelets, most of them are
likely applicable to blood platelets. In the sections 5.1, 6.1 and 7.1 similarities and
differences between results for other cell types and the ones obtained in this work
for blood platelets are discussed. This enables us to show general aspects of cell
spreading on microstructured substrates while also pointing out in which aspects
blood platelets are special.
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2.1 Function, Origin and Buildup of Blood Platelets
2.1.1 Function of Blood Platelets
Quiescent human blood platelets are discoid [44] with a diameter of about 2.0 −
5.0 µmi and a thickness of about 0.5 µm [108]. Human blood platelets lack a nucleus [59]. During their short lifespan of about 7 to 10 days [108] the blood platelets
play an important role in hemostasis [80]. Due to their size and shape, blood
platelets flow close to the vessel walls in the blood stream [44]. Platelet reaction
can be triggered by exposed proteins on vessel walls like linearized von Willebrand factor that is bound to collagen but also soluble factors can cause platelets
to leave their quiescent state [44]. One of the activators of blood platelets is thrombin [11]. When platelets leave their quiescent state, they first bind to the surface,
then they spread and thus cover the damaged surface [44]. Furthermore, platelets
are able to attract other platelets by secreting chemicals, forming filopodia and by
recruiting more and activating receptors on their plasma membrane [44]. Individual platelets covering the wounded site are then cross-linked by fibrinogen [9]. A
sketch of the different steps of blood clot formation is shown in figure 2.1.

2.1.2 Origin of Blood Platelets
In the previous section the importance of platelets in hemostasis is discussed. In
this section the formation of blood platelets is explained.
In mammals, blood platelets originate from polyploid precursor cells - the megakaryocytes [59]. Several models have been suggested in order to explain platelet
formation by megakaryocytes [47]. The outline of the models follows the description in [47].
Megakaryocytes arise from hematopoietic stem cells, which in adults are mostly
situated in the bone marrow [47]. Since megakaryocytes can also translocate from
the bone marrow into the blood stream, platelet formation is speculated to not
only take place in the bone marrow but also among other places in the blood or in
the lungs [47].
Preceding to platelet production, megakaryocytes undergo several cycles of DNA
replication [47]. This DNA replication, however, takes place during a process
termed endomitosis and is not accompanied by cell divisions [47]. The increased
amount of DNA is thought to help the megakaryocytes to increase their protein
i As
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Figure 2.1.: Sketch of dierent steps of blood clot formation.

(left) Sketch of an injured blood vessel.
(right) More detailed view of the injured vessel wall and the attachment of platelets to the
wounded site (upper), spreading platelets (middle) and the formed blood clot (lower).
The sketch builds on general details of hemostasis as described in [23, 44].

synthesis and to grow [77]. The cytoplasm of megakaryocytes contains proteins,
organelles and membrane systems that are passed on to platelets [47]. One of
these membrane systems is the demarcation membrane system (DMS), which is
thought to supply the cells with further membrane material needed in the process
of platelet formation [47]. The DMS is the basis of one of the model that explains
the process of platelet formation [47]. This model suggests that the cytoplasm of
megakaryocytes fragments along the membrane lines provided by the DMS [47].
However, several findings argue against this theory: the domains separated by
the DMS do not show the distinct microtubule coilsii found at the periphery of
platelet cytoplasm and platelet production through fragmentation along the DMS
lines has never been shown directly [47]. A second model suggests blebbing of
megakaryocytes as a mechanism for platelet formation [47]. However, the blebs
lack the organelles found in platelets [47].
ii The

buildup of platelets including the circumferential microtubule coil present in quiescent
platelets will be described in section 2.1.3.
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The third model is based on the observation that megakaryocytes can form thin
cytoplasmic protrusions (the so-called proplatelets) which are suggested to be precursors of platelets [47]. Studies have shown these protrusions extending through
gaps in the endothelial lining of blood vessels in the bone marrow from where
they are speculated to be released into the blood stream [47].
Formation of platelets from megakaryocytes through proplatelets in vitro has been
shown by Italiano jr. et al. [48]. In this process megakaryocytes transform into a
great number of proplatelets whose final appearance is that of beads interspersed
by thin strands of cytoplasm [48]. In the final stage of proplatelet production,
the megakaryocyte retracts, which frees proplatelets from the remaining cell body
[48]. The end of a proplatelet is formed like a teardrop and comprises a microtubule coil [48]. As this coil is similar to the one found in blood platelets, platelets
are thought to be formed at the ends of proplatelets [48].
In vitro, an intermediate form between platelets and proplatelets has been recognized and termed preplatelet [95]. These preplatelets have been shown to backconvert to proplatelets in an in vitro mouse model [95]. The fission into platelets is
thought to be at least partly due to shear forces since shear forces in vitro accelerate release of platelets from proplatelets [95].
Experiments with human blood cells have shown that platelets stored ex vivo can
generate new platelets which seem to be identical in appearance and behavior to
normal platelets [89]. The generation of new platelets takes place with an increase
in volume, protein content and increased protein synthesis in the parent platelets
[89]. During storage, platelets occasionally form proplatelet-like structures of two
or several platelet-sized swellings being interconnected by thin cytoplasmic parts
[89]. These thin cytoplasmic parts fracture easily during pipetting or centrifugation [89]. The break-down of this cytoplasmic connection is thus speculated to
lead to conversion into single platelets by shear stresses in the blood stream and
by this indicate an ongoing platelet production in the blood stream [89].
The upper diameter of platelets is thought to be the diameter at which the preplatelets are not able to undergo the transition from preplatelet to proplatelet
anymore and thus cannot divide any longer into single platelets [96]. By analysis
of human platelet-rich plasma, platelets were found to have a diameter of about
1.5 − 3 µm (quiescent) while preplatelets were found to have a diameter of about
3 − 10 µm [96].
Since proplatelets have been found in the blood [96] and direct evidence of megakaryocytes extending proplatelets into the blood vessels has been provided [47],
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platelet production via proplatelets seems the most promising explanation.

2.1.3 Buildup of Blood Platelets
In section 2.1.1 the size and shape of quiescent blood platelets are described. Here,
the buildup of quiescent and activated platelets is described in more detail. A
sketch of the general buildup of quiescent platelets as described here is shown in
figure 2.2.
The plasma membrane of a quiescent platelet appears wrinkled and additionally
has several small openings which result from an internal membrane system called
open canalicular system (OCS) [109]. The OCS is composed of invaginations of the
plasma membrane and is thought to be responsible for both uptake of substances
from the blood plasma and release of substances into the blood plasma [105].
Furthermore, the OCS provides additional membrane for spreading by evagination [107]. The wrinkled plasma membrane of platelets also comprises additional
membrane that can be used for spreading [109]. During complete spreading, the
exposed surface area of a platelet can enlarge up to 420 % [108].
Attachment of platelets to substrates is achieved by proteins in the plasma membrane [108]. One protein in the plasma membrane of platelets, which is important
for our studies, is the glycoprotein GPIIb-IIIa (also known as integrin αIIbβ3) capable of binding fibrinogen [108]. It has been shown by binding of fibrinogen-coated
gold particles to GPIIb-IIIa that GPIIb-IIIa can move into the channels of the OCS
in early spreading cells (dendritic) while in completely spread cells the receptors
move to the cell center [108]. However, there are indications for a nearly endless number of GPIIb-IIIa receptors [106]. The mobility of GPIIb-IIIa receptors is
thought to be important for spreading, since the GPIIb-IIIa/fibrinogen-complexes
are rather immobile [108]. Thus, the receptors will have to move in the plasma
membrane and the OCS-channels to allow for spreading without breaking the
connections between fibrinogen and GPIIb-IIIa [108]. A spectrin-based skeleton is
situated directly underneath the plasma membrane [44] and is connected to the
actin cortex [41].
Inside the actin cortex lies a circumferential microtubule coil consisting of several loops of microtubuli [44, 108]. Recently, it has been shown by Diagouraga
et al. [30] that the microtubule coil is extended during platelet activation which
is thought to result from dyneins moving the microtubuli apart. Induced by the
coiling of the microtubuli coil, the platelets obtain a spherical form typical for activated platelets [30]. Tension exerted by actomyosin elements compresses the coil
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Figure

2.2.:

Sketch

of

the buildup of a quiescent
platelet.

This sketch and

caption are based on the
descriptions of the platelet
cytoskeleton in [44].
The platelet is composed
of

a

plasma

(shown

in

membrane

black)

that

comprises membrane proteins like integrin
(green).
this
lies

plasma
a

αIIb β3

Underneath
membrane

spectrin-skeleton

(orange) that is connected
to the actin cortex (red).
Still further inside lies a
microtubule coil (purple)
and actin laments (red)
ll the cytoplasm of the
platelet.

and polymerization of new microtubuli leads to a smaller microtubule ring [30].
Beneath the microtubule coil, a network of actin filaments is situated which runs
through the cytoplasm of the quiescent platelet [44]. While the platelet is quiescent, approximately 40 % of the actin is polymerized [40]. The changes the actin
skeleton undergoes during spreading are detailed in section 2.3.2.
Platelets contain myosin in the form of nonmuscle myosin IIA and IIB and most
likely also other nonfilamentous myosin types [44]. The function of myosin in
platelets includes force generation to contract the blood clot [24, 44] as well as
maintenance of morphology during spreading [13]. Formation of holes has been
observed in platelets spreading on collagen caused by addition of Y27632 or blebbistatin and thus inhibiting ROCK or myosinII, respectively [13]. ROCK inhibits
myosin light chain phosphatase and thus activates myosinII [13].
Additionally, platelets contain a few mitochondria, which are involved in the energy metabolism and secretory organelles [108]. Platelets display some heterogeneity both in their size (see also section 2.1.1) as well as in their granule content
[44].
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2.2 Filopodia and Lamellipodia Formation
In figure 2.3 an electron microscopy image (taken from [113], for copyright notice
see figure caption) of the actin cytoskeleton is shown depicting the buildup of
lamellipodia and filopodia.
Lamellipodia play an important role, e.g. in cell spreading, migration and adhesion formation [90] while filopodia are known to sense the extracellular environment [8].
In keratinocytes, filopodia have also been shown to play a role in the formation of
adhesion sites [85]. Focal adhesions are located behindiii stable filopodia, whereas
no focal adhesions are located behind unstable filopodia [85]. Schäfer et al. [85]
suggested that filopodia search for binding sites on the substrates and upon finding them establish adhesion complexes. When the lamellipodium reaches these
adhesion complexes they grow and become focal adhesions [85].
Whether filopodia or lamellipodia are formed by a cell is thought to depend on
the presence or absence of proteins that cap actin filaments or stimulate elongaiii i.e.

further inside of the cell

Figure 2.3.: Platinum replica electron microscopy image of the actin cytoskeleton in B16F1

mouse melanoma cells. A branched network of actin can be seen in lamellipodia and the protruding lopodia show bundles of long actin laments.

The image shown in B comprises a

magnication of the region marked with a box in A and the scale bars indicate

0.2 µm

1 µm

in A and

in B. Information given in this caption have been obtained from [113]. The image has

been cropped from the original image to show only the panels A and B and a lopodium as well
as a lamellipodium have been marked by arrows. The image has been reproduced from Yang

al.

PloS Biology, 5(11): e317. doi: 10.1371/journal.pbio.0050317 [113], Copyright (2007) Yang

al.

et

(2007), Novel roles of formin mDia2 in lamellipodia and lopodia formation in motile cells.

et

The article is open-access under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (CC

By).
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tion [63]. Mejillano et al. [63] suggested that the capping protein regulates whether
filopodia or lamellipodia are being formed with capping protein depletion inducing increased filopodia formation. Ena/VASPiv is essential for filopodia formation
when capping protein is depleted, since lack of Ena/VASP leads to ruffling instead
of filopodia formation [63]. It is hypothesized that more involvement of capping
protein leads to formation of shorter filaments in a branched network, whereas
less capping protein involvement leads to longer filaments and with the help of
Ena/VASP to filopodia [63]. However, also other proteins are thought to be involved in the competing formation of filopodia and lamellipodia [5]. Bilancia et
al. [5] found that Ena (Enabled) and Dia (Diaphanous, a formin) together regulate
filopodia formation. Ena forms short, more dynamic filopodia while Dia leads to
longer filopodia with longer lifetimes [5]. Thus, it is proposed that Dia is regulated by Ena, since localization of both Ena and Dia in the tips of filopodia leads
to retraction, back folding or resting of filopodia [5]. This interaction is assumed
to help the cells changing their protrusions from filopodia to a mixture of lamellipodia and filopodia [5].
Tsygankov et al. [97] have recently described a software to detect the tips of filopodia and analyze filopodia behavior as well as examine the movement of the cell
body excluding the filopodia. The program named CellGeo describes cell outlines by a tree graph [97]. This tree graph originates at the cell center and extends branches to convex and concave edges on the cell outline [97]. The tips of
filopodia can then be detected by finding the local maxima of the lengths of the
branches and the bases are found by assigning a maximal width to the filopodia
[97]. Additionally, filopodia are tracked by computing the distances of all points
on the branches inside the filopodium to those in the successive frame [97]. Thus,
the tracking does not rely only on the position of the tip [97]. If no precursor
of a filopodium can be found, the program searches for precursors in preceding
frames [97]. By excluding the points belonging to filopodia from the whole cell
outline, the cell body is defined and its dynamics can be described by comparing
the positions of cell outlines over time [97].

iv Ena/VASP proteins attach to barbed ends (+-ends) of actin filaments,

counteract capping by CapZ,
bind profilin and diminish the density of filaments originating by Arp2/3 branching [55].
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2.3 Molecular Details and Mechanisms of Spreading
2.3.1 General Aspects and Possible Mechanisms of Cellular Spreading
In this section, possible mechanisms for cellular spreading, which may be applicable to our findings, are detailed. However, there are many more models existing
in the literature which are not discussed here for the sake of clarity.
The findings described below have been obtained in studies of spreading of immortalized embryonic mouse fibroblasts and show that actin polymerization at the
outer edge of the cell and rearward actin movement govern spreading [31, 42, 43].
It has been shown for several cell types that actin polymerization occurs predominantly near the cell membrane while the actin network inside lamellipodia moves
rearward [75, 101, 102]. Furthermore, the speed of protrusion of the cell’s outer
edge shows a negative correlation with the rate of rearward actin movement [14].
Giannone et al. [42] and Dubin-Thaler et al. [31] found two different spreading
behaviors in immortalized embryonic mouse fibroblasts which, however, have no
influence on the final cell area or final morphology [31]. Anisotropic spreading
in fibroblasts involves filopodia, while isotropically spreading fibroblasts show
no filopodia [42]. Furthermore, in isotropically spreading fibroblasts little or no
membrane ruffling is observed, while anisotropically spreading fibroblasts do
show membrane ruffles [31]. The speed of actin rearward movement increases
for isotropic spreading when the cell has nearly completely spread [31]. For
anisotropic spreading the speed of actin rearward movement is at a constant high
level (similar to that of isotropic spreading at the endphase of spreading) from
the onset of spreading [31]. Furthermore, there are indications for a non-constant
actin polymerization [31]. Thus, protrusion of the cell edge is thought to be dictated by the speed of actin polymerization and the speed of rearward movement
of the actin network [31].
Isotropic spreading for the same cell type shows a three-phased spreading behavior [42]. In the beginning, fibroblasts spread fast at a constant rate that decreases
in the second spreading phase [42]. During the second phase, the fibroblasts show
periodic interruptions/retractions and the next and last phase is characterized by
either a transition to anisotropic spreading behavior or maintenance of isotropic
spreading [42]. The periodic interruptions/retractions are explained by an increase in rearward actin movement [42]. Thus, Dubin-Thaler et al. [31] and Giannone et al. [42] showed that differences in actin rearward movement can account
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for different spreading behaviors in one cell type.
A mechanism to explain periodic retractions as well as membrane ruffling in
spreading was proposed by Giannone et al. [43]. In this proposed mechanism,
myosin activity leads to a rearward force (towards the cell center) being applied
on the lamellipodium [43]. These forces lead to upwards bending of the lamellipodium as well as formation of adhesion sites at the lamellipodial tip [43]. Subsequently, the lamellipodium detaches from the plasma membrane leaving the
machinery for actin polymerization in place [43]. Thus, newly polymerizing actin
can reconstitute the lamellipodium network [43]. A new cycle of edge retraction
can be initiated by the rearward moving actin in the lamellipodium that reaches
the myosin in the back of the lamellipodium [43]. In contrast, membrane ruffling
occurs when no or not stable enough adhesions can be formed during force application on the lamellipodium leading to detachment of the cell from the substrate
[43].

2.3.2 Details of Spreading in Platelets
When a platelet spreads on a surface, its discoid shape is first converted into
a rounded/spheroid shape [44]. Further spreading includes filopodia or is conducted simply with lamellipodia [2]. The authors (Allen et al. [2]) used the termini
pseudopodia and hyalomer, respectively. However, from the description they gave
and the images they provided hyalomers are most likely lamellipodia and pseudopodia are most likely filopodia. They also stated that hyalomers resemble lamellipodia in their dynamics [2]. Thus, the terms filopodia and lamellipodia will be
used in the following instead of pseudopodia and hyalomer.
Different types of spreading have been described for platelets seeded on siliconized glass at 29◦ C [2]. For platelets spreading via contribution of filopodia, the
filopodia extend before the onset of lamellipodial spreading in between the filopodia [2]. The lamellipodium can also extend laterally from an extended filopodium
[2]. Spreading via lamellipodia is achieved by outwards spreading of these lamellipodia which either occurs symmetrically or asymmetrically [2]. Filopodia are
not needed for spreading via lamellipodia [2]. Furthermore, a single platelet can
display more than one of these types of spreading in different regions of its periphery [2]. Platelet spreading on siliconized glass is accomplished within as little
as 10 − 12 minutes and seldomly takes more than 30 minutes [2]. On smooth glass
coverslips covered with fibrinogen, filopodia are observed to develop spatially
isotropic for murine platelets [56]. Spreading is achieved via polymerization of
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actin filaments [44, 100] which is driven by either uncapping of barbed ends of existing actin filaments [44] or by nucleation via Arp2/3 [36]. In activated platelets
60 − 85 % of the total actin content is integrated into the cytoskeleton [17]. The
role of the wrinkled plasma membrane of quiescent platelets and of the OCS in
spreading has been detailed above (section 2.1.3).
During spreading the platelet becomes flat and granules as well as organelles are
translocated to the cell center [44]. The extended lamellipodia can then ruffle and
retract [2, 44] and filopodia emerge from the center of the cell [44]. Lamellipodia
are filled with a dense network consisting of actin filaments that are about 0.5 µm
long [44] and in a completely spread platelet the lamellipodium is only 50 − 100
nm thick [2]. Filopodia consist of bundles of long actin filaments [44] and contain
microtubuli [44, 73].
Park et al. [72] examined platelet area over time for spreading on fibrinogencoated glass at room temperature. In this study, platelets reach an area of about
50 µm2 after approximately 1 hour of spreading [72]. Additionally, they examined
platelet circularity and showed that at low fibrinogen concentrations of smaller
than 0.16 µg/cm2 circularity depends on fibrinogen concentration whereas for
higher concentrations the area of platelets is elevated and the circularity stays
constant [72]. Lee et al. [56] investigated spreading of murine blood platelets
on fibrinogen coated glass coverslips. This spreading shows a fast first, isotropic
spreading phase that lasts about 2 minutes [56]. Thereafter, spreading slows down
and is thought to be accompanied by formation of stable adhesions [56].
PAR4 is a thrombin receptor [11]. If this thrombin receptor is activated, platelets
start spreading nearly instantaneously upon contact with the surface and filopodia only persist for 4 minutes after the onset of spreading while lamellipodia form
during the whole spreading process [56]. These findings indicate a spreading
via lamellipodia upon activation of PAR4 [56]. The onset of lamellipodia formation depends on the amount of fibrinogen on the substrate with more fibrinogen
(100 µg/ml compared to 1 µg/ml) leading to faster lamellipodia formation [56].
Without activation of PAR4 the number of filopodia is increased to about 5 compared to about 2 with receptor activation [56]. The duration of filopodia formation
is increased if PAR4 is not activated and the filopodia number reaches a plateau
after about 4 minutes [56]. Spreading speed seems to be neither influenced by
the protein coating of coverslips nor by activation of PAR4 [56]. However, the
shape changes of platelets seem to be influenced by fibrinogen, since additional
fibrinogen coating on dimethyldichlorosilane coated glass leads to decreases in
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circularity which are not seen without fibrinogen coating [72].
While platelets spread on fibrinogen coated surfaces, they can interact with the fibrinogen and redistribute it with thrombin accelerating this redistribution [37]. It
was observed by Feuerstein et al. [37] that platelets shrink after they have reached
their maximal area and that the regions of the redistributed fibrinogen have a size
resembling the maximal platelet area.
Newly arrived platelets which only attach to other already spread platelets but not
the underlying substrate, i.e. coverslip, extend filopodia until these filopodia come
in contact with the substrate and subsequently start to spread on the substrate [2].
The lamellipodia of neighboring platelets in contact with the substrate often show
an overlap but spreading is not hindered [2].

2.4 Microstructuring and Micropatterning Surfaces
Several lithographic techniques are available to structure substrates in the microand nanometer range [112]. One of these techniques is photolithography in which
a layer of photoresist is patterned by selective exposure [10, 82, 112]. The photoresist is deposited on a substrate via spincoating and then baked to evaporate
remaining solvent [10, 82] and consolidate the resist layer [10]. Afterwards, the
resist is exposed through a mask using UV light [82]. Thereafter, the sample is
developed [10, 82] and baked again to further consolidate the resist, harden the
resist or increase the attachment to the underlying substrate [10]. Smaller structures can be created employing extreme UV light, soft X-rays, electrons, ions or
proximal probe lithography [112]. Starting from an already patterned elastomer
several other techniques can be employed to either pattern or structure a substrate [112]. Patterning can be achieved using microcontact printing [82, 112] in
which a stamp is soaked with material that will be transferred onto a substrate
[82]. The surface that shall be patterned has to be energetically favorable over the
stamp for the transfer to take place [82]. Liang et al. [60] patterned an array of
poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) posts with fibrinogen by ozone treatment of the
posts.
In order to structure a substrate by an already patterned elastomer (e.g. PDMS)
substrate, different micromolding techniques can be used [112]. For the molding, prepolymers are filled into the elastomer stamp and cured by UV light or
heat [112]. Before curing, the elastomer/prepolymer-sample can be placed onto
a substrate so that the mold later on is directly attached to the substrate [112].
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Attachment of the mold to a substrate can also be achieved by exploiting capillary
forces and thus filling channels between substrate and elastomer with prepolymer
and then curing the prepolymer [112]. Finally, thermoplastic polymers can also be
structured by pressing a stamp into the polymer that has been softened by heat
[112]. This technique is called embossing [112].

2.5 Cell Reaction to Micro-Patterned and Micro-Structured Substrates
On micropatterened substrates and on topographically structured substrates, it
has been observed that cells can span non-adhesive regions and indentations,
respectively (for micropatterned substrates: e.g. [6, 52, 81]; for microstructured
substrates: e.g. [22, 69, 91]). Rossier et al. [81] examined the underlying mechanisms of this behavior further by characterizing cellular bridges that are formed
by immortalized mouse embryonic fibroblasts over non-adhesive regions between
micropatterned stripes of protein. Fibroblast spreading over adhesive areas is enhanced but spreading also occurs over non-adhesive areas [81]. Focal adhesions
are only present at adhesive regions and are concentrated at the edges of adhesive
stripes [81].
After the first, fast spreading phase, myosin II caused contraction is initiated and
induces retraction over non-adhesive regions thus leading to concave shaped cell
edges [81]. Area growth is afterwards achieved by alternating protrusions and
contractions with bridges extending when the fibroblasts spread further on adhesive regions [81]. During further spreading, ruffling can be observed over nonadhesive regions [81]. Cellular bridges are thought to be maintained by ongoing
assembly of actin and myosin filaments at focal adhesion sites and subsequent
movement of actin and myosin filaments towards the non-adhesive regions [81].
However, for the initial spreading over adhesive as well as non-adhesive regions
myosin II does not seem to be crucial, as myosin inhibition does not block intial
spreading [81]. Interestingly, 3T3 fibroblasts spanning an array of grooves and
ridges [91] show similar morphologies as described by Rossier et al. [81] on micropatterned substrates. Furthermore, Rossier et al. [81] showed that fibroblasts on
lines of PDMS pillars display bridges with the same morphology as on micropatterned substrates. Thus, the mechanism of cellular bridge formation as described
by Rossier et al. [81] is transferable to structured substrates.
Lim and Donahue [61] pointed out that chemical patterns also present a topographical pattern to the cells, as the protein layers also have a certain height.
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Charest et al. [19] and Britland et al. [12] examined whether micropatterns or microtopographies determine cell behavior. Alignment to both micropatterned lanes
as well as ridges and grooves can be seen when pattern and topography are presented individually to MC3T3-E1 osteoblast-like cells [19]. When lanes are printed
perpendicularly to the ridges on topographically structured substrates and thus
result in no patterns at the bottom of the grooves, the cells align to the underlying
topography rather than to the micropattern [19]. However, when micropatterned
lines also extend to the grooves the alignment of BHK21 C13 cells is dominated by
the direction of the micropattern except for very narrow and deep grooves (5 µm
width, 6 µm depth) [12]. When the topography as well as micropattern are oriented in the same direction, the alignment effect is significantly stronger than to
topography alone except for very deep grooves (depth=3 µm and 6 µm) [12]. Thus,
cells can detect different guidance cues at the same time and adapt their reaction
to them [12].
The ability of 3T3 fibroblasts to bridge grooves depends on the ridge height and
spacings of the ridge [91]. Thus, Stevenson et al. [91] proposed a maximal length
that the fibroblasts are still able to bridge, while for bending into the grooves they
suggested, in agreement with previous suggestions by Dunn and Heath [33], a
critical angle that the cellular protrusions are still able to form. To form these
connections, the fibroblasts furthermore likely must have enough space to form
adhesions at the bottom of the groove and the top of a ridge that can support the
bending into the groove [91]. Chick heart fibroblasts sense the curvature of a glass
fiber as well as that of a glass prism edge and respond to glass fibre radii of under
100 µm and prism edge angles of over 4 − 8◦ [33]. Influences of topography are
strongest when cells encounter the discontinuities perpendicularly [33]. However,
Stevenson et al. [91] observed most connections between ridges and grooves nearly
perpendicular to the direction of ridges. It is hypothesized that cytoskeletal bundles in the lamellipodium cannot form or function if the cell has to bend under
the length scale of these fibers and thus fibroblasts on structured substrates opt
for unrestricted regions [33]. However, although actin filaments have a persistence
length of about 10 µm, the actin filaments can bend below this length [7]. Supporting the idea of restricted bending of cytoskeletal filaments, Dunn and Heath
[33] as well as Britland et al. [12] found adhesions near topographic discontinuities
where new bundles originate that do not cross the edge. A further support of this
idea may lie in the finding that macrophages show increased levels of actin at the
edges of grooves/ridges in the substrate [110].
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Ohara and Buck [69] suggested that the area available for focal adhesion formation alters the cells behavior with respect to topographic discontinuities. Alignment perpendicularly to the ridges/grooves restricts the maximal size of focal
adhesions to the size of the ridge, while parallel alignment to the ridges/grooves
allows for unrestricted focal adhesions and these differences are speculated to alter the reaction of cells [69]. This argument was revisited by Stevenson et al. [91]
who proposed the need of a certain size of the attached parts to allow for bending
into grooves. However, for all findings it has to be considered that the reaction to
topographic discontinuities may depend on the specific cell types, since, e.g., rabbit neutrophils do not react as strongly to 5 µm high steps as chick heart fibroblasts
react to the structure [21]. Furthermore, Clark et al. [21] stated that protrusions
at edges in the topography are in neither case (different structure heights) completely blocked, instead the probability of occurrence is reduced. The angle and
the height of ridges are thought to be unimportant once the cell bridges the discontinuities [91].
Von Recum and van Kooten [78] pointed out the importance of curvature at topographic discontinuities to trigger cell reaction. It is speculated that cells may be
able to sense the curvature of micrometer sized pits and thus adapt their reaction
to the pit size [3]. Berry et al. [3] found that fibroblasts enter larger pits (diameter 25 µm) while covering smaller holes (diameter 7 µm) in quartz surfaces. On
substrates with nanopits of 75 nm and 120 nm in diameter, fibroblasts have been
shown to detect nanosized pits, interact via filopodia with the pits and form more
filopodia than on flat substrates [27]. On substrates with 35 nm sized pits the number of filopodia is not elevated, although the cells seem to sense the structures [27].
Thus, Dalby et al. [27] speculated that filopodia are able to sense the pit sizes by
determining the curvature of the pits. Filopodia oriented perpendicular to ridges
and grooves are speculated to take place less often than filopodia parallel to ridges
and grooves, since the stress formation is hypothesized to be different for the two
cases [4].
Even if one fibroblast alone is not able to span a pore, a group of fibroblasts is
able to cover it in a collective attempt [83]. However, cell reaction is influenced
strongly by the cell type, since endothelial cells are not able to cover larger pores
together [83]. Salem et al. [83] speculated that the differences in behavior for the
two different cell types may be caused by different amounts of available actin.
Endothelial cells show concentrated actin and thus focal adhesions at the edges
of pores and may therefore not be able to reorientate around the pore [83]. Also,
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cell area seems to be influenced by the underlying substrate topography in different ways for different cell types [32, 86, 110]. P388D1 macrophages (cell line)
spread to a larger area on grooved substrates (0.5 µm or 5 µm deep, 10 µm wide)
compared to smooth substrates [110]. A different study on murine peritoneal
macrophages showed that the cells are smallest on silicone substrates with 5 µm
features compared to other structure sizes, glass and smooth silicone substrates
[86]. Chick heart fibroblasts on grooved substrates adapt a smaller cell area than
on unstructured substrates [32]. Lehnert et al. [58] found a dependence of spread
area on the amount of substrate covered with adhesive proteins. An amount of
above 15 % is sufficient to achieve 80 % of the maximal spreading for mouse B16F1
melanoma cells and NIH 3T3 fibroblasts on fibronectin coated substrates regardless of the details of the micropattern [58]. At the border between patterned and
homogeneously coated substrate it is obvious that the mouse B16F1 melanoma
cells adapt the distribution of their integrin receptors on the patterned part of
the substrate [58]. An adaptation of cell shape to the patterns can be observed, if
adhesive patches lie 5 µm or more apart, but not for distances of 2 µm and less [58].

2.6 Blood Platelets on Articial Surfaces
Several studies have investigated the behavior of both single platelets [25, 52, 111]
as well as ensembles of platelets [29, 111] on micropatterned substrates. On
microcontact-printed stripes of collagen or fibrinogen interspersed with bovine
serum albumin (BSA) single platelets adapt both their shape as well as their cytoskeleton to the underlying pattern [52]. Actin is concentrated at the edges of
fibrinogen/collagen stripes but tubulin distribution is not influenced [52].
In the following, platelet reactions to patterns with different sizes are detailed.
Platelets are able to span non-adhesive regions of up to 4 − 5 µm [52]. Furthermore, platelets are thought to use their filopodia to search for binding sites and
then spread on the regions where filopodia find binding sites [52]. The amount
of substrate that is covered with fibrinogen influences the degree of spreading
in platelets as was shown by Corum et al. [25]. Platelets adapt to the underlying pattern if about 50 % of the surface is covered with fibrinogen, while almost
no spreading occurs at 20 % coverage and at surface coverages over about 85 %,
spreading is not restricted to fibrinogen coated parts of the substrate [25]. Platelets
adhering to 6 µm wide fibrinogen-printed circles on coverslips do not show any
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differences in spread area or height to platelets attaching to homogeneously fibrinogen coated coverslips without micropattern [111]. PAR1 is a thrombin receptor [11]. Activation of this receptor results in thrombus formation on the printed
circles and the area of the clots increases with increasing amounts of stimulation of PAR1 and exceeds the printed patterns [111]. Larger patterns of 17 µm
wide von Willebrand factor-printed squares on glass lead to completely spread
platelets with several platelets adhering to one pattern [29]. Furthermore, platelets
avoid the uncoated glass next to the printed squares resulting in an adaptation of
platelets to the printed pattern at the border between pattern and glass [29]. More
platelets attach to the pattern than to the glass [29].
Platelet studies on topographically structured surfaces are fewer and often conducted on biomaterials [51, 53, 71]. Reactions of blood platelets to those implant
surfaces are important, since, for example, blood (and thus platelets) will come
directly into contact with implants that are placed into the bone [28]. Thus, the
blood modifies the implant surfaces and by this may alter the behavior of osteogenic cells which may in turn influence the integration of the implant into the
bone [71]. When comparing titanium surfaces with different microstructures, it is
evident that blood platelet activation is influenced more by the underlying structure than by chemically modifying the surfaces with calcium and phosphate [51].
Titanium surfaces that show a higher degree of structuring display higher platelet
adhesion than more smooth substrates [51, 71]. Furthermore, several layers of
platelets are present on the more structured substrates and the findings suggest
that also subsequent layers of platelets are influenced by the structures [71].
Studies of platelets on defined micro- and nanostructures show a dependence of
platelet adhesion on these structures [20, 53, 115]. Platelets from platelet rich
plasma adhere more to uncoated flat than to uncoated micro- or nanostructured
PDMS surfaces with substrates being more hydrophobic inducing less platelet adhesion [115]. Furthermore, platelets align to nanogrooves [115]. Chen et al. [20]
and Koh et al. [53] examined how surface patterns alter platelet reaction as well
as protein adsorption. The differences in protein adsorption is thought to be responsible for platelet reaction but mechanical features of the substrates also play a
role [53]. Micropatterned PDMS substrates show an increase in protein adsorption
compared to flat PDMS substrates [20]. Fibrinogen mostly adheres at the flanks
and valleys of protrusions in the substrate and platelets adhere as well to these regions suggesting a relation between protein adsorption and platelet response [20].
A higher adsorption of fibrinogen and higher platelet reaction has been observed
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for microstructured compared to nanostructured poly(lactic-co-glycolic-acid) films
[53].
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3
Materials and Methods

Parts of this chapter have been published in [84].
In this chapter, methods as well as materials used to perform the experiments are
presented. First, a description of structured wafer production is given (3.1). Then,
the substrate production from these wafers, coating of substrates with protein
and the characterization of substrates is detailed (section 3.2.1, section 3.2.2 and
section 3.3). Afterwards, platelet isolation (section 3.4), staining (in section 3.5.1
for the experimental data on which chapter 5 is based and in section 3.5.2 for the
experimental data on which chapters 6 and 7 are based) and imaging (section 3.6)
are described.

3.1 Fabrication of Structured Silicon Wafers
In order to produce masters for the cast of poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) substrates, silicon wafers were structured via conventional photolithography ([112],
[10]) in a class 100 cleanroom. Working in a cleanroom is necessary for this step,
since even small impurities like dust particles can hinder the production of structured wafers. The process of wafer structuring via photolithography is sketched
in figure 3.1. This protocol follows the one described in chapter 3 of [68].
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Prior to deposition of photoresist onto the silicon wafer, the wafer had to be
cleaned (figure 3.1 a)). In a first step, dust particles were removed by rinsing the
wafer with isopropanol and subsequently drying it with dry nitrogen. Afterwards,
the wafer was baked for about 10 minutes at 200 ◦ C on a hotplate to evaporate all
liquid residues. The photoresist used for producing the structures is a mixture
of 1 volume part of SU-8 2001 (MicroChem, Newton, Massachusetts, USA) and
1 volume part of SU-8 2000 Thinner (MicroChem). This mixture was spin coated
onto the wafer in a spin coater (Optispin SB 20, ATM Group, Salem/Beuren, Germany), first for a total duration of 10 seconds at a final speed of 500 rotations per
minute (rpm) and a ramp of 100
a ramp of

rpm
300 s

rpm
s ,

and later at a final speed of 3000 rpm and

for a total duration of 30 seconds. This procedure deposits the

resist smoothly onto the wafer with a thickness of about 500 nm (figure 3.1 b)). In
section 3.3.1 the exact values of structure height are given.
After spin coating, the wafer was baked for 60 seconds at 95 ◦ C on a hotplate.
Then, the wafer was exposed to UV-light through a quartz-chromium mask (ML&C
Masken Lithographie & Consoluting GmbH, Jena, Germany) (figure 3.1 c)). The
quartz-plate is selectively coated with chromium such that light passes through

Figure 3.1.: Steps in production of structured silicon wafers via photolitography.

a) A silicon wafer was cleaned by rinsing with isopropanol, drying with dry nitrogen, and baking
on a hotplate.
b) A negative photoresist (mixture of

1

volume part SU-8 2001 photoresist and 1 volume part

SU-8 2000 thinner) was spin coated onto the wafer to obtain a smooth, thin layer of photoresist.
c) Exposure to UV light through a mask led to cross-linking of the illuminated parts of the
photoresist.
d) The non-exposed parts were dissolved while in contact with a developer and then washed
away with isopropanol. Subsequently, the resulting structured wafer was dried via nitrogen.
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the non-coated parts and is blocked by the chromium-coated parts. Hence, one
can control which parts of the photoresist are illuminated and thus cross-linked. In
order to produce the small structures needed for the experiments, it is necessary
that the mask is in direct contact with the wafer during illumination in a mask
aligner (MJB4, SÜSS MicroTec AG, Garching, Germany). Therefore “vacuum contact mode” was employed and a stable vacuum was created through a 30 seconds
long mode of “pre-vacuum” and a 15 second long period of “main vacuum” during which the exposure took place. Exposure was performed for 3 seconds with
22 mW
at a wavelength of 365 nm.
cm2
The following baking step cross-links the exposed parts of the resist further and
was conducted at 95 ◦ C for 120 seconds on a hotplate. Thereafter, non-exposed
parts of the resist were removed with a developer (mr-Dev 600, microresist technology, Berlin, Germany) by submerging the wafer in developer solution for 1
minute. Remaining developer was rinsed off with isopropanol and the wafer was
dried with dry nitrogen. Lastly, the wafer was baked for 10 minutes at 150 ◦ C or
left as it was. The resulting structure is sketched in figure 3.1 d). To ensure an
easier lift-off of the PDMS-cast from the wafer, the wafer was then coated with fluorosilane ((heptafluoropropyl)trimethylsilane, Aldrich, Steinheim, Germany)) for
at least 1 hour.

3.2 Substrate Production
3.2.1 Casting of Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) Substrates
For the studies presented here, an inverted research microscope equipped with
objectives with a working distance between 200 and 300 µm (see section 3.6 for details) was used. As a consequence, it was necessary to use a substrate thin enough
to allow for focusing on the top plane of the substrate in the case of live imaging
of platelet spreading. Furthermore, a thin substrate also facilitated the mounting
of fixed samples.
To obtain such thin substrates, a mixture of 10 parts PDMS-elastomer (Sylgard®
184 Silicone Elastomer Base, Dow Corning, Midland, Michigan, USA) and 1 part of
the corresponding cross-linker (Sylgard® Silicone Elastomer Curing Agent, Dow
Corning) was spin coated onto the structured silicon wafer (see figure 3.2 a)).
The spin coating was carried out for 2 minutes at a speed of 1000 rpm with a
ramp time of 2 seconds (Spincoat G3P-8, Specialty Coating Systems (SCS), Surrey,
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Figure 3.2.: Sketch of PDMS-substrate casting.

a) A base/cross-linker-mixture for PDMS was spin coated onto the structured wafer and cured
afterwards for

1

hour at

80 ◦ C

on a hotplate.

b) The desired structure was cut from the PDMS cast and transferred with the structured side
facing up onto a cover slip.

United Kingdom). Afterwards, wafer and PDMS were baked for 1 hour at 80 ◦ C
on a hotplate. After being cured, the desired structure was cut out and transferred
(structured site to the top) onto a cover slip (see figure 3.2 b)). For the experiments with fixed, actin-stained platelets, No.1 (24 × 60 mm, VWR, Darmstadt,
Germany) cover slips were used, whereas for the experiments with non-fixed,
membrane-stained platelets, No.1 round cover slips (∅ 50 mm, VWR) were used
due to different requirements during imaging.

3.2.2 Substrate Coating with Fibrinogen
Completely Coated Substrates
Complete fibrinogen coating of substrates, produced as described in section 3.2.1,
was accomplished by activation in a plasma-cleaner (Plasma Cleaning, PDC-32 G,
Harrick Plasma, Ithaca, New York, USA) at level “medium” for 1.5 minutes. The
plasma-cleaning renders the substrate hydrophilic and therefore allows for complete coating. Afterwards, a square of approximate size of 18 × 18 mm was drawn
around the substrate (onto the cover slip) with a mini PAP pen (Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany). The drawn boundary prevented liquid from running down the
substrate and thus kept the later applied fibrinogen solution in place. 500 µl of
Alexa Fluor® 488 conjugated fibrinogen solution (concentration of 0.05
gen from human plasma, Alexa

Fluor®

mg
ml ,

fibrino-

488 conjugate, excitation approximately

495 nm, emission approximately 519 nm, Invitrogen) were added to the activated
substrate and incubated for 1 hour at room temperature in dark (see figure 3.3 a)).
Afterwards, the fibrinogen solution was removed and the substrate was washed
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Figure 3.3.: Sketch of dierent steps in complete substrate coating.

a) The substrate was activated in a plasma-cleaner and thus rendered hydrophilic. This procedure allowed complete coverage of the substrate with brinogen by incubation for
brinogen solution.

A

18 × 18

1

hour with

mm square drawn with a mini PAP pen around the substrate

prevented the uid from running down the substrate.
b) The substrate was washed three times with PBS and either let dry or kept in PBS.

three times with phosphate buffered saline (PBS)i . A sketch of the resulting coated
substrate is shown in figure 3.3 b). The substrate was either stored in PBS or left
to dry.ii Dry storage only took place for some of the substrates used to obtain the
data presented in chapter 5. Usually, the substrates were prepared one day prior
to the experiment and stored at 4 − 8 ◦ C until usage.

Selectively Coated Substrates
Selective coating of PDMS-substrates was here achieved by microcontact printing
(MCP) [82]. The method explained below has been adapted from the method
described by Liang et al. in [60].
A sketch of the different steps in selective coating of the substrates is shown in
figure 3.4. Transfer of protein onto the substrate was achieved by a stamp made of
PDMS. This stamp was produced by mixing 10 parts PDMS-elastomer (Sylgard®
184 Silicone Elastomer Base, Dow Corning) and 1 part of the corresponding crosslinker (Sylgard® Silicone Elastomer Curing Agent, Dow Corning) and pouring the
mixture into a petri-dish. Then the mixture was degassed in a desiccator before
being baked in an oven (DryLine, VWR) for 1.5 hours at 65 ◦ C. Afterwards, a
piece was cut from the PDMS-layer and coated with Alexa Fluor® 488 conjugated
mg

fibrinogen solution (concentration of 0.05 ml , Invitrogen) by incubating the stamp
for 1 hour with the solution at room temperature in dark (see figure 3.4 a)). Then,
the solution was removed from the stamp, which subsequently was washed twice,
i 0.137
ii The

M NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 4.3 mM Na2 HPO4 · 12 H2 O, 1.4 mM KH2 PO4
differences in substrate coating resulting from wet or dry storage are shown in figure 3.5.
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each time for about 5 seconds in fresh MilliQ water and the remaining liquid was
blown off with dry nitrogen as described in [74].
A structured substrate, produced as described above (see section 3.2.1), was activated using plasma-cleaning (Plasma Cleaning, PDC-32 G, Harrick Plasma) at
level “medium” for 1.5 minutes. The dried stamp was then placed and briefly
pressed onto the activated substrate so that the side of the stamp coated with fibrinogen touched the structured side of the substrate (see figure 3.4 b)). The stamp
was kept on the substrate for 15 minutes, during which a weight of about 15 g
was placed on top of the stamp. The stamp and the weight were taken off and the
selectively coated substrate was stored at 4 − 8 ◦ C.iii To prevent the liquid running
down the substrate, a square of the approximate size of 18 × 18 mm was drawn
around the substrate (onto the cover slip) with a mini PAP pen (Invitrogen) (see
iii The

substrates were usually produced one day prior to the experiments.

Figure 3.4.: Sketch of dierent steps in selective substrate coating.

a) A PDMS stamp was coated by incubation with brinogen solution for

1

hour. Afterwards it

was washed twice in MilliQ water and dried with dry nitrogen.
b) Activation of the substrate in a plasma-cleaner rendered it hydrophilic and allowed for protein
transfer when the stamp was placed onto the substrate.
c) The stamp was removed and a

18 × 18

mm square was drawn around the substrate with a

mini PAP pen in order to keep liquid from running down the substrate.
d) Poloxamer

2
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hours. Thereafter, the substrate was washed again three times with PBS.
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figure 3.4 c)).
Unspecific binding sites were blocked by incubation of the substrate with 0.2%
Poloxamer 407iv (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, Missouri, USA) for 2 hours on the day
of the experiment. Afterwards, the liquid was removed and the substrate was
washed three times with PBS. The resulting coating is sketched in figure 3.4 d).

3.3 Characterization of Substrates
3.3.1 Height Measurements of Structures with a Prolometer
In order to measure the height of the structures on the wafers produced as described in a previous section (section 3.1), a profilometer (Veeco Dektak 6M Stylus
Profiler, Veeco Instruments Inc., Plainview, New York, USA) was employed. The
structures used here were too small in diameter (for the largest holes about 3 µm)
to be measured by this profilometer, since it uses a 5 µm-stylus to measure the
height of structures. However, during the structuring of the wafer, labels lying
next to the structures were produced to differentiate between different kinds of
structures. These labels are created simultaneously with all structures on a wafer.
Thus, the labels can be measured instead of the structures to determine the height
of the structures. Measurements of the height of these labels show an average
height of about 505 (±25) nm for the static data shown in chapter 5 and 540 (±10)
nm for the dynamic data shown in chapters 6 and 7.

3.3.2 Quality of Fibrinogen Coating
In figure 3.5 the quality of fibrinogen coating on selectively (a)) and completely
coated substrates (b) and c)) is depicted.
The fibrinogen coating on selectively coated substrates is mostly even with some
brighter spots which are presumably clusters of fibrinogen (figure 3.5 a)). If the
completely coated substrates are stored dry, the fibrinogen coating becomes uneven as is shown in figure 3.5 b). However, when the completely coated substrates
are stored wet, the fibrinogen coating is mostly even as is depicted in figure 3.5 c).
As is explained in more detail in section 4.2 and figure 4.2 b), platelets lying on
very uneven fibrinogen coating were excluded from further analysis. The slight
unevenness seen in figure 3.5 b) does not seem to influence the results and thus
iv 0.2

g Poloxamer 407 filled up to 100 ml with MilliQ water
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Figure 3.5.: Micrographs depicting the quality of brinogen coating for selectively (a)) and

completely coated substrates (b) and c)). The upper images show phase contrast micrographs,
while the lower images show uorescence images of the brinogen coating.
a) The brinogen coating is even except for small, brighter spots that most likely show small
clusters of brinogen.
b) The substrate shown here has been stored dry after coating and shows some irregularities in
coating.
c) This substrate has been stored wet after coating and in contrary to b) does not show large
irregularities in coating on the length scale of the resolution. The micrographs shown in b) have
been adapted from [84] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

platelets from both types of substrates - stored wet and stored dry - have been
included into the analysis.

3.3.3 Imaging with an Atomic Force Microscope
An image taken as described below with an atomic force microscope of a substrate
with 2.1 µm wide holes (see figure A.1 in the appendix (chapter A) and section 4.4
for the hole size) is shown in figure 3.6. A PDMS-cast, produced as described in
section 3.2.1 was activated for 1.5 minutes at level “medium” in a plasma cleaner
(Plasma Cleaning, PDC-32 G, Harrick Plasma) and subsequently immersed in PBS.
Measurements were taken with a MFP-3D (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, California, USA) atomic force microscope equipped with an Olympus OMCL-AC-240-
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Figure 3.6.: Atomic force microscopy image of a substrate containing holes of approximately

2.1 µm

in width and interspaces about

0.9 µm

wide. The holes are quite shallow. Figure has

been adapted from [84] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

TS cantilever (Atomic Force F&E GmbH, Mannheim, Germany). A total field of
9 × 9 µm with a resolution of 256 × 256 points was imaged at a scan rate of 0.25
Hz in AC mode.

3.3.4 Measurements of Substrate Height
The height of substrates was measured at the border of PDMS to underlying cover
slip with an inverted research microscope (IX81, Olympus, Hamburg, Germany).
The z-position while focusing on the upper layer of the PDMS and while focusing
on the upper layer of the glass were denoted. The difference of these positions
was given as the height of the PDMS layer. The average height of the PDMS layer
was measured as 45 (±6) µm.
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3.4 Platelet Isolation
Platelet isolation was performed similarly as previously described in chapter III of
[88] and details of the procedure are described below.
Blood platelets were obtained from platelet concentrates provided by the Department of Transfusion Medicine of the University Medical Center Göttingen. The
experiments were conducted in agreement with the ethical vote of the Ethic Committee (University of Göttingen, votum 11/11/09). The used concentrates were
no longer valid for transfusion, as they were typically 5 − 6 days old (day zero is
the day of blood donation). However, since blood platelets circulate 7 − 10 days
in humans [108], the concentrates still contained many undestroyed platelets and
thus could be used for the experiments.
In order to prevent uncontrollable influences from blood plasma, which constitutes the platelet concentrates together with the platelets, platelets were purified
by separating them from the plasma. The platelet concentrates also contained
some remaining red blood cells. However, their number usually was quite low
compared to the number of platelets and thus did not disturb the experiments.
Furthermore, the concentrates were leukocyte depleted. The different steps of
this isolation are shown in figure 3.7. Platelet isolation was carried out in PIPESSaline-Glucose (PSG)v and either HEPES Tyrode buffer (HT buffer)vi in the case
of samples of non-fixed platelets or Medium 199 (Bio-Whittaker® Medium 199,
with Earle’s Balanced Salt Solution, with L-Glutamine and HEPES, Lonza, Basel,
Switzerland) in the case of fixed platelets. The recipe of the HT buffer was taken
from [18] and BSA was only added directly before the experiment. HT buffer was
mixed with a BSA stock solution (10% BSA in PBS, Macs BSA stock solution, Milmg

tenyi Biotech, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany) to yield a final concentration of 5 ml
of BSA in the buffer.

To begin with, either Medium 199 (Bio-Whittaker® Medium 199, with Earle’s Balanced Salt Solution, with L-Glutamine and HEPES, Lonza) or HT buffer as well as
PSG were heated up to 37 ◦ C and placed into an incubator (HeraCell 150, Thermo
Scientific, Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) for CO2 -exchange (5% CO2 ).vii Platelets
v5

mM PIPES, 145 mM NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 50 µM Na2 HPO4 ·12 H2 O, 1 mM MgCl2 ·6 H2 O, 5 mM
glucose, pH ∼ 6.8 after adjustment
vi 134 mM NaCl, 12 mM NaHCO , 2.9 mM KCl, 1 mM MgCl (anhydrous), 5 mM HEPES, 5 mM
3
2
glucose, 0.34 mM NaH2 PO4 , pH ∼ 7.4 after adjustment
vii If not in use the buffers/medium were stored in the incubator to keep them at 37 ◦ C and allow
for CO2 exchange.
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were extracted from the bag of platelet concentrate by a syringe and a needle. At
first, 2 ml were discarded with a 2ml-syringe (BD Discardit™ II, Becton, Dickinson
and Company, Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, USA) and a Nr.1-needle (∅ 0.90 × 40
mm, 100 Sterican® , B.Braun, Melsungen, Germany) to prevent contamination of
the sample due to the opening of the bag. After this, 4 ml were extracted with the
same needle and a 5ml-syringe (BD Discardit™ II, Becton, Dickinson and Company) and transferred into a Falcon tube (see figure 3.7 a)). 100 µl of prostaglandin
mg

E1 (PGE1 ) (∼ 0.106 ml , Cayman Chemical Company, Ann Arbor, Michigan, USA)
were added to the solution to keep the platelets quiescent. Then, the cell-plasma
mixture was centrifuged at 480 g and 17 − 22 ◦ C for 20 minutes in a centrifuge
(Eppendorf Centrifuge 5810 R, Eppendorf, Hamburg, Germany). After centrifugation, the supernatant was discarded as is sketched in figure 3.7 b) and the cell
pellet was resuspended again in 4 ml PSG (figure 3.7 c)).
The addition of PGE1 , the following centrifugation and the re-suspension of the
pellet were repeated twice. In the first repetition, the cell pellet was dissolved in
4 ml PSG while in the second repetition it was dissolved in either 1 ml HT buffer
mg

(supplemented with 5 ml of BSA) or in 1 ml Medium 199 (Bio-Whittaker® Medium

Figure 3.7.: Sketch of dierent steps in platelet isolation from platelet concentrates.

a)

4 ml of cell solution (platelets dissolved in blood plasma) were transferred into a Falcon tube.
20 minutes at 480 g and 17 − 22 ◦ C to separate the platelets

b) The solution was centrifuged for
from the plasma.

c) The resulting cell pellet was dissolved again in buer/medium while the supernatant was
discarded.
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199, with Earle’s Balanced Salt Solution, with L-Glutamine and HEPES, Lonza)
(depending on the type of experiment, see above).
In order to yield reproducible cell numbers in the experiments, platelets were
counted and diluted to the desired concentration. For counting, a hematocrit capillary (Heparinized Micro-Hematocrit Capillary Tubes, FisherBrand, Thermo Fisher
Scientific Inc., Waltham, Massachusetts, USA) was filled with purified platelet solution and one end was sealed with clay sealant to prevent leakage. Then, the
capillary was centrifuged for 10 minutes at 1000 g and 21 − 22 ◦ C. The centrifugation separates the platelets from the liquid and allows the determination of
cell number based on the height of the pellet and the height of the liquid column using a Reader Card (ZIPocrit, Microhematocrit Centrifuge, LW Scientific,
Inc., Lawrenceville, Georgia, USA). A sketch of the hematocrit capillary with the
platelets and the supernatant is shown in figure 3.8.

3.5 Platelet Staining and Sample Preparation
In instances were it is stated that all liquid is removed, this does not include the
thin liquid film that remains each time after removal of liquid.

3.5.1 Actin Staining
Platelets were diluted to a concentration of 6 × 107 cells
ml in Medium 199 (Bio-Whittaker® Medium 199, with Earle’s Balanced Salt Solution, with L-Glutamine and
HEPES, Lonza). The substrates (prepared as described in section 3.2.2) were
washed three times with Medium 199 (Bio-Whittaker® Medium 199, with Earle’s
Balanced Salt Solution, with L-Glutamine and HEPES, Lonza) and stored with
added Medium 199 (Bio-Whittaker® Medium 199, with Earle’s Balanced Salt Solution, with L-Glutamine and HEPES, Lonza) until usage. Prior to the addition of
Figure

3.8.:

Description

of

platelet counting with a microhematocrit capillary.
By

reading

out

the

height

of the liquid column and the
height of the pellet, the number of platelets can be determined with the help of a ZIPocrit,

Microhematocrit

trifuge Reader Card.
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platelets all liquid was removed. The sketch in figure 3.9 shows the different steps
of sample preparation in the case of fixed, actin-stained platelets.
150 µl of diluted platelet solution (prepared as described above, section 3.4) were
added to each substrate and given 15 minutes to sediment onto the substratesviii
(see figure 3.9 a)) before addition of 50 µl of thrombin solution (4

u
ml ,

thrombin

from human plasma, ≥ 2800 NIH units/mg protein, Sigma-Aldrich). The substrates together with the platelet/thrombin-mixture were placed into an incubator
(HeraCell 150, Thermo Scientific) at 37 ◦ C and 5 % CO2 for 60 minutes in order
to let the platelets spread (see figure 3.9 b)). The platelets were fixed by adding
viii This

yields a larger number of spread platelets.

Figure 3.9.: Sketch of dierent steps in preparing the xed, actin-stained platelet samples.

a)

150 µl

of diluted platelet solution were added to a washed substrate.

thrombin solution were added after 15 minutes and the sample was incubated
60 minutes in an incubator at 37 ◦ C and 5% CO2 .
c) 200 µl of formaldehyde solution were added to x platelets and the sample was incubated
◦
again for 20 minutes at 37 C and 5% CO2 and then washed three times with PBS.
® 594 phalloidin were added and incubated for 30 minutes
d) Afterwards, 200 µl of Alexa Fluor
b) Then,

50 µl

for

at room temperature under the exclusion of light and subsequently washed again three times
with PBS.
e) Most liquid was removed and the sample was sealed by addition of ProLong

®

Gold Antifade

reagent and a cover slip, which was then attached to the underlying cover slip by nail polish.
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200 µl of approximately 4 % formaldehyde (FA) solution (∼ 4 − 8 ◦ C, diluted from
min. 37 % formaldehyde (with 10 % methanol for stabilization), Merck KGaA,
Darmstadt, Germany) to the platelet/thrombin mixture and incubating it again
for 20 minutes at 37 ◦ C and 5% CO2 (see figure 3.9 c)). Subsequently, all liquid
was removed and the substrates were washed three times with PBS. Again all liquid was removed and 200 µl Alexa Fluor® 594 phalloidin (approximately 4.9

u
ml ,

excitation: approximately 590 nm, emission: approximately 617 nm, Invitrogen)
were added. The samples were incubated for 30 minutes at room temperature under the exclusion of light. Finally, all liquid was removed and the substrates were
washed again three times with PBS (see figure 3.9 d)). The cover slip to which
the substrate was attached, was transferred to a microscopic glass slide for easier
handling and attached to it with nail polish. Most of the remaining liquid was
removed from the cover slip and ProLong® Gold Antifade reagent (Invitrogen)
was brought onto the substrate. This reagent helps to prevent photobleaching and
cures so that long-term storage is possible. In order to finally seal the sample, a
18 × 18 mm cover slip (No.1, VWR) was put on top of the ProLong® Gold Antifade
(Invitrogen) and fixed to the underlying cover slip with nail polish (see figure 3.9
e)). The sample was left for some time at room temperature to start the curing of
the ProLong® Gold Antifade (Invitrogen) and then stored at 4 − 8 ◦ C.

3.5.2 Live Plasma Membrane Staining
Staining platelets with CellMask™ dye (Life Technologies GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany) has been conducted for example in [52]. The concentrations for BSA and
platelets in the following protocol have been taken from this reference. The concentration of the CellMask™ dye (Life Technologies GmbH) has been chosen as
proposed in [64]. A sketch of the different steps in membrane staining is depicted
in figure 3.10.
mg

A staining solution was prepared by mixing HT buffer (supplemented with 5 ml

BSA) and CellMask™ DeepRed (excitation: approximately 649 nm, emission: approximately 666 nm, Life Technologies GmbH) to yield a final dye concentration of
2.5

µg
ml .

Approximately 5 µl of unstained platelet solution were mixed with about

995 µl of this staining solution to yield a final platelet count of 2 × 107

cells
ml

in a

total liquid amount of 1 ml (see figure 3.10 a)). This mixture was incubated for 6
mg

minutesix . At the end of incubation, 25 µl of PGE1 -solution (∼ 0.106 ml , Cayman
ix about
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Figure 3.10.: Sketch of platelet preparation for live imaging of spreading.



a) Platelets were mixed with a staining solution containing CellMask

DeepRed dye and incu-

◦
bated for 6 minutes (∼ 4 of the 6 minutes in an incubator at 37 C and 5% CO2 ).
◦
b) The solution was centrifuged for 5 minutes at 480 g and 20 − 21 C to separate platelets from
liquid. Then, the cell pellet was re-diluted in HT buer (supplemented with
c)

150 µl

5 mg
ml

BSA).

of stained platelet solution were pipetted onto a washed substrate.

d) Shortly thereafter

50 µl

of thrombin solution (16

u
ml

) were added to the platelet solution.

Chemical Company) were added. Afterwards, the mixture was centrifuged for
5 minutes at 480 g and 20 − 21 ◦ C in a centrifuge (Eppendorf Centrifuge 5810 R,
Eppendorf). The resulting cell pellet was resuspended in 1 ml HT buffer (supmg

plemented with 5 ml BSA (see figure 3.10 b)). The BSA reduces background fluorescence [92]. A structured, completely fibrinogen-coated substrate (prepared as
described in section 3.2.2) was washed three times with HT buffer (supplemented
mg

with 5 ml BSA). After the last washing step, the liquid was removed and HT buffer
mg

(supplemented with 5 ml BSA) was added for storage.
The following steps were performed on a microscope (see section 3.6 for details)
equipped with an incubation-chamber (37 ◦ C, 5% CO2 , model INUG2E-ONICS,
Incubation System for Microscopes, Tokai Hit, Ltd., Gendoji-cho, Fujinomiya-shi,
Shizuoka-ken, Japan). A washed substrate was placed into the incubation chamber
and nearly all liquid was removed from the substrates. Then, 150 µl of membranestained platelet solution were added to the substrate (see figure 3.10 c)) and shortly
thereafter 50 µl of thrombin solution (16

u
ml ,

thrombin from human plasma, ≥ 2800

NIH units/mg protein, Sigma-Aldrich) were added to trigger spreading (see figure
3.10 d)). Details of imaging can be found in the next section (section 3.6).
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3.6 Imaging
All imaging was performed with an inverted research microscope (IX81, Olympus,
Hamburg, Germany). This microscope is equipped with a digital charge-coupled
device (CCD) camera ORCA-R2 C10600-10B (Hamamatsu Photonics Deutschland
GmbH, Herrsching am Ammersee, Germany) and a 150W Xenon arc lamp for
epi-fluorescence.
In the case of samples with fixed, actin-stained platelets, a 100× oil-immersion
phase contrast objective UPLFLN 100XO2PH (numerical aperture (NA) 1.3, working distance (WD) 0.2 mm, Olympus) together with immersion oil Type-F (index
of refraction: ne=1.518, dispersion: νe = 41 (23 ◦ C) , Olympus) was used. A sketch
of the imaging can be found in figure 3.11. Two fluorescence images (one of the
substrate coating and one of the actin staining) as well as a phase contrast image
were taken for each imaged position on the substrate. For both fluorescence channels an illumination time of 60 ms at a lamp power of 100% was applied, while for
the phase contrast image the imaging parameters were set to 60 ms illumination
time and 8.1 V lamp power. Here, a triple-band filter (U-M3DAFITR, Olympus)
which is able to image fluorophores excitable around 350 nm (maximum, full
width half maximum (FWHM) 50 nm (bandwidth)), 492 nm (maximum, FWHM
18 nm (bandwidth)) and 572 nm (maximum, FWHM 23 nm (bandwidth)) was
used. Emission can be detected around 462 nm, 531 nm and 628 nm. The dichroic
beam splitter lets light above approximately 449 nm, 510 nm and 586 nm pass
through. The corresponding spectra of optical filters and dyes can be found in
figure 3.12.
Confocal z-stacks were taken employing a FV-1000 confocal unit (Olympus) inFigure 3.11.: Sketch of imaging of xed sam-

ples.
The mounted sample was placed onto the
microscope so that the cover slip that seals
the probe lies directly on the objective. Fluorescence images of both brinogen coating
and actin-staining (60 ms illumination time,

100%

lamp power) were taken.

Further-

more, a phase contrast image was also taken
(60 ms illumination time,

8.1 V

lamp power).

All images were taken with the

100×

oil-

immersion phase contrast objective UPLFLN
100XO2PH.
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corporated into the IX81-setup (Olympus, see above). Both, images of substrate
coating with the 488 nm line of an argon laser and images of the actin-staining with

Figure 3.12.: Spectra of Alexa Fluor

®

488 and 594 uorophores (a)) as well as the spectra of

the triple bandlter (b)) used to image these uorophores.

®

a) Excitation and emission spectra for Alexa Fluor

488 (at pH

8)

and 594 uorophores (at pH

7.2). The shift in wavelength between excitation and emission is called Stokes shift. This shift
arises since not the whole excitation energy is turned into emitted radiation (uorescence). The
shift enables distinction between excitation and emission light. Data have been provided by Life

®

Technologies GmbH (Molecular Probes

[65],[66]).

b) Spectra of triple bandlter used in experiments to match the excitation and emission wave-

® 488 and 594 uorophores (a)).

length of Alexa Fluor

The triple band lter consists of a dichroic

beamsplitter (purple), an emission lter (orange), as well as three excitation lters (light blue

®

for DAPI, gray for FITC (or Alexa Fluor

®

488) and black for TxRed (or Alexa Fluor

594).

Data have been provided by AHF analysentechnik AG / Dr. Ines Höfer (Olympus).
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a diode laser at the wavelength 561 nm were taken every 0.25µm in z-direction at
a total of 17 images. The following filters were used in this case: The excitation
dichroic mirror DM405/488/561/633 was used together with the emission filter
BA505 − 525 and the emission filter BA575 − 675.
In the case of non-fixed, membrane-stained platelets, time-lapse series of substrate
coating and membrane staining were taken via epi-fluorescence. For this purpose
a 60 x silicone-oil objective ULSAPO60XS2 (NA 1.3, WD 0.3 mm) together with
silicone immersion oil (index of refraction: ne=1.406, dispersion: νe = 52 (23 ◦ C),
Olympus) was used. A sketch of the imaging can be found in figure 3.13.
In order to be able to switch fast between the two channels, a Cy5/FITC-dualband
filter was employed. This filter consists of two bandpass filters: one that allows
for excitation around 470 nm (maximum, FWHM 40 nm (bandwidth), 470/40 ET
Bandpass, AHF analysentechnik AG, Tübingen, Germany, FITC) and a second one
that allows for excitation around 628 nm (maximum, FWHM 40 nm (bandwidth),
628/40 BrightLine HC, AHF analysentechnik AG, Cy5).
Furthermore a beam splitter (497/655 H Dualband Strahlenteiler, AHF analysentechnik AG) which lets light above 497 nm and light above 655 nm pass through
was employed. For emission, a dualband blocking filter (537/694 Dualband Sperrfilter H, AHF analysentechnik AG) that detects emission around 537 nm and
around 694 nm was used. The Cy5 channel was used to image the cell membrane,
whereas the FITC channel was used to image the substrate coating. The corresponding spectra of optical filters and dyes can be found in figure 3.14. The time
lapse series consist of 1200 − 1800 pictures taken every 1.5 seconds in each of the
two channels. The imaging parameters were set to 60 ms illumination time and
Figure 3.13.: Sketch

of

imaging

of

non-

xed samples.
Time lapse series of
the stained cell membrane as well as of
the brinogen coating
were taken every

1.5

seconds (60 ms illumination time,
lamp

7.72%

power).

this purpose, a
silicone-oil

objective

ULSAPO60XS2
employed.
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Figure 3.14.: Spectra of Alexa Fluor

®

488 and CellMask



DeepRed uorophores (a)) as well

as the spectra of the dual bandlter (b)) used to image these uorophores.

®

a) Excitation and emission spectra for Alexa Fluor

3.6

488 (at pH

8)

and CellMask



DeepRed

uorophores (bound to zwitterionic detergent (CHAPS) micelles). Data have been provided by
Life Technologies GmbH (Molecular Probes

®

[65],[67])

b) Spectra of dual bandlter used in experiments to match the excitation and emission wavelength
of Alexa Fluor

®

488 and CellMask



DeepRed uorophores (a)). The dual bandlter consists of

a dichroic beamsplitter (gray), an emission lter (brown), as well as two excitation lters (purple

®

for FITC (or Alexa Fluor



488) and orange for Cy5 (or CellMask

DeepRed)). Data have been

provided by AHF analysentechnik AG ([1]).

7.72% lamp power.
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All analysis methods described below have been self-written in MATLAB® R2009b
(MathWorks® , Natick, Massachusetts, USA), if it is not stated otherwise. Most of
the parameters used below are given in pixels. For the fixed, actin-stained samples 1 pixel equals approximately 0.064 µm and the analysis specifically applied
to these data is detailed in section 4.2 (results: chapter 5), while for the non-fixed
membrane-stained samples 1 pixel equals approximately 0.108 µm and the analysis applied specifically to these data is shown in section 4.3 (results: chapters 6
and 7). Parts of this chapter have been published in Soft Matter [84].

4.1 Cell Outline Detection
In order to detect the cell outline, a program was employed that used the edge
function. From this function the canny algorithm was used, which employed a
Gaussian filter to reduce noise and afterwards detected edges by computing gradients of the image and detecting maxima in the magnitude of the gradients [15].
By using this algorithm, it was possible to include both edges arising from strong
as well as from weak signal changes. To be able to include strong and weak edges
is very helpful for the data analyzed here, since staining of cellular components is
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not necessarily uniform over the volume/area of one platelet or between different
platelets. In order to ensure that all parts of the cell were detected and the determined outline was consistent with the cell outline in the original fluorescence
image, the resulting image produced by the canny algorithm was overlayed with
the original fluorescence image in ImageJ [87] for visual control purposes. By this
visual control, non-detected parts of the cell could be added manually based on
the fluorescence image. This procedure is most helpful in the case of filopodia
or other very thin parts of the cell that contain little stained material and thus
usually show low fluorescence intensity and therefore shallower gradients, which
are more difficult to detect. In figure 4.1 an illustration of the two different steps
of cell outline detection is shown. This example shows a membrane-stained nonfixed platelet.
In the case of fixed, actin stained samples examined in this study, a low threshold
of 0 and a high threshold of 0.05 as parameters for the canny algorithm are best
suited to detect the cell outline. In the case of non-fixed platelets stained for their
plasma membrane, first a Wiener filter was employed to the image. The wiener2
function (neighborhood 7 × 7 pixels) helped to remove background noise that had

Figure 4.1.: Illustration of the two dierent steps of outline detection.

The images have been inverted to increase visibility and have been rotated in ImageJ [87] (bilinear
interpolation) to align the rows of holes with the image borders.
a) Based on the original uorescence image (left) the cell outline was detected automatically
by noise reduction through a Wiener lter (
through the

edge

function with the

canny

wiener2

function) and a subsequent edge detection

algorithm.

b) Parts of the outline that had not been detected in a) were manually added in ImageJ [87] in
comparison with the original uorescence image.
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arisen due to the short exposure time and low lamp power needed to be able to
image non-fixed blood platelets (see section 3.6). Short exposure times and low
lamp powers help to decrease the amount of energy the platelets have to endure
and thus can help the survival of platelets. For the subsequent canny algorithm
step, a low threshold of 0.02 and a high threshold of 0.07 were used. Again the
images of the detected outlines were overlaid with the original fluorescence images in ImageJ [87] as described above and missing parts of the cell were added
manually.

4.2 Analysis of Fixed Samples
In the following, several pre-processing steps that were needed to sort out platelets
that did not spread completely or might have been influenced by a distorted substrate, irregular fibrinogen coating or other platelets, are described and different
conditions under which platelets were excluded from analysis are shown in figure
4.2. Platelets that did not spread completely were excluded from analysis (see figure 4.2 a)). Not completely spread platelets appeared darker in the phase contrast
image, since they were thicker and therefore could be sorted out. Additionally,
platelets lying on top of irregular fibrinogen coating were excluded from analysis.
An example of irregular fibrinogen coating is shown in figure 4.2 b). Especially on
selectively coated substrates, platelets were able to distort the fibrinogen coating
of the substrate. In figure 4.2 c) an image of a distorted fibrinogen layer is shown.
If any distortion of the fibrinogen layer was visible, the platelet that had distorted
the layer, was excluded from analysis, since these interactions with the fibrinogen
coating could have altered spread area and morphology of the platelet. Distorted
substrate parts, i.e. the PDMS-layer itself is distorted, may arise, e.g., when there
are remaining dust particles on the coverslip to which the substrate is transferred
(see section 3.2.1) or when the substrate is stretched while being transferred to the
coverslip. The distortion of a substrate can be measured based on images of the
substrate coating. To ensure an undistorted substrate, it was tested in ImageJ [87]
whether simultaneous alignment of the horizontal and vertical rows of holes with
the borders of the image was possible by rotation. If this simultaneous alignment
was not possible, platelets lying on these parts of the substrate were omitted from
analysis. A sketch of the alignment attempts is shown in figure 4.2 d). Furthermore, platelets were excluded from the analysis, that were in contact or too close
to other platelets. Finally, platelets that were situated on a flat part of the substrate
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Figure 4.2.: Explanatory images for dierent cases in which platelets were not analyzed.

a) The upper image shows an inverted uorescence image of stained actin.

The lower image

shows the corresponding phase contrast image. The images show an example of a not completely
spread cell in contrast to a spread cell. In phase contrast microscopy images not completely spread
platelets appear darker due to their higher thickness and thus can be sorted out.
b) Platelets lying on top of irregular brinogen coating were excluded from analysis to prevent
uncontrollable inuences due to the irregularity of the coating. An example for irregular coating
can be seen in the uorescence image of labeled brinogen.
c) Especially on selectively coated substrates platelets were able to distort the brinogen layer as
can be seen in the uorescence image of labeled brinogen. This distortion may in return also

e.g.

inuence the cell (

size, outline

etc.).

Thus, platelets that visibly distorted the brinogen

coating were excluded from analysis.
d) Distortions of the substrate itself which may, for example, arise due to small dust particles
on the underlying coverslip or stretching of the substrate, were detected by verifying whether
the horizontal lines of holes formed a

90◦ -angle

with the vertical lines.

This is sketched in a

uorescence image of the labeled brinogen by a white vertical line following the vertical line of
holes and several horizontal lines forming a

90◦ -angle

with the vertical line. It is visible that the

horizontal lines of holes deviate from the white horizontal lines. Platelets lying on this part of
the substrate were excluded from analysis.

but lay too close to the neighboring structures or vice versa were sorted out.

4.2.1 Spread Area, Perimeter and Ellipse Measurements
After the cell outline had been detected as described in section 4.1, it was filled
manually in ImageJ [87] creating a mask of the cell. Afterwards, this mask was selected and the area acell , as well as the perimeter pcell were measured in ImageJ [87].
Furthermore, an ellipse (orientation, major and minor axis) that had the same area,
orientation and eccentricity as the selection was calculated through the second moments (compare [114]) with the Measure function in ImageJ [87]. The results were
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saved and further processed in OriginPro 8.5G (OriginLab, Northampton, Massachusetts, USA). The perimeter of the above mentioned ellipse was calculated via
following equation in OriginPro 8.5G (OriginLab):
pellipse = π · ( a + b) · (1 + (3 · λ2 /(10 +

q

(4 − 3 · λ2 ))))

(4.1)

λ = ( a − b)/( a + b)
with a being the semi-major axis of the ellipse and b the semi-minor axis. This
equation is an approximation of the perimeter of an ellipse as described in [99].
The relative perimeter of a cell was calculated in OriginPro 8.5G (OriginLab) as
pcell /pellipse . This relative perimeter shows how ”rough“ the outline of the cell is,
since it takes the smallest value of 1 for a perfect ellipse and gets larger the more
protrusions the cell has. Histograms of spread area acell and of relative perimeter
pcell /pellipse were plotted in OriginPro 8.5G (OriginLab) with binsizes of 10 µm2
for acell and 0.1 for pcell /pellipse . In these histograms the percentage of values lying
in a certain bin was denoted.

4.2.2 Curvature Calculation of Cell Outline
The curvature of the cell outline was analyzed in MATLAB® R2009b (MathWorks® )
with a code written by Dr. Sarah Schwarz G. Henriques (PhD thesis, Institute for
X-Ray Physics, University of Göttingen). The general program concept is also described in chapter VII of her doctoral thesis [88]. The exact steps of the program
used for the data presented here, are described below. First, the platelets were labeled by bwlabel (4-connected objectsi ). Then, it was determined which pixels are
part of the cell outline through the function bwtraceboundary. In this function, pixels that are part of the object have to be non-zero, while the background consists of
pixels with the value zero and the connectivity was set to a 4-connected neighborhoodii . The found cell outline was then described through a spline, a composite of
several polynomial functions each describing a part of the outline. This spline was
parametrized via the arc length s along the cell outline. Parametrization with the
arc-length was necessary, since the cell outline cannot be described via a function
of y( x ) at all positions. A spline was calculate for each sequence of 7 points. As
i This

means that a pixel belonged to the platelet if at least one of its neighboring pixels had a value
of non-zero. Neighboring pixels were those pixels directly above/below or left/right of the pixel
and not the ones diagonal to it.
ii Neighboring pixels were in this case again those pixels directly above/below or left/right of the
pixel and not the ones diagonal to it.
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the curvature was only calculated for static data here, no reference start-point on
the cell outline had to
qbe defined. The curvature of the calculated spline was ob2
∂2 x ( s )
→
tained by |−
c (s)| =
+ ∂ y(s) . After curvature calculation, the values were
∂s2

∂s2

further processed in OriginPro 8.5 G (OriginLab). The curvature were sorted into
bins of 0.2 µm−1 . The percentages of values in the different bins was determined
and the differences between the curvature of the cell outline on structured and flat
substrates was obtained by subtracting the values on flat substrates from those on
structured substrates.

4.3 Analysis of Non-Fixed Platelets
Preprocessing of data from non-fixed platelets spreading on structured and flat
substrates is described below. If platelets still showed a large, bright spot in their
middle after the time lapse series had been completed, they were excluded from
further analysis. These platelets did most likely not spread completely with the
bright spot displaying a lot of cell material still accumulated in the middle. An
example of such a cell can be seen in figure 4.3. Note that in the beginning of
spreading platelets usually showed this bright spot and thus also the cell in figure
4.1 a) still showed this spot. Furthermore, platelets that showed a persistent and
clear contact to other platelets were sorted out. The time lapse series were only
analyzed up to the point, where the platelets did not yet interact. Platelets that
were situated on a flat part of the substrate but lay too close to the neighboring
structures or vice versa were sorted out as well. Finally, if a cell was present in less
than 400 images of the time lapse series or it could only be analyzed for less than
400 images due to interactions with other platelets, this platelet was not analyzed.
The images were only analyzed if the cell was clearly visible, i.e. if the contrast
was not too low. The contrast was usually sufficient in the first 1200 images of a
time-lapse series, since cells take up the dye after a certain time [64]. However,
the time point at which the contrast becomes too low, depends on the amount of
time that has elapsed since staining. Consequently, not all time lapse series were
analyzed until frame 1200. Very small distortions of substrates were allowed. If
the angle between the horizontal and vertical lines deviated by no more than 2◦
from 90◦ (see figure 4.2 d) for a sketch of distortions), the platelets lying on top of
the substrate were included in the further analysis.
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Figure 4.3.: Example of a cell

still containing a large, bright
spot after the time lapse series
had been completed.
The image of the membranestaining has been taken after
the time lapse had ended with

60 ms
41.86%

illumination time and
lamp

power

(further

description of imaging in section 3.6). The uorescence image has been inverted for better
visibility. The cell in the lower
left is completely spread and no
large, bright point in the middle
is visible in contrast to the cell
on the right.

4.3.1 Drift Correction
To be able to compare the position of the cell outlines between pictures in the
time lapse studies, the time lapse series had to be corrected for drift. The drift
and its correction were computed in MATLAB® R2009b (MathWorks® ) based on
a description on how to correlate two pictures provided by Mathworks® (Natick,
Massachusetts, USA) in [94].
Drift detection was carried out based on the corresponding time lapse series of the
fibrinogen coating of the substrate, since the coating did not change as strongly
over time as the platelets. Drift detection was accomplished by determining the
cross-correlations using the normxcorr2 function [94]. Cross-correlations were calculated between one image (reference image) and each of the images of the stack.
Usually, the reference image was taken from later points in the time lapse series, since these images were mostly better in focus than pictures in the beginning
and thus drift correction was more reliable.iii The drift correction values for each
image of the time lapse series were obtained by computing the maximum in crosscorrelation between the reference image and this particular image [94]. In order
to correct for the drift between images taken from the platelets, these images were
corrected with the drift correction values calculated for the respective images of
the substrate coating using the imtransform function. Translation was performed
iii Comparing

succeeding images did not lead to the desired results in this case, since the drift
between succeeding images can be smaller than one pixel and these small drifts could not be
detected with this method.
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as described in [34].

4.3.2 Filling of Platelet Outlines
For further analysis of the platelets, the cell outlines had to be filled and parts of
the image not belonging to the cell of interest had to be removed. A sketch of the
different main steps of this process is shown in figure 4.4.
To accelerate the algorithm, a region of interest (ROI) was defined around the
cell by using a manual input option (ginput). All parts of this ROI that did not
belong to the cell outline were removed by the function bwareaopen (threshold 90
pixelsiv ) and the remaining outline was filled by imfill. The processed ROI was
then inserted into an empty image, which had the same size as the original image,
at the position from which it had been taken in the original image. This procedure
ensures that the cell is positioned exactly as it had been in the original image.
Having the cell at the same position as in the original image is desirable, since it
simplifies correlations to the underlying substrate imaged through the coating of
the substrate.
In a last step, the processed images were again checked in ImageJ [87] in order to
remove remaining objects that had not been filtered out by bwareaopen and to fill
cell outlines manually that had not been closed and thus could not be filled by
iv All

objects that contained less than 90 pixels are removed. The connectivity was set to 8 in this
function, i.e. neighboring pixels were all pixels around the pixel.

Figure 4.4.: Sketch of the three main steps of cell extraction.

1.) In a rst step a region of interest (ROI, orange) was dened around the cell (blue).
2.) Filling of outlines and removal of parts outside the cell (black) only took place inside this
ROI to improve algorithm performance.
3.) The processed ROI was inserted into an empty image having the same size as the original
image at the position from which the ROI had been taken in the original image.
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imfill. If the detected parts of the cell were shorter than 90 pixels in some imagesv ,
these images were processed as described above, but with a smaller threshold for
bwareaopen (same connectivity as above) of 10 pixels or 40 pixels (depending on
cell size). In figure 4.5 an example for filling of cell outlines is shown.
Figure 4.5.: An example of au-

tomatic lling of cell outlines.
The images have been rotated
in ImageJ [87] (bilinear interpolation)

to

align

the

rows

of holes with the image borders.

The

left

image

has

been inverted for better visibility.

The detected cell outlines

were lled automatically with
the

imll

function after parts

outside the cell were removed
by the

bwareaopen

function.

4.3.3 Spreading in Distinct Directions and Comparison to Ellipse
As the holes in the structured substrates alternate with interspaces, the cell encountered different conditions on these two regions of the substrate. Hence, the
analysis has to describe the spreading behavior locally. One way to obtain a local
description is to analyze the spreading along straight lines of different directions,
which provides a spreading length depending on the position along the cell outline.
One disadvantage of simply computing this spreading length is that, when comparing these lengths, effects due to cell shape superimpose smaller differences that
may show alterations in spreading behavior. To compensate for these influences,
an ellipse was calculated as reference that had the same orientation, eccentricity
and area as the cell. To this end, first, the orientation as well as major and minor
axis of an ellipse that has the same normalized second central moments as the cell
were calculated. Secondly, the length of minor and major axis were scaled so that
the ellipse adopted the same area as the cell while keeping the eccentricity constant. By comparing the spreading length with the extension of the ellipse along
the straight lines, effects of overall cell shape (e.g. eccentricity) can be neglected.
The nomenclature for this analysis is as follows (see also table 4.1): Points lying on
the ellipse are denoted as qellipse (b, t), points lying on the cell outline as qcell (c, t),
points lying on the straight lines as qline (d, α), points of intersection between the
v This

was only the case in the first images after attachment to the substrate.
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straight lines and the cell outline as pcell ( β, t) and points of intersection between
the straight lines and the ellipse as pellipse ( β, t). b ∈ [1, Nellipse ] defines a specific
point on the ellipse with Nellipse being the total number of points on the ellipse.
c ∈ [1, Ncell ] defines a specific point on the cell outline with Ncell being the total number of points on the cell outline. Lastly, d ∈ [1, Nline ] defines a specific
point on the straight lines with Nline being the total number of points on the line.
α ∈ [0◦ , 165◦ ] with 15◦ increments represents the angle the straight line encloses
with the x-axis of the image and β = {α, α + 180◦ }vi .
Table 4.1.: Abbreviations used in this section to describe variables needed to compute vectors

from ellipse to cell outline.

qline (d, α)
qellipse (b, t)
qcell (c, t)
pellipse ( β, t)
pcell ( β, t)

~vcell-ellipse ( β, t)
lcell-ellipse ( β, t)

points situated on the straight lines
points situated on the ellipse
points situated on cell outline
points of interception between the straight lines and the ellipse
points of interception between the straight lines and the cell outline
vector between the points pcell ( β, t) and pellipse ( β, t)
signed length of vector ~vcell −ellipse ( β, t)

For easier comparison, the images of time lapse series on structured substrates
were rotated by the imrotate function (method: bilinear, bounding box: loose) to
align the rows of holes in the underlying substrate with the image borders. The
angle needed to align the substrate with the image borders was found as described
in section 4.4. Afterwards, the images of the platelets were binarized againvii .
Then, the cell area, the cell centroid as well as the length of major and minor
axis and orientation of the above described ellipse that has the same normalized
second central moments as the cell were computed using the functions bwlabel (4connected objectsviii ) and regionprops. The major and minor axis of the ellipse were
scaled so that the ellipse has the same area as the cell but the eccentricity was kept
constant. Based on the centroid, the length of the major and minor axis and the
orientation of the ellipse, points situated on the ellipse can be calculated following
vi If

the straight lines go through any point that lies within the cell and not only touches the outline
of the cell (see below), two points of interception were found and thus one was defined as
belonging to α while the other one belonged to α + 180◦ . The same holds true for the ellipse.
vii Due to the interpolation when rotating the binarized image, especially pixels at the cell outline
can have values differing from 255.
viii This means that a pixel belonged to the cell if at least one of its neighboring pixels had a value of
non-zero. Neighboring pixels were those pixels directly above/below or left/right of the pixel
and not the ones diagonal to it.
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the instruction given in [35]. The number of calculated points on the ellipse Nellipse
was set to 120.
The straight lines, along which the spreading was evaluated, were computed by
the following equation:
y ( x ) = y0 + ( x − x0 ) · m

(4.2)

with m = tan(α). Additionally, the lines went through the mean center of mass
(centroid) of the cell ( x0 , y0 ). The mean center of mass was calculated by averaging the center of mass positions of the cell in all frames containing a binarized
and filled cell. An example for these lines is shown in figure 4.6, where also the
definition of the angles is shown.
To ensure that for pcell ( β, t) only points were detected that were situated on the
cell outline, this outline was extracted by the function bwperim (8-connected neighborhoodix ) and used for further analysis. If all of the points qcell (c, t) in an image
had at least a distance of 2 pixels to the mean center of mass and the mean center
of mass lay within the cell, the image was analyzed. Other images were omitted,
since the large movement of the center of mass of the cell would have influenced
the results. The further analysis detected points of interception between the cell
outline and the straight lines as well as points of interception between the ellipse
and the straight lines (pcell ( β, t) and pellipse ( β, t), respectively). A sketch of how
the points pellipse ( β, t) were detected can be found in figure 4.7.
ix This

means that a pixel belonged to the outline if at least one of its neighboring pixels had a value
of zero. Neighboring pixels were all pixels around the pixel.

Figure 4.6.: Plot of the

computed straight lines
for one cell.
The line of

0◦

and the

direction of following angles are marked.

Fur-

thermore, the mean center of mass is marked.
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To maximize the number of points that were detected, the number of points on the
lines Nline was increased by computing values for approximately every 0.2 pixel
(in x-direction).
To detect pcell ( β, t) and pellipse ( β, t), the x- and y-values of the points qcell (c, t) as
well as of the points qellipse (b, t) were compared to those on the lines qline (d, α).
To detect pcell ( β, t), those values on the cell outline were searched that had the
same x- and y-values as the rounded values on the straight linesx . The search
was directly terminated after a point pcell ( β, t) was detected and the same procedure was performed again to find the second point of interception on the opposite site of the cell outline. To detect pellipse ( β, t), the x- and y-values of the
points qellipse (b, t) were compared to those on the lines qline (d, α). If the distance between the points qellipse (c, t) and qline (d, α) was smaller than 1.5 pixels,
x Due

to the pixelated nature of the cell outline rounding to the nearest natural number was necessary.

Figure 4.7.: Illustration of detection of the points

pellipse ( β, t).

The sketch shows the situation

for one specic direction and one time point and illustrates how one point of interception was
detected, the second point on the opposing site was detected accordingly.
a) The sketch shows a part of a cell outline (blue), a part of the corresponding ellipse (orange)
and a part of the straight line (green) along which the points
b) Detail of the sketch in a) showing how a point

pellipse ( β, t)

pellipse ( β, t)

were detected.

was detected. 1. If a point on the

qline (d, α) (green) lay less than 1.5 pixels (indicated by magenta circle) apart from a point
qellipse (c, t), a point pellipse ( β, t) was detected. 2. The search was terminated after
point (nal point pellipse ( β, t ) marked with pink circle) was detected and the same procedure

line

on the ellipse
a

was performed again to nd the second point of interception on the opposing site of the ellipse.
For
the

α = 90◦ points on the ellipse were searched that did not deviate by more than 1 pixel from
x-position of the mean center of mass (not sketched here). In order to prevent detection of

the same point, the detected points on opposite sites of the ellipse had to be spaced more than

2.5
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a point pellipse ( β, t) was detected. The search was directly terminated after a point
pellipse ( β, t) was detected and the same procedure was performed again to find
the second point of interception on the opposite site of the ellipse. In order to
prevent detection of the same point, the detected points on opposite sites of the
ellipse had to be spaced more than 2.5 pixels apart. As points pellipse ( β, t) the
points on the straight line were given. In the case of α = 90◦ xi , points on the
ellipse pellipse ( β, t) were detected that had an x-value that differed no more than
1 pixel from the x-value of the mean center of mass. Again, the detected points
on opposite sites of the ellipse had to be spaced more than 2.5 pixels apart (see
above). As pellipse ( β, t) the values for the points on the ellipse were given. For the
cell outline and α = 90◦ , points were searched that had the same x-value as the
rounded x-value of the mean center of massxii . In order to determine whether the

detected points pcell ( β, t) and pellipse ( β, t) belonged to the angle β = α or to the
angle β = α + 180◦ (see figure 4.6), the position of the points in relation to the position of the mean center of mass was taken into account. Finally, the differences

between pcell ( β, t) and pellipse ( β, t) in x- and y-direction d x ( β, t)/dy ( β, t) as well
as the lengths of the corresponding vectors ~vcell-ellipse ( β, t) between pcell ( β, t) and
pellipse ( β, t) were calculated. An example of the result of this analysis is shown in
figure 4.8. In this figure the ellipse is shown in black, the cell in blue, the points of
interception between straight lines and cell outline pcell ( β, t) are shown in red, the
points of interception between straight lines and ellipse pellipse ( β, t) in cyan and
the resulting vectors ~vcell-ellipse ( β, t) between the ellipse and cell outline are shown
in magenta.

4.3.4 Further Data Analysis
Moving Average
The moving average of the above calculated cell area as well as of d x ( β, t), dy ( β, t)
and the lengths of corresponding vectors ~vcell-ellipse ( β, t) were calculated. By this
procedure, small errors that arised, e.g. from imprecisely detected cell outlines
could be minimized, while preserving the overall result. Furthermore, missing
values could be interpolated.
The moving average of a variable (see above) at a frame f i was calculated by taking
xi For

this direction the line was defined as x = x (mean center of mass).
to the pixelated nature of the cell outline rounding to the nearest natural number was necessary.

xii Due
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Figure 4.8.: Plot of points

of

interception

straight
outline
of

lines

between
and

pcell ( β, t),

interception

cell

points

between

straight lines and ellipse

pellipse ( β, t)

as well as the

resulting vectors.
The corresponding ellipse
is shown in black, the cell
in blue, the points of interception
lines

between

and

cell

straight

outline

in

red, the points of interception

between

lines

and

cyan

and

vectors

the
the

straight

ellipse

in

resulting

~vcell-ellipse ( β, t)

in

magenta.

the average of all values of this variable in an interval [ f i−10 , f i+10 ]xiii . Each frame
represents one time point. The choice of the number of values that were averaged
is discussed further in section 6.2. The sign of the vectors (~vcell-ellipse ( β, t), magenta
in figure 4.8) was calculated based on the moving average treated d x ( β, t) and
dy ( β, t), i.e. the differences between cell outline and ellipse in x- and y-direction.
If the cell outline lay inside of the ellipse, the sign of ~vcell-ellipse ( β, t) was denoted
as negative, if it lay outside of the ellipse the sign was denoted as positive. The
moving average of the signed length lcell-ellipse ( β, t) was plotted via imagesc as can
be seen in figure 4.9.
To describe the interdependencies of the different values of ~vcell-ellipse ( β, t), both
the variance of lcell-ellipse ( β, t) between the different angles/directions at fixed time
points (see figure 4.6) vardir as well as the variance of lcell-ellipse ( β, t) between the
different time points for a fixed angle/direction vartime were computed. The former describes the relations between, e.g. spreading over holes and on interspaces
on structured substrates, the latter the dynamics along different directions. Additionally, the variances vardir and vartime were calculated based on the original, i.e.
not moving average treated values for the signed lengths lcell-ellipse ( β, t). In figure
xiii For

the first and last 10 frames the size of the interval was adjusted to the number of available
frames on the site of the interval where there were fewer than 10 frames.
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Figure 4.9.: Plot of the moving average of the signed lengths

lcell-ellipse ( β, t)

4.3

of the cell shown

in gure 4.8.
The values for dierent angles corresponding to the dierent lines (see gure 4.6) are shown on
the

x-axis and the evolution over time is shown on the y-axis.

The signed lengths

are shown color-coded ranging from dark blue for the largest negative values,
lies inside the ellipse, to dark red for the largest positive values,

i.e.

i.e.

lcell-ellipse ( β, t)
the cell outline

the cell outline lies outside

of the ellipse. A further discussion of these plots can be found in chapter 6. The missing values
are shown in white.

4.10 an illustration of how the variances are calculated is shown. The area values
in the last 50 images of all analyzed images were averaged for each platelet and
plotted with the box-plot option in OriginPro 8.5 G (OriginLab). Furthermore,
the mean values of vardir were calculated and plotted, both in OriginPro 8.5 G
(OriginLab). The mean areas and the mean vardir values were calculated from the
moving average treated data. Furthermore, the areas and variances were plotted
in OriginPro 8.5 G (OriginLab).
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Events of Retraction and Protrusion
Based on the moving average of the signed length lcell-ellipse ( β, t), the spreading
behavior was analyzed further by detecting events of large retraction or outgrowth.
A further discussion of the choice of the parameters chosen here to detect retractions and outgrowth can be found in section 6.2.
To detect large retractions and outgrowth, the difference of each lcell-ellipse ( β, t)value in frame t = f i with the corresponding value in frame t = f i+120 was computed. This difference is denoted as d( β, f i , f i+120 ) = |lcell-ellipse ( β, f i ) − lcell-ellipse

( β, f i+120 )| in the following. If the absolute value of the above calculated difference was at least 0.75 µm and the differences d( β, f i , f i+ x ) with x lying in the interval [i + 121 , i + 160] showed similar values as d( β, f i , f i+120 ), i.e. d( β, f i , f i+ x ) ≥
d( β, f i , f i+120 ) − 0.1 µm, this was defined as an event.xiv Furthermore, the sign of
the differences d( β, f i , f i+120 ) and d( β, f i , f i+ x ) was required to stay the same. By
comparing lcell-ellipse ( β, t) in frame t = ti with lcell-ellipse ( β, t) in frame t = ti+120 , i.e.
180 seconds later, and ensuring that the differences were maintained for at least 40
more frames, i.e. 60 seconds, simple fluctuations were excluded. Multiple detecxiv For

the last 160 frames no events could be detected as comparable points later in time were
missing.

Figure 4.10.: Illustration of calculation of the two variances

vardir

and

vartime .

The arrows show on basis of which values the variances were calculated.
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tions of one event were sorted out by the condition that different events (along one
direction) had to happen at least 50 frames, i.e. 75 seconds apart in time. As time
point at which the event took place, the time of frame f i+120 was denoted. Furthermore, it was denoted whether the event signifies a protrusion or an invagination
based on whether the cell outline lay within, outside or on the ellipse in the frame
f i+120 . Finally, also the direction of the change was computed, i.e. whether the
invagination was filled up/the protrusion grew or the invagination got larger/the
protrusion retracted. These data are shown in chapter 6.

Display of Cell Outlines over Time
First, the images were rotated by the function imrotate (bilinear interpolation,
bounding box: loose, see also section 4.3.3). The rotation alines the underlying
rows of holes with the image borders. Then, the cell outline was found as described in section 4.2.2 by the functions bwlabel and bwtraceboundary. Thereafter,
the outline in each frame was plotted in a color-coded way ranging from dark blue
for early time points to dark red for later time points. Examples for this way of
presentation can be found in figure 6.5 in chapter 6.

4.3.5 Tracing of Cellular Protrusions
In order to fully describe how the platelets sense and then deal with the underlying substrate in terms of spreading, the movement and positions of cellular protrusions were analyzed here. To this end, the endpoints of filopodia and broad,
blunt protrusions were traced. The used algorithms are described in detail in the
following.
The images were rotated by imrotate (bilinear interpolation, bounding box: loose,
see also section 4.3.3) to align the rows of holes in the underlying substrate to the
image borders. Then, points lying on the cell outline r were found as described
in section 4.2.2 by the functions bwlabel and bwtraceboundary. Furthermore, the
curvature of the cell outline was calculated as described in section 4.2.2 with a
spline being fitted to 5 instead of 7 points due to differences in magnification.xv
Furthermore, the lengths l (r ) from center of mass cmass of the cell to the points
lying on the cell outline were computed. A further discussion of the choice of the
parameters chosen here to detect protrusions can be found in section 7.2.
xv The

data analyzed in section 4.2.2 were recorded using a 100×-objective, while the data analyzed
here were recorded with a 60×-objective.
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Detection of Filopodia Endpoints
Filopodia were easier to identify than broad, blunt protrusions, like e.g. protruding lamellipodia, as filopodia are morphologically more distinctxvi . One possible
means to identify filopodium endpoints was the high curvature at the endpoint
of a filopodium. Additionally, filopodia protrude from the rest of the cell, so the
length l (r1 ) from the center of mass to cell outline was higher than the length for
the neighboring points on the cell outline. Here, a combination of these two characteristics was employed to find a stable way to track the endpoints of filopodia.
The description of variables used in this section can be found in table 4.2.
In figure 4.11 a sketch of the points r1 , rleft and rright as well as the lengths l (r1 ),
l (rleft ) and l (rright ) of the distances from these points to the center of mass of the
cell can be found. Furthermore, the set of constraints employed in this analysis to
find an endpoint of a filopodium is detailed in this figure.
Each point r1 was compared to two other points, one lying 11 points left (rleft ) and
one lying 11 points right (rright ) along the outline from this point. To find reference points for the first and last points along the cell outline, periodic boundary
conditions were employed. The length l (r1 ) had to be more than 5 pixels larger
than the mean length of the vectors from center of mass to the points left and right
(lmean, point = (l (rleft ) + l (rright ))/2) of point r1 and had also to be larger than the
individual lengths l (rleft ) and l (rright ). If the cell was nearly completely spread,
xvi at

least in fluorescence images of the cell membrane

Table 4.2.: Abbreviations used in this section to describe variables needed for the detection of

endpoints of lopodia.

r1
rleft
rright
l (r1 )
l (rleft )
l (rright )
lmin
lmean
Afin
s
c(s)
cmean
cmax
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point on cell outline
reference point left of point r1
reference point right of point r1
length of vector from center of mass to point r1
length of vector from center of mass to point rle f t
length of vector from center of mass to point rright
minimal length from center of mass to cell outline for whole cell
mean length from center of mass to cell outline for whole cell
final area, i.e. area in last image
detected endpoint of filopodium
curvature of detected endpoint of filopodium
mean curvature for whole cell outline
maximal curvature for whole cell outline
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Figure 4.11.: Sketch showing the points

r1 , rleft

and

rright

4.3

and the lengths of the vectors from

center of mass of the cell to these points as well as a list of the set of constraints posed on the
endpoints of lopodia.
(left) The point

r1

is shown in purple, the point

rleft

in dark yellow and the point

rright

in light

blue. The lengths of the vectors from the center of mass of the cell (green cross) to the points
are shown in matching colors.
(right) The set of constraints posed to dene an endpoint of a lopodium. The constraint that
was posed on the distance between individual lopodia is not shown here. Denitions for the
variables used here are given in table 4.2.

i.e. the minimal value lmin was at least as large as 90% of ( Afin /π )0.5 , with Afin
being the cell sizexvii in the last image of the cell, the length l (r1 ) had to be more
than twice as long as the mean length lmean in this image. If lmin was smaller than
90% of ( Afin /π )0.5 , no condition for the minimal length from center of mass to cell
outline was employed. Points that fulfilled these criteria were termed s.
Secondly, a constraint was posed on the curvature of the cell outline in point s.
If the mean curvature for the whole platelet cmean was higher than 0.55 µm−1 and
xvii in

pixel · pixel
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the maximal curvature cmax was higher than 2.5 µm−1 , the curvature c(s) at point
s had to be at least 20% of cmax . Otherwise, the curvature c(s) had to be at least
90% of cmax . Finally, in order to avoid multiple detections of filopodia endpoints,
detected endpoints had to be situated at least 10 pixels apart from each otherxviii .
If more than one point was detected in too close vicinity, the point with the larger
length l (r1 ) from center of mass to cell outline was designated as filopodium endpoint. A sketch of the found endpoints of protrusions can be seen in figure 4.12.
Figure 4.12.: Plot of detected pro-

trusions for one time point in spreading.
Detected endpoints of lopodia are
marked with red circles and the detected endpoint of a broad, blunt
protrusion with a magenta circle.
The center of mass of the cell in this
image is marked with a green circle
and the cell outline is plotted in blue.
As can be seen for the protrusion in
the lower right corner, the algorithm
sometimes failed to detect protrusions.

This is discussed further in

section 7.2.

Detection of Endpoints of Broad, Blunt Protrusions
The detection of endpoints of broad, blunt protrusions followed the same scheme
as the detection of endpoints of filopodia described above. The names of variables
used in this section are shown in table 4.3.
In figure 4.13 a sketch of the points t1 , tleft and tright as well as the lengths of the
vectors from these points to the center of mass of the cell l (t1 ), l (tleft ) and l (tright )
can be found. Similarly as in figure 4.11 the set of constraints employed in this
analysis to find an endpoint of a broad, blunt protrusion is detailed in figure 4.13.
The reference points tleft and tright lay 25 points left and right from the point
t1 along the outline. Again periodic boundary conditions were employed. In
this case, however, as broad, blunt protrusions shall be detected, the length l (t1 )
had to be larger than the mean length of the points left and right (lmean, point =

(l (tleft ) + l (tright ))/2) of point t1 . Additionally, the length l (t1 ) had to be also
larger than the individual lengths l (tleft ) and l (tright ).
xviii Also
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double detections of the same points were sorted out.
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Table 4.3.: Abbreviations used in this section to describe variables needed for the detection of

endpoints of broad, blunt protrusions

t1
tleft
tright
l ( t1 )
l (tleft )
l (tright )
lmean
lmax

point on cell outline
reference point left of point t1
reference point right of point t1
length of vector from center of mass to point t1
length of vector from center of mass to point tle f t
length of vector from center of mass to point tright
mean length from center of mass to cell outline for whole cell
maximal length from center of mass to cell outline for whole cell

Figure 4.13.: Sketch of the points

t1 , tleft

and

tright

and the lengths of the vectors from center

of mass of the cell to these points as well as a list of the constraints posed here to the endpoints
of broad, blunt protrusions.
(left) The point

t1

is shown in purple, the point

tleft

in dark yellow and the point

tright

in light

blue. The corresponding lengths of the vectors from the center of mass of the cell (green cross)
to these points is shown in the same colors as the points.
(right) The set of constraints posed in this analysis to detect endpoints of broad, blunt protrusions. The denition of variables used in this analysis is shown in table 4.3. The constraint that
was posed on the distance of a broad, blunt protrusion to other broad, blunt protrusions or to
lopodia is not shown here.

In order to exclude filopodia, a condition was posed on the length l (t1 ). If the
fraction

lmean
lmax

was smaller than 0.5, i.e. the maximal length was much larger than

the mean value, l (t1 ) had to be smaller or equal to 115% of lmean . If the maximal
lmean
lmax

≥= 0.5, l (t1 ) had to be smaller
or equal to 125% of lmean . Furthermore, the protrusions detected in this analysis
value was comparable to the mean value, i.e.
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had to be situated at least 25 pixels apart from the above detected filopodia. This
condition partly avoided detection of points along the filopodium which otherwise would have met the conditions posed above. Finally, individual protrusions
detected in this analysis had to be spaced at least 25 pixels apart to avoid multiple
detections. If more than one point was detected in too close vicinity, the point with
the larger length l (t1 ) from center of mass to cell outline was chosen as endpoint.

Tracing of Protrusion Endpoints over Time
In order to be able to follow the movement of endpoints of broad, blunt protrusions and endpoints of filopodia, the endpoints in different images had to be
assigned to each other, i.e. traced. A sketch of how an endpoint was assigned is
given in figure 4.14.
In order to trace a protrusion, the position of the endpoints were compared to
the positions of the endpoints in all former images and grouped accordingly. To
assign an endpoint to a filopodium, at least one endpoint of the group in the
former images has to be as close as 8 pixels to the position of the endpoint. In the
case of the broad, blunt protrusions this distance was set to 10 pixels. The endpoint
was always assigned to the filopodium/protrusion that was closest in the former
images but only if no other endpoint had already been assigned to the specific
filopodium/protrusion in this imagexix . If an endpoint could not be assigned to
xix The

possibility of having two endpoints in one image for a single protrusion was not allowed for.

Figure 4.14.: Sketch of how endpoints of protrusions were assigned.

The endpoint that has to be assigned is shown as lled gray circle and endpoints belonging to one
protrusion (from former images) are shown as open, dark yellow circles. The distances between
the position of the endpoint that has to be assigned and the endpoints from former images are
shown in green. On the right hand side, the constraints that were posed on the distances are
denoted.
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Figure 4.15.: Sketch showing under which conditions groups of endpoints were nally merged.

Two groups of endpoints that may be merged (dark yellow and dark blue) are displayed. The
lines connecting the endpoints of dierent groups are shown for one endpoint in the blue group.
The mean positions of the groups of endpoints are shown as a dark yellow square (yellow group)
and as a purple square (blue group). On the right hand side the constraint that was posed to
determine whether two groups of endpoints could be merged is denoted. Additionally, the groups
were only merged if no endpoint would have been deleted by this merging.

a filopodium/protrusion, a new group of endpoints was opened. Finally, the
following steps were performed for both filopodia and broad, blunt protrusions
to merge groups of protrusion endpoints belonging to one protrusion. Figure 4.15
sketches under which conditions groups of endpoints were merged.
If both the x- and y-position of the means of two groups were situated less than 20
pixels apart, it was determined whether they could be merged. If the smallest distance between points in the two groups was smaller than 5 pixels and no detected
endpoint would have been deleted by merging the groupsxx , they were merged.
Figure 4.16 shows an example for a final result of traced filopodia endpoints with
endpoints belonging to one group shown in one color.

xx As

already mentioned above, the possibility of having two endpoints in one image for a single
protrusion was not allowed for.
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Further Analysis
To compare the positions where the protrusions occurred on structured substrates
to the positions of protrusions on a flat substrate, the mean angles under which
protrusions occurred were calculated. A sketch of this mean angle for one group
of endpoints can be found in figure 4.17 a).
The mean position of each group of endpoints was calculated and the vectors ~v
from the mean center of mass to these mean positions were calculated. Then,
the angles these vectors enclosed with the x-axis were calculated by αmean =
tan(vy /v x ) with v x being the x-component of the vector and vy being the ycomponentxxi . In order to describe the extension of the group of endpoints, the
values for the extension in radial direction and the extension in the angular direction were calculated. To compute the extension in radial direction, the endpoints
were projected onto the above calculated vectors ~v (see figure 4.17 b)). The projection was carried out using equation 4.3 with ~r describing the original position
of the endpoint, ~rproj the projected point and ~r0 the support vector (here the mean
position of a group of endpoints).

~rproj = ~r0 +

(~r −~r0 ) · ~v
· ~v
~v · ~v

(4.3)

A line perpendicular to the line above was calculated by taking into account that
the scalar product of two perpendicular vectors is zero:
xxi As

the tangent has a limited codomain, additional information on where the endpoints were
situated with respect to the mean center of mass were needed, so that the exact angle could be
given.

Figure

Traced

4.16.:

end-
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~v · ~vperp = 0.

4.4

(4.4)

And thus

~v = (v x , vy )

and

~vperp = (−vy , v x ).

(4.5)

The projection of endpoints onto the vector ~vperp was performed as described in
equation 4.3. Then, the maximal distances between the projected points ~rproj (in radial direction) and the maximal distance between the projected points ~rproj, perp (in
angular direction) were computed. By comparing these values, the elongation of
the group of endpoints could be described. As a last parameter also the number of
detected endpoints in each image, i.e. time point, was calculated. The mean angles
and elongations of groups were further processed in OriginPro 8.5 G (OriginLab)
by sorting them into bins of 30◦ and 0.75 µm, respectively and plotting them as
histograms in which the percentage of values lying in a certain bin were denoted.

4.4 Characterization of Substrates
The hole sizes were measured by edge detection with the canny algorithm with a
low threshold of 0 and a high threshold of 0.1 applied to the fluorescence image
of fibrinogen coating. A further description of the canny algorithm is given in
section 4.1. The processed images were rotated in ImageJ [87] in order to align the
rows of holes with the image borders (bilinear rotation). Then, a brightness profile
was measured in ImageJ [87] along a straight line through the center of a row of
holes. The size of a hole was calculated from the mean positions of the left and
right hole border. The sizes of the interspaces were calculated by computing the
distances between the holes. The values for hole sizes given here were the sizes
that were measured by analyzing the images of substrate coating on selectively
coated substrates. A discussion of the values can be found in section 5.2.
The curvature of hole edges was determined for 2.1 µm large holes by manually
fitting circles into the edge corners of a binarized image of the fibrinogen coating
of a selectively coated substrate. The image was binarized by employing again the
canny algorithm with a low threshold of 0 and a high threshold of 0.05 and then
filling the holes manually in ImageJ [87]. The manual fitting was done in ImageJ
[87] and the circle radii were denoted. Thus, an absolute value of 2.0 (±0.1) µm−1
was obtained for the curvature.
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Figure 4.17.: Sketch of dierent parameters to describe the groups of endpoints.

a) Dierent groups of endpoints (yellow, orange, purple and red) as well as the mean center of
mass (green) of the cell are illustrated. The mean angle

αmean

for the group of yellow endpoints

as well as the mean position of this group (blue square) are depicted.
b) Projection of endpoints onto the vector

~v.

The projected points ~
rproj are displayed in red and

the vectors from original points (yellow) to projected point

~rproj

as black lines. The maximal

distance the projected points lie apart from each other is depicted as a green double-headed
arrow.
c) Projection of the endpoints onto the vector

~vperp

which is perpendicular to the vector

~v

in

b). The projected points ~
rproj,perp are displayed in red. The maximal distance of the projected
points is illustrated as a purple double-headed arrow.
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The angle by which an image of the fibrinogen coating and the corresponding cell
image had to be rotated to align the horizontal and vertical lines of holes with
the image borders was determined in ImageJ [87]. For this purpose, the image
was rotated with bilinear interpolation until the horizontal and vertical lines of
holes were oriented along the grid lines. If this simultaneous alignment was not
possible, the underlying substrate was distorted and the platelets were excluded
from analysis (see sections 4.2 and 4.3).
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5
Morphological Changes Induced by
Microstructured Substrates

Most of the results presented here have been published in Soft Matter [84]. Additional unpublished data have been added to detail some aspects. The terms used
here to refer to different parts of the substrate as well as the definition of hole and
interspace width are explained in figure A.1 in the appendix (chapter A).
To elucidate platelet behavior on structured substrates, area and morphology of
platelets spread on smooth and on structured substrates were examined. The
structured substrates contain a regular array of holes (2.1 (±0.1) µm wide holes
and 0.9 (±0.1) µm wide interspaces or 2.8 (±0.1) µm wide holes and 1.1 (±0.1) µm
wide interspaces, hole depth: about 500 nm (see 3.3.1)).
In figure 5.1 platelet morphology on selectively (left) and completely coated substratesi (right) is shown. The left-hand sides of the images show inverted fluorescence micrographs of the platelets’ actin, while for the continuations of the images
on the right-hand sides the phase contrast micrographs are shown. Thus, both
substrate structures and cell outlines are visible in the images. The substrates
shown in figure 5.1 contain 2.1 µm wide holes that appear dark gray in the phase
i produced

as described in section 3.2
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contrast image. In the phase contrast images, the interspaces appear light gray.
The micrographs illustrate nicely that in both cases (selectively and completely
coated substrates) platelets avoid the holes at their periphery. However, this reaction is stronger in the case of selectively coated substrates (left-hand side), while
platelets on completely coated substrates sometimes span the holes at the periphery of the platelet. The effect, which the underlying substrate has on the platelets,
becomes even more clear when looking at platelets that lie partly on a structured
and partly on a smooth substrate (lower images): On the structured part, the cell
periphery has adapted to the underlying substrate, while on the smooth part the
platelet shows no adaptation and the cell outline is regular.
Similar adaptations to the underlying substrate can be observed for structures with
hole sizes ranging from approximately 1.0 µm to 2.8 µm as can be seen in figure
5.2 (completely coated substrates). The images show an overlay of fluorescence
images of fibrinogen coating (gray) and actin staining (red) in the upper row and
inverted fluorescence images of the actin staining in the lower row. Interestingly,
the platelet that lies on a substrate with 2.8 µm wide holes shows several straight
Figure

5.1.:

Combined uores-

cence and phase contrast micrographs

of

platelets

stained

for

actin on selectively (left) and completely coated substrates (right).
The

images

have

been

rotated

in Adobe Illustrator CS5 (Adobe
Systems Software Ireland Limited,
Dublin, Republic of Ireland).
The left half of each picture shows
the inverted uorescence image of
stained actin, the right part shows
the remaining part of the image
as a phase contrast micrograph.
As can be seen in the actin staining,

platelets lying on a selec-

tively coated substrate adapt more
strongly to the underlying substrate than platelets lying on a
completely coated substrate. The
lower images show platelets partly
lying on a structured and partly on
a smooth substrate.

Adaptation

only occurs on the structured part
while on the smooth part a regular
morphology is observed.
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Figure 5.2.: Platelet morphology on completely coated substrates with dierent hole sizes.

The upper images show a composite of a uorescence image of the brinogen coating (gray) and
the actin staining (red). The lower images show the actin staining alone in inverted grayscale.
The platelets adapt to each hole size examined here (width: approximately

1.0 µm-2.8 µm).

The

gure has been adapted from [84] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

parts in its outline, which seem to be partly caused by the straight regions of the
underlying holes.
From looking at the micrographs in figure 5.1 and figure 5.2, it is clear that the
underlying structures influence the platelets even when the whole substrate is
coated with fibrinogen and the platelets should in general be able to attach to any
point of the substrate. But which parameters are influenced by the underlying
substrate exactly?
To answer this question, first, the spread area of platelets was analyzed on structured substrates with 2.1 µm and 2.8 µm wide holes as well as on smooth substrates. Histograms of platelet spread area are shown in figure 5.3. In all cases the
spread area lies around 30 µm2 with neither the coating (completely or selectively)
nor the underlying structure (smooth, structures with 2.1 µm or 2.8 µm wide holes)
influencing the general distribution of cell area values. This finding suggests that
the final size of platelets has to be influenced by other parameters than by the substrate topography or coating - at least in the regimes that are examined here. The
most likely parameter to govern spread area is the substrate stiffness. Qui et al.
[76] showed a dependency of spread area on the stiffness of the underlying substrate for platelets spreading on polyacrylamide substrates of varying stiffnesses.
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Figure 5.3.: Histograms of cell area on smooth substrates (same data for both plots), substrates

with

2.1 µm-holes

(a)) and substrates with

2.8 µm-holes

(b)).

The upper histograms show cell area on smooth substrates, the histograms in the middle show
cell area on structured, completely coated substrates, the lower histograms show cell area on
structured, selectively coated substrates. Cell area lies in all cases around

30 µm2

regardless of

the size of holes or of the substrate's degree of coating. The gure has been adapted from [84]
- Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.

When taking into account the dimensions of quiescent platelets (about 2 − 5 µm in
diameter and about 0.5 µm in height as given in [108]) and approximating platelets
as circular discs, quiescent platelets have a volume of about 1.6 − 9.8 µm3 . Assuming a constant height of about 100 nm for the spread platelet (upper value given
in [2] for the thickness of lamellipodia in spread platelets), cell areas of about
16 − 98 µm2 are plausible for spread platelets if considering the volume to remain
constant. These magnitudes also fit to an increase of exposed surface area during
spreading of up to 420% as stated in [108]. Assuming this maximal increase, initial areas of 3.1 − 19.6 µm2 (discs with diameters as stated above) would lead to
final areas of about 13.2 − 83.5 µm2 . The ranges of values seen in the histograms
in figure 5.3 agree with the range of possible area values for platelets calculated
above from the initial volume and assuming a fixed cell height after spreading.
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Thus, the parameter of final cell height may be fixed in spreading.
But how do the platelets manage to spread to a certain area despite the disturbances the holes provide? If the platelets are ”prohibited“ to spread over the holes
at their periphery, they have to make up for the loss of area by increased spreading
at other positions. Increased spreading, e.g., on the interspaces between the holes
together with avoidance of the holes would result in an elongated cell outline.
In figure 5.4 inverted fluorescence micrographs of stained actin for platelets lying
on smooth substrates, structured substrates with complete coating and structured
substrates with selective coating are shown (structured substrates both consist of
arrays of 2.1 µm wide holes). The platelet lying on a smooth substrate shows no
protrusions while both platelets on structured substrates show protrusions albeit
to different degrees. On the selectively coated substrate, the protrusions are more
pronounced than on the completely coated substrate.
To examine whether the outlines of the platelets are indeed elongated for platelets
that have to adapt to the underlying structure, the lengths of the outlines of
platelets pcell were measured. To account for different overall cell shapes, i.e. different cell eccentricities, the lengths of outlines of the platelets were normalized by
the perimeter of an ellipse pellipse that has the same area, orientation and eccentricity as the cell. By computing the ratio of these two values, i.e.

pcell
pellipse

, a measure of

Figure 5.4.: Micrographs showing dierent degrees of protrusions on smooth substrates, struc-

tured substrates with complete coating and structured substrates with selective coating.

The

images consist of inverted uorescence micrographs of stained actin.
a) On a smooth substrate no protrusions are visible.
b) On a completely coated, structured substrate several short protrusions are visible.
c) On a selectively coated, structured substrate protrusions are more pronounced than in b).
The gure has been adapted from [84] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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how much the platelet deviates from an ellipse was obtained. If the platelet was a
perfect ellipse, the fraction would take a value of 1. The values increase the more
the platelet deviates from a perfect ellipse. In the following, the ratio

pcell
pellipse

will

be termed relative perimeter. Histograms of these relative perimeters are plotted in
figure 5.5.
For platelets lying on smooth substrates the relative perimeters assume the smallest values. For completely coated substrates the relative perimeters are shifted
towards higher values, while the values for selectively coated substrates are even
higher. This trend is evident for substrates with 2.1 µm wide holes and for substrates with 2.8 µm wide holes. In the case of substrates with 2.8 µm wide holes the
effect is stronger than for substrates with 2.1 µm wide holes, very likely reflecting
the need to compensate for more area loss due to larger holes.
The differences in relative perimeters between platelets lying on selectively coated
and on completely coated substrates can be explained by the different degrees of
adaptation to the substrates. The platelets adapt more strongly to the substrate
by spreading, e.g., more on the interspaces in between the holes to keep their
area constant. This behavior would lead to a larger relative perimeter especially
on structured substrates with selective coating where spanning over the holes at
the periphery of platelets is reduced compared to structured substrates with complete coating and thus more area needs to be gained. As already shown in figure
5.1, platelets lying on a selectively coated substrate adapt more to the underlying
substrate and seem to follow the outline of underlying holes at the periphery of
platelets with more fidelity. One possible explanation for this higher fidelity lies
in the differences in coating of hole edges and walls. On completely coated substrates the walls are coated with fibrinogen while on selectively coated substrates
the walls are not coated. The hole edges are possibly coated to some extent on
selectively coated substratesii but most likely not as thoroughly as on completely
coated substrates. Thus, it can be assumed that these differences in coating facilitate spreading over the holes at the cell periphery on completely coated substrates
by providing more binding sites at the hole edges.
As described above and shown in figure 5.1, platelets on completely and selectively coated substrates show different degrees of adaptation to the underlying
substrate. To quantify this adaptation, the curvature of the cell outline was calcuii Partial

coating of hole edges on selectively coated substrates can arise as neither stamp nor substrate are completely stiff and as a consequence both can bend slightly during the transfer of
protein in microcontact printing.
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lated. For the curvatures only absolute values are given. The curvature distribution on smooth substrates was used as a reference (see figure 5.6, inset in a)). The
curvature values on smooth substrates decay fast towards higher values and thus
point to an energy minimization on smooth substrates.
To visualize the adaptations of platelets on structured substrates in comparison
to a regular distribution of curvature values on smooth substrates, the differences
between the distributions were calculated, i.e. the histogram values on smooth

Figure 5.5.: Histograms of relative perimeters on smooth substrates (same data for both plots),

substrates with

2.1 µm-holes

(a)) and substrates with

2.8 µm-holes

(b)).

The upper histograms show the relative perimeters on smooth substrates, the histograms in
the middle show the relative perimeters on structured, completely coated substrates, the lower
histograms show the relative perimeters on structured, selectively coated substrates.
a) The relative perimeters assume the smallest values on smooth substrates and are shifted
towards larger values on completely coated, structured substrates. For selectively coated, structured substrates the relative perimeters are shifted to even larger values.
b) On substrates with

2.8 µm-holes

the trend described in a) is even stronger and the relative

perimeters on structured substrates are shifted to larger values than on substrates with

2.1 µm-

holes. The gure has been adapted from [84] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal Society
of Chemistry.
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substrates were subtracted from the values on structured substrates. These differences are denoted as ∆ percentage and are shown as histograms in figure 5.6. On
substrates with 2.1 µm wide holes, small curvature values occur less often than
on smooth substrates resulting in negative values for the differences on both completely and selectively coated substrates. On both types of structured substrates
curvature values around 1 µm−1 and around 2 µm−1 occur more often than on
smooth substrates and are thus positive. The curvature values around 2 µm−1 are
probably caused by adaptation to the hole corners, since these corners were measured to have a curvature of about 2.0 (±0.1) µm−1 (see section 4.4). In figure
A.2 in the appendix (chapter A) the curvature values along the cell outline are
displayed for platelets showing values around 2 µm−1 at parts of their outline on
selectively coated substrates with 2.1 µm wide holes. Values around 2 µm−1 can
be observed in the concave corners of invaginations (over underlying holes). The
endpoints of protrusions show relatively high curvature values of up to 5 µm−1 .
However, depending on the shape of protrusions, the protrusions can also account
for parts of the curvature values around 2 µm−1 . This reflects an increased adaptation to the underlying substrate in the case of selectively coated substrates.
In general, the curvature values on selectively coated substrates are shifted towards higher values compared to the values on completely coated substrates.
These higher values suggest an increased adaptation to the underlying substrate
in the case of selectively coated substrates. On completely coated substrates curvature values around 1 µm−1 show the highest elevation. This peak probably
corresponds to the mean curvature of the holes calculated by their radius rhole to
be cmean = 1/rhole .
On completely coated substrates with 2.8 µm wide holes, ∆ percentage shows two
peaks: One around 1 µm−1 and again a second smaller one around 2 µm−1 . These
peaks suggest a similar adaptation as in the case of completely coated substrates
with 2.1 µm wide holes. On selectively coated substrates (2.8 µm wide holes) the
situation is, however, different. The smaller values are more pronounced on the
structured substrates and values around 1 µm−1 are more pronounced on smooth
substrates than on structured, selectively coated substrates. This distribution can
be explained by the shape of the holes. The 2.8 µm wide holes show longer straight
regions at their edges than the 2.1 µm wide holes (see inset phase contrast micrographs of holes, straight parts marked in orange and corners in cyan). These
longer straight regions likely result in more straight parts in the cell outline and
thus lead to smaller curvatures.
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Figure 5.6.: Histograms of dierences in curvature of the cell outline on selectively and com-

pletely coated, structured substrates with

2.1 µm-holes

(a)) and with

2.8 µm-holes

(b)) as com-

pared to smooth substrates as well as the curvature distribution of the cell outline on smooth
substrates (inset a)). For the curvatures only absolute values are given.
The upper insets show phase contrast micrographs of the dierent substrates in which the
straight parts of the holes are marked in orange while the curved corners are marked in cyan.
The micrograph in (b) has been rotated in ImageJ [87] (bilinear interpolation) to align the lines
of holes with the image borders. The upper histograms show the dierences between structured,
completely coated substrates and smooth substrates. The lower histograms show the dierences
between structured, selectively coated substrates and smooth substrates.
a, inset) The curvature distribution on smooth substrates decays towards higher curvature values
being in line with energy minimization.
a) In both histograms, smaller curvature values occur more often on smooth substrates while on
structured substrates values around

1 µ m−1

and

2 µ m−1

are elevated. The distinct distribution

is dierent: On completely coated substrates the rst peak around
selectively coated substrates the second peak around

2 µ m−1

1 µ m−1

is larger, while on

is larger.

b) In the upper histogram (completely coated), smaller curvature values occur more often on
smooth substrates, while on the structured substrates values around

1 µ m−1

and

2 µ m−1

are el-

evated. For selectively coated substrates in the lower histogram the situation is dierent, smaller
curvature values are more elevated on structured substrates, while on smooth substrates values
around

1 µ m−1

are elevated compared to the structured substrates. This distribution likely arises

due to longer straight parts of the platelet that may occur on selectively coated substrates with

2.8 µm-holes.

Figure has been adapted from [84] - Reproduced by permission of The Royal

Society of Chemistry.
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Taking all this into account, one can conclude a higher degree of adaptation of
platelets on selectively coated substrates than on completely coated substrates.
Possible reasons for the different degrees of adaptation have been described above
in the context of the different relative perimeters.
But why do the platelets adapt at all to the underlying substrate? One possible
explanation for this behavior is that bending into the holes at the periphery costs
more energy than bending around the holes. When bending into the hole bending energy would have to be invested to deform the platelet, while by bending
around the holes the cell outline would have to be elongated slightly. In figure A.3
in the appendix (chapter A) a profile extracted from the atomic force microscopy
image in figure 3.6 is shown. This profile illustrates by how much the platelet
would have to bend to extend into the holes. In figure A.4 in the appendix (chapter A) a sketch compares the height dimensions of a completely spread platelet to
the height dimension of the structures used here. Although a structure depth of
about 500 nm does not appear very deep, a comparison between platelet height for
a completely spread platelet and structure depth shows pronounced differences in
dimensions. As can be seen in figure A.3 the hole walls are not perfectly vertical
but still quite steep. This steepness is discussed further in section 5.2. For small
holes the platelets would have to follow the hole geometry quite precisely, since
there is only a limited space for the platelet to attach to. It can be assumed that
the larger the hole gets, the easier it is for the platelet to bend inside the hole.
For the hole sizes examined here, one can sometimes observe platelets bending
into the holes. Micrographs of a z-stack of a platelet lying on a substrate with
slightly larger and more round holes than used here (about 3 µm in diameter) extending protrusions into holes are shown in the appendix (chapter A) in figure
A.5. The protrusions attach to the center of the hole’s bottom and thus the curvature needed to bend into the holes might be reduced.
Further insights into the behavior of platelets on structured substrates can be obtained by the following observations. Platelets lying on structured substrates (both
on selectively and completely coated substrates) sometimes show actin accumulation at the hole edges underneath the inner parts of the platelet visible as higher
signals in actin fluorescence staining (see figure A.6 in the appendix (chapter A)).
The actin accumulation seems more pronounced on selectively coated substrates.
Furthermore, in figure A.7 (appendix chapter A) a membrane-stained platelet
spreading on a completely coated substrate shows a higher fluorescence signal
at the position of the hole edges beneath the inner parts of the platelet. The po-
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sitions of the underlying holes with respect to the cell are shown by fluorescence
micrographs of the staining of the plasma membrane and the fibrinogen coating
of the substrate in figure A.8 in the appendix (chapter A).
Together, these accumulations of actin and cell membrane staining indicate that
the platelet enters the holes beneath its central region. If the platelet enters a hole
cellular material can be situated near the hole wall and its fluorescence signal is
projected onto the x-y-plane and thus leads to a higher signal. However, entering
the hole is unlikely in the case of selectively coated substrates, since no binding
sites are present inside the hole. In this case, actin accumulation at the hole edges
is probably caused by new actin fibers originating from focal adhesions formed
at the hole edge to stabilize the platelet. Focal adhesion formation at edges of
topographies or at borders to non-adhesive substrate parts were observed for example by Dunn and Heath [33] and Rossier et al. [81], respectively (see also section
2.5).
Even though the platelets avoid the holes at their periphery as shown above,
groups of platelets can cover the holes completely in a collective attempt. Examples of such groups can be seen in figure A.9 in the appendix (chapter A). It
can be assumed that this behavior represents the behavior in vivo where many
platelets cooperate to close a wound. Possible explanations for platelets being
able to completely span the holes collectively are that binding to other spread
platelets may be stronger than to the fibrinogen coating of the substrate or that
the spread platelets have already spanned parts of the hole so that the following
platelet only needs to span smaller parts. Alternatively, spread platelets may be
more elastic than the substrate and thus help the new platelet to span the hole by
pulling the other platelets closer together which would lead to a smaller distance
the new platelet would have to span. When comparing the numbers of platelets
in the groups on selectively coated substrates to that in a group on a completely
coated substrate, it seems that the number of platelets in such a group is larger on
completely coated substrates probably due to the existence of more binding sites.
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5.1 Discussion of Results with Regard to Existing Literature
Several points discussed here also apply to the next chapters (chapter 6 and 7).
If the following reference [2] is given, the termini filopodia and lamellipodia are
used instead of the termini pseudopodia and hyalomer as given by the authors.
For further notes on this usage of termini see section 2.3.2.
The histograms of cell area in figure 5.3 show only few platelets above 60 µm2 .
These larger platelets very likely represent so-called preplatelets in the blood (see
section 2.1.2 for references on preplatelets and further explanations). If the larger
platelets are preplatelets, this also explains why these larger platelets are lesser in
number, since only about 4% of the platelet/preplatelet/proplatelet mixture in the
blood are preplatelets [96]. The occurrence of preplatelets is further discussed in
section 6.1. A study by Park et al. [72] has shown the final spread area of platelets
on fibrinogen coated glass to be about 50 µm2 . Differences to the values in figure
5.3 can be explain by both a smaller stiffness of PDMS (750 (± 170) kPa for a ratio
of 10:1 of base to crosslinker baked for 1 hour at 60◦ C [93]iii ) compared to glass
(> 45 GPa [46]) as well as different concentrations of fibrinogen as both substrate
stiffness and fibrinogen coating have been shown to alter spread area in platelets
[76].
Although single platelets avoid the holes at their periphery, platelets are able to
collectively cover the holes completely (see figure A.9). A similar collective behavior has been observed for fibroblasts but not for endothelial cells and thus
depends on the cell type [83]. From a physiological point of view, collective coverage of holes makes sense for blood platelets, as in vivo many platelets cover
a wound collectively. An important feature for this collective coverage could be
that lamellipodia of spreading platelets can overlap [2]. Furthermore, platelets
attaching to already spread platelets and not to the underlying substrate extend
filopodia which interconnect the single platelets further [2]. Taken all into account,
the observations indicate that blood platelets use their neighboring cells as support to further cover a hole similarly to what has been observed in fibroblasts [83].
It has been shown that on microtextured implant surfaces multilayers of platelets
form [71] which fits to the observed collective behavior of platelets on our structured substrates.
Several studies have shown that platelets adapt to micropatterns when the followiii The

stiffness of the PDMS substrates used here is very likely higher, since it is cured at a higher
temperature of 80◦ C.
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ing conditions occur: they encounter a border to a non-adhesive/uncoated region,
the adhesive pattern is large enough for the platelets to spread on and the nonadhesive/uncoated regions are large enough to enforce adaptation [25, 29, 52].
Thus, the adaptation to micropatterns very likely is similar to what is observed
here on topographically structured substrates (see figure 5.1 and figure 5.2). Experiments with BHK21 C13 cells trying to distinguish between the effects of micropattern and microtopography revealed that cells can sense both cues simultaneously [12]. For the experiments presented here, the micropattern and topography
are overlaid (see figure 3.5), so that conflicting cues from pattern and topography
only arise for completely coated substrates. By coating the whole substrate it becomes clear that topography accounts for the reaction seen here, i.e. avoidance of
the holes at the periphery of platelets. However, this reaction is amplified if both
micropattern and topography are presented together, as on selectively coated substrates platelets adapt more strongly to the substrate (see figures 5.1 and 5.6). The
amplifying effects of topographies accompanied by fitting micropatterns have also
been observed for BHK21 C13 cells on ridges/grooves [12].
In figure A.6 actin accumulation at the edges of holes has been described. This
actin accumulation has also been observed for other cells at edges of topographic
features [83, 110] and is accompanied by focal adhesions [83]. Dunn and Heath
[33] found focal adhesions near the edge of topographic features where actin filaments of chick heart fibroblasts end and thus do not cross the border. Also Britland
et al. [12] found actin filaments that ended near the edge of topographic features
in BHK21 C13 cells. Hence, actin accumulation in platelets at the edges of holes as
seen in figure A.6 indicates that the platelets react to discontinuities in topography
similarly as other cells. On micropatterned substrates, i.e. chemical patterns, actin
accumulation at the border of the pattern is found for platelets as well [52] further
indicating a role of actin accumulation at discontinuities.
Filopodia of platelets are thought to sense the coating of the underlying substrate
[52]. Thus, the increased relative perimeters on structured substrates compared
to smooth substrates (as shown in figure 5.5) indicate that the platelets search for
binding sites and thus produce more filopodia. On structured substrates with
selective coating, the number of binding sites is reduced compared to smooth substrates, while on structured substrates with complete coating the binding sites in
the holes lie in a different plane than those on the interspaces and thus are not
available for platelets not extending into the holes. The role of filopodia in platelet
spreading is discussed further in chapter 7.
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The reaction of cells to edges of topographic structures is thought to rely on the
bending angle the cytoskeletal filaments would have to endure when bending to
overcome the edges [33, 91]. The bending angle needed to overcome an edge can
be reduced if the cell does not encounter the edges perpendicularly [33]. This
aspect is sketched in figure 5.7 by showing a cell encountering the edge of a ridge
perpendicularly or nearly parallel. However, the reducing effect is small when the
extension of the indentation is equal in the direction parallel and perpendicular to
the edge as it is the case for holes in the substrates used here.
Additionally, it is assumed that the attached parts of the cell on each side of the
discontinuity need to have a certain size to be able to support the bending [91].
Furthermore, the existence of a critical length that the cells are still able to span is
considered [91]. As platelets are able to span non-adhesive regions of up to 4 −
5 µm on micropatterned substrates [52], the critical spanning distance for platelets
can be assumed to lie in this range. The sizes of holes examined in our studies fall
within this range underlining that platelets are able to span the holes. However,
at the cell periphery spanning seems to be harder to accomplish, as platelets avoid
the holes at their periphery (see figure 5.1). This suggests that a minimum of
adhesion sites is needed to support the spanning. This argument is supported
by the finding that platelets seem to span holes at their periphery more easily on
completely coated substrates on which very likely more binding sites exist at the
hole edges. Bending into the holes at the periphery of platelets is hindered likely
because bending in the sheet consisting of membrane and cytoskeleton would

Figure 5.7.: Sketch of two possibilities of bending into a groove if the cell lies on top of a ridge.

a) If the cell encounters the edge perpendicularly, bending can only be slightly reduced by
attaching near the wall of the opposite ridge and not following the outline of the structure with
high delity.
b) If the cell encounters the edge under a dierent angle, bending can be reduced by attaching
farther along the groove and thus accomplishing bending into the groove over a longer distance.
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be too high. As discussed above, the situation for bending into a hole can be
assumed to be more acute than for bending into a groove, since the cell cannot
minimize its bending angle strongly. Only if the platelet does not follow the hole
wall but attaches to the bottom of the hole near the opposite edge it can reduce
the bending slightly. As the holes get larger, bending into the holes is facilitated,
since the bending angle can be reduced more due to more available space over
which the bending can take place. A sketch of bending into differently sized holes
is shown in figure 5.8.
The larger available space has the potential to influence adhesion sites as has been
stated by Ohara and Buck [69] and this, in turn, can influence the behavior of the
cells [69]. Similarly, as has been observed by Clark et al. [21] for crossing borders
of steps with different heights by other cells, in our studies extension of protrusions into holes by platelets is not completely prohibited.
Cell area seems to be influenced differently by underlying topography for different cell types as can be seen for example in [86, 110] and [32]. How the cell area
is influenced by the underlying structure likely depends on the structure itself,
since both positive influences and negative influences on cell area have been observed for different kinds of macrophages in [110] (positive influences, larger area
on structured substrates than on smooth substrates) and [86] (negative influences,
smaller area on structured substrates than on smooth substrates). The influences of
diminished binding sites which can also affect cell area [58], are likely neglectable
for our data as a surface coverage of above 15 % is sufficient to achieve 80% of
maximal spreading in mouse B16F1 melanoma cells and NIH 3T3 fibroblasts [58].
It has to be noted however, that also the distribution of these binding sites seems

Figure 5.8.: Sketch of platelet bending into a small hole (a)) and into a larger hole (b)).

a) When bending into a small hole the platelet has to bend quite strongly.
b) The larger the hole gets, the more bending into it is facilitated, since bending can be distributed
over a larger distance.
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to play a role as Corum et al. [25] found that platelets do not spread largely on
substrates covered by 20 % with fibrinogen consisting of randomly placed patches
(average size 5.3 (±0.4) µm2 ).
Differences in platelet behavior on structured substrates compared to smooth substrates have been attributed to differences in protein adsorption [20, 53]. The substrates used here, however, have been precoated with fibrinogen and the fluorescence micrographs of the labeled fibrinogen indicate that its distribution is mostly
even on the length scale of the resolution (see figure 3.5). Although platelets
are able to secrete fibrinogen [38], the effects of protein adsorption are likely neglectable for precoated substrates used in our experiments.
One has to keep in mind for all our results that cell behavior on topographically
structured substrates likely depends on the specific cell type as has been stated by
Clark et al. [21] and Salem et al. [83].

5.2 Discussion of Analysis and Experimental Methods
Several points discussed here also apply to the next chapters (chapters 6 and 7).
The hole sizes were measured for the selectively coated substrates. The selectively
coated substrates have the advantage that the fibrinogen coating shows a defined
hole edge, since the hole walls are not coated in this case. As can be seen in figure 3.5 b) and c) the completely coated substrates show a broader hole edge most
likely due to the coating of the not perfectly straight walls. Measurements of distances for completely coated substrates between the outer boundaries of the edges
for the largest holes used here, show a slightly larger hole size (around 3.0 (±0.1)
µm) than measured on the selectively coated substrates but lie nearly in the error
interval of the values measured for the selectively coated substrates. However, a
slight accumulation of fibrinogen on completely coated substrates at the edges of
interspaces due to the discontinuity similarly as has been described in [20] cannot
be ruled out. This accumulation could also enlarge the bright region seen in the
fibrinogen coating and thus account for the slightly larger hole sizes. Therefore,
the sizes measured on selectively coated substrates were given here. The height of
the structures is measured on the silicon wafers. PDMS shows only a shrinkage
ratio of about 1.5% during baking at 80◦ C for 3 hours for a PDMS layer with a
height of 1.2 mm [57]. Thus, the depth of the structures in the PDMS substrates
should be similar to those on the wafers.
One may argue that fixation with formaldehyde changes the structure of platelets
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and thus potentially led to artifacts in the data presented in this chapter. In fact, it
has been shown for SK8/18-2 cells that formaldehyde fixation changes structural
details in the cytoskeleton on length scales between about 15 − 60 nm [103]. These
length scales are, however, beyond the resolution limit of conventional light microscopy [54] as used here. Furthermore, experiments with non-fixed platelets in
the next chapter (chapter 6) confirm the observations made here concerning general cell morphology and cell area. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that the effects
of fixation are neglectable here.
In order to avoid some steps of preprocessing in which platelets that distort the
fibrinogen layer have to be sorted out, as described in section 4.2 (see figure 4.2
c)), one could use chemical linkers like aminopropyltrimethoxysilane (APTMES)
and disuccinimidyl suberate (DSS) to immobilize the fibrinogen as described in
[16]. Feuerstein et al. [37] also observed an interaction of platelets with fibrinogen
coatings. As they further reported a decrease of platelet area over time [37], all
platelets that distorted the fibrinogen layer visibly in our experiments were sorted
out as described in section 4.2 to prevent influences on the cell area and cell morphology.
Drying of fibrinogen for some experiments on completely coated, structured substrates did result in irregular fibrinogen coating. However, as only those platelets
were analyzed that did not lie on top of irregular fibrinogen coating and slight
irregularities do not seem to alter platelet behavior as described in section 3.3.2,
also data on dried fibrinogen were used here.
As can be seen in figure A.3 in the appendix (chapter A) the hole walls are not
perfectly vertical. It has been pointed out by von Recum and van Kooten [78] that
the curvature at the edges of topographies plays an important role in cell behavior. Once, however, the cells span the discontinuities, the angle of the edge and the
structure height are thought to be unimportant [91]. Thus, the not perfectly vertical hole walls most likely have no influence on the experiments presented here,
since the platelets avoid the holes at their periphery. More vertical hole walls can
be created by further optimization of the photolithography process.
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6
Dynamics of Spreading and Retraction on
Microstructured Substrates

All quantities described below have been calculated for all analyzable cell images
in the time-lapse series. This chapter recapitulates how the dynamics of platelet
spreading lead to the morphology shown and characterized in the former chapter
(chapter 5). The structured substrates used here were all completely coated (containing 2.8 (±0.1) µm wide holes with a depth of about 500 nm (see 3.3.1) and 1.1
(±0.1) µm wide interspaces). In order to visualize the dynamics of platelet spreading on structured and smooth substrates, time lapse series of membrane-stained
platelets (see section 3.5.2 for staining protocol) were recorded as described in section 3.6. In figure 6.1 examples of different time points in spreading for a platelet
on a smooth substrate (upper) and for a platelet on a structured substrate that
has adapted to the underlying substrate (lower) are shown. The positions of the
underlying holes in the case of the platelet on the structured substrate are shown
in figure B.1 in the appendix (chapter B). Spreading occurs in both cases on a
time-scale of several minutes. Different overall brightnesses of the micrographs
probably result from different times elapsed since stainingi or from different free
i The

dye is taken up from cells after a while [64].
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dye concentrations. However, since the detection of cell outlines is based on contrast rather than on overall brightness (see section 4.1), this does not influence our
results.
Even at early time points, as can be seen for the micrographs at 300 seconds in figure 6.1, differences in morphology between platelets on smooth and on structured
substrates are apparent. On smooth substrates, platelets spread evenly outwards.
On structured substrates however, spreading over the holes is diminished and
overall spreading seems to be more dynamic. This more dynamic behavior shows
for example in possible retractions over the holes at the cell periphery. An example
for a retraction can be seen in the image at time point 450 seconds in comparison
to the former time point of 300 seconds in figure 6.1. Interestingly, in this example an outgrowth over a hole can be observed later on in spreading (time point
750 seconds in figure 6.1). However, this outgrowth does not seem to be stable,
since it is retracted afterwards (compare figure 6.1, time point 900 seconds). Based
on these observations, spreading behavior was studied in more detail to describe
the different strategies by which platelets spread on structured and smooth substrates. The analysis was performed using the methods described in sections 4.3.3

Figure 6.1.: Inverted uorescence images of dierent time points in spreading on a smooth

(upper) and on a structured (lower) substrate.
The lower images show a platelet that has adapted to the substrate.

Platelets spread on a

time-scale of several minutes both on smooth and on structured PDMS-substrates. Dierences
in morphology for the platelets on the two dierent substrate types are clearly apparent for early
time points,

e.g.

for the micrographs at

300

seconds. Spreading on smooth substrates appears

to be simple outward spreading, whereas spreading over holes in the structured substrate is
diminished and even occasional retractions over holes can be observed. Interestingly, the reaction
of platelets to structured substrates seems to be very dynamic, since an outgrowth over a hole
can also be observed in late spreading (see image at

750

seconds). The lower images have been

rotated in ImageJ [87] (bilinear interpolation) to align the lines of holes with the image borders.
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and 4.3.4.
As a first parameter, cell area at different time points was calculated. By computing the cell area, the global spreading behavior of platelets can be characterized,
since contributions to spreading in all directions are taken into account by the
spread area. The resulting spread area over time for platelets on structured and
smooth substrates is shown in figure 6.2. The spreading shows a first, fast spreading phase while spreading in the second phase slows down. As could also be
observed in the images in figure 6.1, global spreading on smooth substrates appears undisturbed. On structured substrates though, global spreading appears to
be more dynamic with occasional dips (local minima) and subsequent gains of
area. Examples for these area losses and gains are marked in figure 6.3 by arrows.
However, additional retractions are likely masked by simultaneous outgrowth at
other positions of the platelet.
In both cases (smooth and structured) the mean final spread area shows a distribution over a similar range as can be seen by the outermost points of the whiskers
in the box-plots in figure 6.4. The interquartile range is defined as the range below
and above which 25 % of the values lie. The average values of the mean final area
are about 33 µm2 in the case of platelets on smooth substrates and about 41 µm2 on
structured substrates as is also indicated by the squares inside the boxes in figure

Figure 6.2.: Moving average of cell area on smooth (left, black) and on structured (right, red)

substrates.
The mean nal spread area lies in both cases around

30 − 40 µm2

(see also gure 6.4). However,

similar to what can be observed in gure 6.1 spreading on structured substrates seems to be
more dynamic. Occasionally, dips and subsequent gains in area can be observed on structured
substrates corresponding to retractions and subsequent spreading of the platelet (see also gure
6.3).
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6.4. The outermost points of the whiskers are the biggest (upper whisker) and the
smallest (lower whisker) values that lie in the interval [upper border of the box +
1.5 · interquartile range, lower border of the box - 1.5 · interquartile range]. However, since the statistics are not very large with 29 platelets for the structured and
16 platelets for the smooth case, the average is not very representative and looking
at the range of data instead is more meaningful. Still, the average of the mean final
Figure 6.3.: Exam-

ples of area curves
on

structured

sub-

strates in which retractions are visible
through

area

dips

(local minima). The
values at which the
area starts to dip are
marked with arrows.

Figure 6.4.: Mean area

of the last

50 time points

(already treated by the
moving average) of all
analyzed time points on
smooth (black, left) and
on structured substrates
(red, right) visualized via
a box plot. The squares
inside the boxes indicate
the mean, the lines the
median and the whole
box is dened as the interquartile range.

The

range of values as can
be seen by the outermost
points

of

the

whiskers

is quite similar for both
substrate types.
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area lies in the same range as for the static experiments with much larger statistics
(see chapter 5). The similar distributions on structured and smooth substrates for
mean final spread areas in the case of membrane-stained living platelets further
suggest that final spread area does not depend on the underlying structure at least
not for structures as used here which has been shown as well in chapter 5.
But what characterizes local spreading? A first hint can be found in the plots of
color-coded overlays of cell outlines over time. Examples for this way of visualizing spreading are shown in figure 6.5. Outlines originating from early time points
are shown in dark blue, while outlines from late time points are shown in dark
red. The arrows indicate the movement at certain positions. The platelet lying on
the smooth substrate spreads evenly outwards and a very dynamic behavior can
only be observed at the positions of the three filopodia (see figure 6.5, left). On
the structured substrate, however, several retractions can be observed (see figure
6.5, right). Directly next to the retracting parts, the platelet protrudes smoothly
outwards as is indicated by the arrows.

Figure 6.5.: Color-coded overlay of cell outlines ranging from dark blue for the rst time points

to dark red for the last time points on smooth (left) and structured substrates (right). In gure B.1 (appendix, chapter B) a micrograph of the underlying substrate for the platelet on the
structured substrate is shown. The movements at certain positions are indicated by the arrows.
(left) Plot of a platelet lying on a smooth substrate and showing smooth outwards spreading.
Strong dynamics are only visible at the position of the three lopodia.
(right) Plot of a platelet lying on a structured substrate that has adapted to the underlying substrate. Several points of retractions are visible. The arrows here indicate the dierent directions
of movement at two adjacent positions.

The platelet retracts at the position of the hole but

spreads evenly outward next to it. The outward spreading next to the hole indicates that the
platelet compensates for retractions over the holes by enhanced spreading over the interspaces.
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To analyze local spreading more systematically, platelet spreading along different
lines was analyzed in comparison to the extension of an ellipse with the same orientation, eccentricity and area as the platelet. By computing the spreading along
different lines local phenomena like retractions over the holes can be made visible
better than via the cell area, as area dips caused by a retraction over a hole can
be compensated by outgrowth at other positions. A description on how spreading
was analyzed along different lines is given in section 4.3.3.
In figure 6.6 two plots each of the moving average of the signed lengths lcell-ellipse ( β, t)
of vectors between the cell outline and a corresponding ellipse that has the same
orientation, eccentricity and area as the cell are shown for platelets on structured
(a) and b)) and on smooth substrates (c) and d)). The sign is negative if the platelet
lies inside the ellipse and positive otherwise. These plots show two categories of
platelets both on structured and on smooth substrates. In a) and c) platelets with
alternating protrusions and invaginations can be seen, whereas in b) and d) the
signed lengths lcell-ellipse ( β, t) of the vectors only fluctuate around zero with no
larger order. This finding indicates that on structured substrates two different
cases can take place, either the platelets adapt to the underlying substrate and
show alternating protrusions and invaginations due to the structure or they do
not adapt and show a similar behavior as on smooth substrates. The differences
in adaptation probably arise from the way of spreading, i.e. whether spreading
is achieved only via lamellipodia or is started by filopodia. This aspect is examined and discussed further in chapter 7. The main difference between the plots
shown in a) and c) of figure 6.6 is the temporal evolution of the signed lengths
lcell-ellipse ( β, t) of vectors between cell and ellipse. On the structured substrate,
the differences between alternating protrusions and invaginations become amplified over time, whereas on the smooth substrate these differences even out over
time and the platelet adapts a state of lower membrane curvature and thus lower
energy.
The interdependency between the signed lengths lcell-ellipse ( β, t) of the vectors between cell and ellipse along different directions can be visualized by computing
the variance of the moving averages of these signed lengths for a fixed time point.
The resulting variances vardir for platelets on smooth substrates (left, black) and on
structured substrates (right, red) over time are shown in figure 6.7. In these plots
two types of platelets on structured substrates (red lines) can be distinguished.
Several platelets show high variances vardir due to adaptations to the underlying
substrate. However, there are also platelets on structured substrates that show
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Figure 6.6.: Examples of the color-coded moving average of signed lengths

lcell-ellipse ( β, t)

of

the vectors between platelet and ellipse on structured (upper) and smooth substrates (lower).
The signed lengths are shown for the dierent directions from

0◦

to

345◦

(left to right) and

from the rst to the last time point (top to bottom). The plots show two dierent categories
of platelets on structured and smooth substrates. a) and c) show plots for platelets that display
alternating protrusions and invaginations, whereas in b) and d) the values uctuate around zero
with no larger order. The main dierence between a) and c) is that on the smooth substrate the
dierences between the directions even out with time, whereas on the structured substrate they
grow.

variances vardir corresponding to the variances of platelets on smooth substrates.
To quantify the differences on smooth and structured substrates, the mean of vardir
(computed from the vardir values of moving average treated data) was analyzed.
13 out of 29 platelets on the structured substrates show a mean vardir that is higher
than 0.18 µm2 . On smooth substrates only 1 out of 16 platelets shows a mean vardir
that is higher than 0.18 µm2 . The mean values of vardir are shown in figure B.2 in
the appendix (chapter B). Interestingly, also in the very beginning of spreading
higher variances can be observed on structured substrates. A plot of vardir at early
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Figure 6.7.: Variances between dierent directions

vardir over
Vardir

(left, black) and on structured (right, red) substrates.
moving average of the signed lengths

lcell-ellipse ( β, t)

time for platelets on smooth
was calculated based on the

of vectors between cell and ellipse.

On structured substrates several platelets show higher variances

vardir

than platelets on smooth

substrates from the beginning of spreading on. However, also platelets showing a variance similar
to the variance on smooth substrates can be observed.
substrates show a mean

vardir

smooth substrates shows a mean

vardir

13

out of

0.18 µm2 ,

while only

of more than

0.18 µm2 .

of more than

1

29

platelets on structured

out of

16

platelets on the

A high variance suggests a

diverse spreading behavior in dierent directions.

time points can be found in the appendix (chapter B) in figure B.3. These differences in vardir at earlier time points probably arise from filopodia. This aspect is
discussed further in chapter 7.
The different dynamics during spreading along different directions can be visualized by computing the variance in time for a fixed direction vartime . The values for
vartime can be seen in figure 6.8 for platelets on smooth substrates (black, left) and
on structured substrates (red, right). For structured substrates higher values of
vartime can be found. These higher values indicate a more dynamic spreading behavior for some platelets on structured substrates. Again, these higher values do
not occur for all platelets on structured substrates similar to what can be observed
for vardir .
Finally, events of large outgrowth and retractions as have been shown in figure 6.1
were quantified. A description of the analysis of large retractions and outgrowth
can be found in section 4.3.4. The results of this analysis are shown in figure 6.9.
Yellow markers show large changes in protrusions and blue markers show large
changes in invaginations. Filled markers show growing invaginations and protrusions. Open markers show retracting protrusions and filling of invaginations.
Single plots showing only the events for protrusions or invaginations can be found
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Figure 6.8.: Variances in time

vartime for dierent directions on smooth (left, black) and on
Vartime was calculated based on the moving average of the

structured (right, red) substrates.
signed lengths

lcell-ellipse ( β, t) of
vartime can be

Higher variances

vectors between cell and ellipse.
observed on structured substrates than on smooth substrates.

These higher variances point to a more dynamic spreading behavior on structured substrates
than on smooth substrates.

in figure B.4 in the appendix (chapter B).
On smooth substrates (left) several events of growing protrusions can be observed,
whereas invaginations are both being filled up and grow. On structured substrates
(right), on the other hand, many more growing protrusions but also many growing
invaginations can be seen. Even when taking into account the different numbers
of platelets on smooth and structured substrates (smooth: 16 platelets, structured
29 platelets), the higher numbers in large changes in protrusions and invaginations on structured substrates compared to those on smooth substrates are still
pronounced.
This result confirms the picture of a more dynamic spreading behavior on structured substrates. Furthermore, it underlines that the structure perturbs simple
outward spreading in some cases so that the platelet has to find a way of dealing with the perturbations and still reach its desired spreading area. In the light
of these numerous growing invaginations it is even more astonishing that the
platelets manage to keep their final spreading area more or less constant. However, the finding that the number of growing protrusions is also larger on structured substrates compared to smooth substrates, hints at how platelets cope with
the perturbations. These data suggest that the platelets compensate the area losses
due to retractions or hindered spreading over holes by spreading more over other
positions of the substrates, e.g. at the interspaces between the holes. This finding also explains why retractions cannot always be detected in the plots of spread
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Figure 6.9.: Events of large changes in invaginations (blue symbols) and protrusions (yellow

symbols) on smooth (left) and on structured substrates (right).
The polar plots show the dierent directions in azimuthal direction, while the time is shown
in radial direction.

Filled symbols show growing invaginations () and growing protrusions

(). Open symbols show lling invaginations () and retracting protrusions (). On smooth
substrates several events of large protrusion growth can be observed (), whereas invaginations
are both being lled up and grow ( and

).

On structured substrates, on the contrary, both

more growing protrusions () and more growing invaginations () can be observed.

area over time, as has already been discussed above. A connection between retractions/outgrowth and particular directions is not visible which is most likely a
result of the platelets lying differently on the structured substrates and thus encountering the underlying holes in different directions.
One possible explanation for the retractions over the holes are different contributions of actin and myosin during spreading. A sketch of the possible mechanism
of cell retraction over the holes is shown in figure 6.10 and takes into account
general findings on the mechanism of spreading as found by others (see [43, 81],
which have been summarized in sections 2.3.1 and 2.5). A further discussion of
this mechanism with regard to the existing literature can be found in section 6.1.
In the first fast phase of spreading actin polymerization is assumed to outweigh retractions due to myosin (see figure 6.10 a)-b)). Myosin forces are then up-regulated
and since the platelets are likely not attached to the substrate over the holes the
resistance to forces build up by myosin is very low, so that the platelet is retracted
over the holes (see figure 6.10 c)-e)). However, if a platelet is able to span a hole
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Figure 6.10.: Sketch of possible mechanism to explain retraction over the holes.

The hole above which the retraction occurs is sketched in orange. a)-b) The platelet spreads
over the holes by actin polymerization. c)-d) Myosin exerts forces on the lammelipodium and
thus the actin is retracted. e) The membrane is retracted over the hole as well, since the cell
likely is not attached to the substrate over the hole.

completely, it can establish binding sites at the other side of the hole and thus
stabilize itself.
For some platelets several retractions and subsequent outgrowth over the holes
can be observed which indicates oscillating contributions of actin and myosin.
An example for a series of retractions and outgrowth is shown in figure 6.11.
The yellow stars approximately indicate the beginning of retractions, whereas the
blue stars show a nearly complete return to the original form. To illustrate the
position of the underlying holes, fluorescence images of the fibrinogen coating of
the substrate as well as of the plasma membrane of the platelet are shown in figure
B.5 in the appendix (chapter B). It would be interesting to see for how long the
platelet can perform cycles of retractions and outgrowth. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to visualize the complete process with our experimental methods, as one
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Figure 6.11.: Inverted uorescence images of a platelet on a structured substrate that shows

repeating retractions and outgrowth over a hole.
The micrographs represent snapshots from a time lapse series and lie

45 seconds apart from each

other. Yellow stars indicate the approximate beginning of retractions and blue stars indicate nearly
complete returns to the original form. Retractions and outgrowth can be observed multiple times
hinting at a oscillating contribution of actin and myosin in spreading.
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would need to be able to visualize spreading over a longer time periodii . However, visualizing platelets over a longer time may be possible using a new dye (SiR
actin) that can stain actin in living cells [62]. This option is discussed further in
chapter 8. The cell shown in figure 6.11 was not included in our former analysis
as the beginning of spreading was not captured in the time-lapse series.
Two different groups of platelets show clearly in the values of vardir (figure 6.7
and figure B.2) on structured substrates. One group of platelets adapts to the
substrate as can be seen by mean values of vardir of higher than 0.18 µm2 (in the
following defined as adapted platelets) and one group does not adapt or not as
well to the substrate as can be seen by mean values of vardir of less than 0.18 µm2
(in the following defined as unadapted platelets). The finding that two groups of
platelets with different levels of adaptation to the substrate exist on completely
coated, structured substrates can explain why the differences in relative perimeter
and cell outline curvature between platelets on smooth and completely structured
substrates (see figures 5.5 and 5.6 in chapter 5) are not larger. Differences in adaptation between different platelets may also be present on selectively coated substrates but are probably not as distinct as for completely coated substrates since
spanning over holes at the cell periphery is already reduced compared to completely coated substrates (see chapter 5). If some of the platelets behave similarly
as those on smooth substrates, the differences between smooth and structured
substrates are not as large as if all platelets adapted strongly to the structured
substrate. In line with the different adaptation levels on completely coated substrates observed in this chapter, platelets have been observed to span holes at their
periphery in the case of completely coated substrates as described in chapter 5.

6.1 Discussion of Results with Regard to Existing Literature
If the following reference [2] is given, the termini filopodia and lamellipodia are
used instead of the termini pseudopodia and hyalomer as given by the authors.
For further notes on this usage of termini see section 2.3.2.
As has already been mentioned in section 5.1, larger platelets in our studies are
very likely preplatelets (see section 2.1.2 for references on preplatelets and further explanations) which also explains why larger platelets occur seldomly in our
studies. Spreading behavior and reaction to the structured substrate was found to
ii As

already mentioned above, the CellMask™ dye is taken up by cells after a while. See the data
sheet for details [64].
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be similar as for smaller platelets (see also figure 6.13) and thus the possible existence of preplatelets in our samples does not influence the results - except for the
occasional occurrences of larger cell areas. Preplatelets can be distinguished from
platelets by size, initial shape and by whether the cells are able to undergo transitions to proplatelets [96]. The initial shape could not be evaluated in our time
lapse series since in the first images the cell outline usually is not well visible.
Furthermore, also transitions to proplatelets were not observed for the platelets
analyzed in this chapter since platelets rapidly spreaded and did not stay in the
quiescent state. For the largest platelet observed here that spreads to about 90 µm2
on a structured substrate (see figure 6.2), cell size is elevated from the beginning
on suggesting that this cell is a preplatelet. However, the initial areas of platelets
as shown in figure 6.2 are likely overestimated since the cell area is a very fast
changing quantity in the beginning of spreading and the moving average thus
does not represent the initial values accurately. For our further analysis however,
the moving average does not influence the results as is discussed further in section
6.2.
The time needed for spreading observed here is about 10 minutes as shown in
figure 6.2, similar to what has been observed by Allen et al. [2] for platelet spreading on glass at 29◦ C. Park et al. [72], however, saw almost complete spreading on
fibrinogen-coated glass after 60 minutes at room temperature. As the temperature
employed during our experiments resembles more that employed for the experiments presented by Allen et al. [2], the spreading time found here seems plausible.
Rossier et al. [81] observed similar alterations in spreading for fibroblasts on micropatterned glass coverslips as described here for platelets on microstructured
PDMS substrates. Firstly, the initial fast spreading phase they observed is also accompanied by enhanced outgrowth at adhesive regions compared to non-adhesive
regions [81]. Secondly, in their studies contractions after this first phase lead to
retractions over the non-adhesive parts of the substrate which are followed by cycles of contractions and protrusions leading to further growth of cell area [81].
Although most aspects of these two observations summarized above fit nicely
to the results presented here for platelets, it is plausible that cellular bridge formation as described in [81] is different due to the geometry of the underlying
substrate used for our experiments. On our substrates, regions with non-available
binding sites are interspersed with adhesive regions in all directions, whereas for
patterned lines interspersed with non-adhesive lines as in [81] binding sites are
missing completely for certain directions. Thus, it can be assumed for our exper-
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iments that when the platelet retracts over the holes, the retraction is stopped at
the next interspace. However, as mentioned in chapter 5, some spanning of the
holes at the periphery of cells can be observed for platelets on completely coated
substrates. For our data on platelet spreading on microstructured substrates, concave parts of the cell outline can also be induced by the specific geometry of the
underlying substrate, i.e. the holes, instead of being a manifestation of cellular
bridges as seen for fibroblasts in [81].
The finding that platelets on microstructured substrates, as examined in the studies presented in this thesis (chapter 5 and 6), behave similarly as fibroblasts on
micropatterned substrates as described by Rossier et al. [81], underlines the results presented in chapter 5. If platelets do not enter the holes at their periphery,
they are not able to sense the binding sites provided at the walls and bottoms of
the holes (see figure A.1 for terminology) and thus show spreading restricted to
the 2D-plane at their periphery similar to fibroblasts spreading on micropatterned
substrates. This conclusion fits also to the notion that the specific 3D geometry of
the substrate becomes unimportant once the cells bridge the topographic discontinuities as has been mentioned by Stevenson et al. [91]
The model proposed here (see figure 6.10) to explain the retractions and outgrowth
observed for platelets spreading on structured substrates takes into account several aspects of other models of cell spreading [43, 81]. Retraction over the holes
upon myosin force exertion due to missing binding sites (missing in the plane in
which the interspaces lie) is an important part of our model.
Ruffling over non-adhesive parts of substrates can be explained by forces exerted
by myosin on adhesion points at the tip of the lamellipodium [43]. If the adhesions
are not present or too weak, the cell detaches from the substrate and displays ruffling, otherwise force dependent growth of adhesions takes place [43]. Rossier et al.
[81] observed retractions over non-adhesive substrate parts caused by contractions
due to myosin II as well. Retractions or ruffling of lamellipodia of platelets having
spread on siliconized glass have been observed by Allen et al. [2]. Myosin plays
an important role for platelets during spreading, as hole formation in platelets
spreading on collagen can be observed when myosin is inhibited [13]. Possible oscillating contributions of myosin and actin leading to the cycles of retraction and
protrusion as shown in figure 6.11, fit to the observations and suggestions of others (see [31, 42, 43, 81]). Giannone et al. [43] proposed that rearward translocating
actin from the lamellipodium initiates a new cycle of myosin force generation.
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6.2 Discussion of Analysis and Experimental Methods
The number of values based on which the moving average was calculated was
chosen to be 21. When averaging over too many values, changes in cell morphology would be averaged out while for too few values the data would still be noisy
and missing points could not be interpolated. As the interest here lies in long-term
changes in the cell morphology, the value of 21 is justified. Furthermore, computing the variances on basis of the raw data without any moving average, does not
alter the general result of higher values for vardir and vartime on structured substrates compared to smooth substrates. For comparison, the variances calculated
based on the raw data are shown in figures B.6 and B.7 in the appendix (chapter
B). By the choice of 21 points feeding into the moving average most missing values
can be interpolated.
In figure 6.12 detected events, i.e. large changes in protrusions and invaginations,
and the color-coded signed lengths of the vectors between cell and ellipse are
shown for a reference platelet.
The parameters used in the analysis to detect events are chosen such that in particular the retractions around 270◦ that are well visible in the plot of the color-coded
signed lengths lcell-ellipse ( β, t) (and also in the corresponding time lapse series of
the platelet) are faithfully detected for this particular platelet. The large differences between the time points that were compared (120 images, i.e. 180 seconds
in between) were chosen to detect long-term changes of the position of the cell
outline, i.e. changes that persist for a longer time. Taking the moving averages of
the signed lengths lcell-ellipse ( β, t) of the vectors between cell and ellipse to compute
the events and not the raw data makes sense, since long-term changes in cell morphology shall be detected. Further details of why specific constraints were chosen
have already been discussed in section 4.3.4. For all analyzed platelets the same
parameters were used to ensure comparability. The choice of different parameters
will lead to slightly different results as other types of events, e.g. more long-lasting
or more short-lasting events, would be detected. However, the parameters used
here describe the differences between smooth and structured substrates, as seen
in the time lapse movies of platelet spreading on the different substrate types.
The number of straight lines, along which spreading was analyzed, was chosen
to be 12, i.e. 24 different angles with increments of 15◦ . As can be seen in figure
4.8 and in figure 6.15, invaginations are detected by 1 − 4 lines depending on the
exact geometry of the cell outline. In figure 6.13 the distributions of points on the
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Figure 6.12.: Plot of color-coded moving average of signed lengths of vectors between cell and

ellipse (upper, left) as well as detected events for this platelet shown in a polar plot (lower, right).
(left, upper) The color-coding ranges from dark blue for the largest negative values to dark red
for the largest positive values.
on the

y-axis.

The direction is shown on the

x-axis

while the time is shown

(right, lower) The time of events is denoted in radial direction in the polar plots

whereas the direction in which the event takes place is denoted in azimuthal direction. Filled
symbols show growing of invaginations () and protrusions (). The choice of parameters used
here allows for detection of events visible in the upper left plot.

cell outline (red points) for the last analyzed time point are shown for the largest
(figure 6.13 a)) and second largest platelet (figure 6.13 b)) examined here. Even for
the largest platelet examined here, which is with a final area about 90 µm2 much
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larger than the average platelet, the points on the cell outline are situated close
enough to describe changes in cell morphology. The platelet shown in figure 6.13
b) is the second-largest platelet and represents, with a final spread area of about
60 µm2 , a more realistic upper limit for the average platelet examined here. As a
scale reference the positions on the x- and y−axis are given in pixels with 1 pixel
corresponding to about 108 nm. Thus, although the spreading could be examined
along more lines, the spacing of the lines seems sufficient to detect changes in
overall cell morphology.
In figure 6.14 changes in the sign over time for vectors between cell and ellipse
near a filopodium are shown. These changes most likely result from movements
of the filopodium itself and can in part be responsible for the high dynamics seen
along some lines (see figure 6.8). Additionally, some of the faster changes in vardir

Figure 6.13.: Distribution of points on cell outline and ellipse for the largest (a)) and second

largest platelet (b)) examined in this dynamic study at the last analyzed time point. The points
on the cell outline are shown in red and the points on the ellipse in cyan, the cell is shown in
blue. The positions along the

x-

and

y−axis

are denoted in pixels to give a scale (1 pixel

≈ 108

nm).
a) The platelet shown here has a nal area of about

90 µm2

and thus is much larger than the

average platelet examined here. Even in this case, the distances between the points on the cell
outline are not large.
b) This platelet has a nal area of about

60 µm2

and thus represents a more realistic upper limit

for the average platelet and shows that points along the cell outline are situated close enough
to detect changes in cell morphology.
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Figure 6.14.: Changes in sign for vectors between cell and ellipse (shown in magenta) over time.

The time evolution is shown from left to right. The positions of changes in sign are marked with
magenta ellipses/circles and occur near lopodia whose movements seem to be responsible for
the changes in sign.

(see figure 6.7) likely result from these filopodia movements. However, it is reasonable to assume that in the events of large changes in protrusions and invaginations
these short-lived changes in sign do not play a large role, since for the detection
of these large changes in invaginations or protrusions the changes have to persist
for at least 60 seconds.
In figure 6.15 a protrusion is shown that lies inside the ellipse and thus is designated as invagination. A protrusion lying inside of the ellipse usually occurs if this
protrusion is much shorter than the other protrusions. This can slightly influence
the number of detected events in protrusions and invaginations.
Errors in drift correction have the potential to influence the results. However, no
large drift is visible in drift-corrected images of the substrate coating. Further
errors can lie in the detection of the cell outline and the way how points of interception between ellipse and straight lines are found. Slight errors in the detection
of the cell outline can arise when adding not automatically detected parts of the
cell manually. Also, when automatically detecting edges errors of 1 pixel can occur. The detection of points of interception of cell outline and straight lines is
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Figure 6.15.: Plot of a short protru-

sion (marked by a magenta circle)
that lies inside the ellipse and thus
is detected as invagination. Usually
only very short protrusions lie inside
the ellipse and are detected as invaginations rather than as protrusions.

accurate except for rounding errorsiii . For points of interception of the ellipse and
the straight lines a deviation of less than 1.5 pixels is allowed. However, since the
points have to lie on the straight lines, the error mainly overestimates or underestimates the size of the ellipse slightly. For the vertical line of 90◦ /270◦ the maximum
error can be 1 pixel and as point of interception the point on the ellipse is given
so that slight deviations from the line can occur. The values of the points on the
ellipse are given in this case, since only the x-value of the point of interception can
be defined by the line. By applying the moving average to the data all these small
errors can be reduced. Errors in drift correction would especially influence the
detection of events, since these rely on the comparison of single values. Therefore,
the condition that the difference has to be kept for 40 more frames, i.e. 60 seconds,
was introduced to ensure that no short-lived changes were detected. Maybe the
strongest argument for a small influence of errors is that when assuming similar
values for the errors for all data sets, these errors should not largely influence the
values with respect to each other.
Rotating the binarized images to align the underlying holes with the image borders and subsequently binarizing the images again, changes the cell outline slightly
and can enlarge the thickness of the protrusions while reducing the width of invaginations. These effects, however, mostly influence the regions in which an
iii The

values on the line have to be rounded to the next natural number due to the pixelated nature
of the cell outline
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invagination merges into a protrusion. The ellipse as reference for spreading allows comparison of values for platelets with different eccentricities. Furthermore,
it sets a definition for protrusions and invaginations depending on whether the
values lie inside the ellipse or outside of the ellipse.
In early spreading, cell area and cellular protrusions grow fast. These fast growing
protrusions also influence the position and size of the ellipse, so that the difference between the ellipse and the cell outline in between the protrusions also grows.
Those regions are classified as invaginations, if they lie inside of the ellipse, and
since the distances to the ellipse also grow by the growth of the protrusions, early
large changes in invaginations can be caused by growth of protrusions. Retractions will thus mostly be detected in the later occurring events.
The idea that the avoidance of holes at the periphery can change cell area is plausible when taking into account that the platelet encounters many of these holes at
its periphery. But have retractions over single holes the potential to influence cell
area? The area of one of the holes in the substrates used in this chapter lies around
7-8 µm2 iv . Thus, a complete retraction over one hole or slight retractions over several holes can indeed influence the cell area. Another argument for the influences
of retractions on cell area is shown in figure 6.3 where retractions are visible in
the area curves. However, for this plot one has to take into account that all other
regions of the platelet are not fixed in position so that simultaneous outgrowth
can reduce the effects retractions have on the cell area. Note that the losses in area
as shown in figure 6.3 are regained within several minutes. The hole size in this
chapter was chosen to allow for the maximal effect of retractions over these holes
while simultaneously keeping the holes so small that quiescent platelets cannot
simply enter the holes and spread inside them.

iv It

is assumed here that the hole is basically a square with a side length of 2.8 µm. The area for
such a square has to be slightly revised downwards due to the rounded corners.
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All quantities described below have been calculated for all analyzable cell images
in the time-lapse series. To examine whether the numbers and paths of filopodia
influence the spreading on structured substrates and are connected to the different levels of adaptation for the data examined in chapter 6, platelets that show
high values for the mean of vardir were examined separately from the rest of the
platelets lying on structured substrates. Here, mean values of vardir larger than
0.18 µm2 are considered as platelets adapted to the substrate, while platelets with a
lower mean value for vardir are considered as unadapted. The values for the mean
of vardir are shown in figure B.2 in the appendix (chapter B). Given the plots of
vardir for early time points (see figure B.3 in the appendix, chapter B), it seems that
some platelets spread differently compared to others on structured substrates, i.e.
with a higher variation between different directions. Filopodia can account for
these differences, since they can be formed very early in spreading and their formation would result in high values of vardir .
Considering the examples for color-coded groups of filopodia endpoints in figure 7.1 a), it can be expected that adapted platelets lying on structured substrates
show a high number of filopodia and that these filopodia are also more persistent.
In this figure each point describes an endpoint of a protrusion at one time point
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of the time-lapse series. The platelet shown in figure 7.1 a) (I.) lying on a smooth
substrate does show more persistent filopodia than the unadapted platelet on the
structured substrate (IV.) and resembles more the adapted platelet on the structured substrate (III.) than the second platelet on the smooth substrate (II.). The
second platelet on a smooth substrate (II.), however, shows a duration and paths
of filopodia resembling more those of the unadapted platelet on the structured
substrate (IV.).
For broad, blunt protrusions the situation is different, both the first platelet on the
smooth substrate (I.) as well as the adapted platelet on the structured substrate
(III.) show more separated broad, blunt protrusions than the unadapted platelet
(IV.) (see figure 7.1 b)). In the case of the unadapted platelet (IV.), it seems as
if single broad, blunt protrusions merge into each other similar as for the second platelet on the smooth substrate (II.). Merging of broad, blunt protrusions
indicates a smooth outline. Taking all this into account, platelets showing more
persistent filopodia on structured substrates during the time lapse series seem to
adapt more to the substrate than platelets spreading mostly via other pathways
like lamellipodia. Interestingly, the results suggest that there are two different
types of platelets both on smooth and structured substrates - one showing more
persistent filopodia and one mostly lacking filopodia. These differences seem to
be reflected in the broad, blunt protrusions as well.
To analyze the influences of filopodia further, the mean number of filopodia as
well as the standard deviation of the number of filopodia were calculated for each
time point of the time-lapse series for platelets lying on smooth substrates and
platelets lying on structured substrates (divided into adapted and unadapted).
The results are shown in figure 7.2. The mean numbers of filopodia are higher
for adapted platelets on structured substrates (b)) than for platelets on smooth
substrates (a)). The difference between adapted platelets and unadapted platelets
(c)) is even larger than that between adapted platelets and platelets on smooth
substrates. For platelets lying on smooth substrates and unadapted platelets lying
on structured substrates the mean number of filopodia increases strongly in the
beginning of spreading and drops after several tens of seconds. If the platelets
are adapted to the underlying structured substrate however, the mean number of
filopodia increases in the beginning of spreading and then stays at a value of between 2 − 3. This behavior indicates that filopodia remain even at later time points
in spreading. However, due to their morphology also the cellular extensions along
the interspaces between the holes are prone to be detected as filopodia. A fur-
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Figure

Plots

7.1.:

of

dier-

ently colored groups of endpoints
for

lopodia

(a))

and

broad,

blunt protrusions (b)) of individual platelets lying on smooth substrates (I., II.), for an adapted
platelet lying on a structured substrate (III.) and an unadapted
platelet lying on a structured substrate (IV.). The platelets shown
for lopodia and for broad, blunt
protrusions are the same and the
black crosses show the center of
mass over time.
a) The adapted platelet on the
structured substrate (III.) shows
many

groups

of

endpoints

of

lopodia. These groups are also
more elongated than for the unadapted platelet lying on a structured substrate (IV.). For the upper platelet on the smooth substrate (I.) the groups of endpoints
are also elongated, but not for the
lower one (II.) which also shows
very few endpoints of lopodia.
b) For the adapted platelet lying
on a structured substrate (III.),
the groups of endpoints are more
dened than for the unadapted
platelet lying on a structured substrate (IV.).
the
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groups
blend

For the latter one
of

into

endpoints
each

seem

other

form a smooth outline,

and

similar

as for the second platelet (II.)
on the smooth substrate.

The

platelet on the smooth substrate
that shows distinct lopodia (I.)
also shows more distinguishable

1
108

broad, blunt protrusions (I.).
pixel corresponds to about
nm here.

ther discussion of whether the detected filopodia at later time points are really
filopodia can be found in section 7.2.
The divergent values for later time points in all three cases very likely arise from
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Figure 7.2.: Plots showing the mean

number as well as the standard deviation of the number of lopodia as a function of time for platelets lying on smooth
substrates (a)), for adapted platelets lying on structured substrates (b)) and
unadapted platelets lying on structured
substrates (c)).

The uctuations at

the end arise very likely from the reduced number of platelets contributing
to these values.
a) The mean is shown in gray while the
standard deviation is shown in black.
The

mean

sharply

number

increases

of

and

lopodia
then

over time starting from about
proximately

1.

rst

decreases

2

to ap-

The range of the stan-

dard deviation shows that platelet behavior is not completely uniform and
platelets with more or fewer lopodia exist.
b) The mean is shown in black while
the standard deviation is shown in light
blue. The mean number of lopodia is
increasing in the beginning of spreading
and then stays at around
standard

deviations

are

2 − 3.
much

The

higher

than for the smooth substrates in a).
These large standard deviations indicate
a greater variety in lopod number than
on smooth substrates.
c) The mean is shown in black while the
standard deviation is shown in magenta.
The mean shows a steep increase in the
beginning and than decreases fast to values around

0.

The mean numbers of

lopodia are much smaller than for the
other two cases - especially compared
to the adapted platelets on structured
substrates. The standard deviations are
smaller than in the two other cases as
well.

the reduced number of platelets averaged for these values, since the time lapse
series do not all have the same duration. The standard deviations are largest for
adapted platelets lying on structured substrates, indicating a large variation in the
number of filopodia. The large standard deviations can also arise from different
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time points at which each platelet forms its filopodia. Furthermore, errors in
detection of filopodia can lead to high standard deviations. The different reasons
for higher standard deviations are discussed further in section 7.2. However, the
mean numbers of filopodia still suggest a different behavior for the three cases.
The result that the mean numbers of filopodia are quite different for the three
cases from the beginning of spreading on, indicates that these differences are an
inherent feature of the platelets and not induced by the substrate. The mean
number and standard deviation of the number of filopodia as a function of time
for all platelets on structured substrates taken together are shown in figure C.1 in
the appendix (chapter C). When all platelets on structured substrates are averaged
for the number of filopodia, the difference in mean numbers between smooth
and structured substrates is much smaller than when comparing platelets that are
adapted to the underlying structured substrate to platelets on smooth substrates.
This finding suggests that two populations of platelets exist showing different
degrees of filopodia formation and when averaged similar numbers of filopodia
seem to occur on structured and smooth substrates. A comparison between the
mean numbers and standard deviations of the number of filopodia for the different
cases (smooth, structured (adapted), structured (unadapted) and structured (all))
is shown in table 7.1. The mean numbers and standard deviations of the number
of endpoints of broad, blunt protrusions are shown in figures C.2 and C.3 as
well as table C.1 in the appendix (chapter C). In general, detecting those broad,
blunt protrusions is more difficult than detecting filopodia as has been discussed
already in section 4.3.5. Thus, the mean number of broad, blunt protrusions is not
as reliable as the mean number of filopodia and is therefore not discussed further
here.
On smooth substrates, the whole population was analyzed together, since there
is no means except for the number of filopodia to distinguish between possible
groups of platelets because the average morphology during the time lapse series
is similar for all platelets (see figure 6.7 in the previous chapter). However, occasionally remaining very small filopodia can be seen for platelets having spread
on smooth substrates (see section 7.2 and figure 7.7 for further discussion). It is
reasonable to assume that smaller differences in the average morphology during
the time lapse series on smooth substrates between the two possible populations
result from the lack of disturbances on smooth substrates, so that both ways of
spreading (including filopodia versus mainly using lamellipodia) are equally effective.
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The results suggest that the situation is different on structured substrates. In figure
7.3, possible differences between the two different ways of spreading on structured
substrates are shown. If the platelet uses filopodia (figure 7.3 a)), these filopodia
(drawn in gray) grow, e.g., on the interspaces. To cover the hole, cell material
has to be dragged forward between the two filopodia (drawn in red). Complete
coverage of the hole may be especially hard to accomplish this way in the second
slow phase of spreadingi , so that the part drawn in red is not tightly connected
to the substrate on one side and thus instable (see also figure 6.10). If the platelet
spreads mainly via lamellipodia, the situation is different (see figure 7.3 b)). The
platelet can establish more connections to the substrate from the beginning on,
as it spreads in a broader way. Broad spreading has the potential to facilitate
spreading over the holes, and thus lead to complete coverage of the hole.
Furthermore, it was suggested by Kita et al. [52] (see also section 2.6) that filopodia
have sensory tasks while platelets spread on micropatterned substrates. Thus, it
can be assumed that filopodia-forming platelets sense the distribution of binding
sites on the substrate and adapt their spreading behavior accordingly. The role of
filopodia in spreading on structured substrates is further discussed in section 7.1.
On smooth substrates, it can be assumed that the first way of spreading (with
contribution of filopodia) is easier to accomplish than on structured substrates,
since connections to the substrate can be established everywhere. However, occasionally remaining tiny filopodia ends can be observed for spread platelets on
smooth substrates hinting at a similar mechanism of spreading as described in figure 7.3 a). As the morphologies during the time lapse series on smooth substrates
i The

two phases of spreading are discussed in the previous chapter 6.

Table 7.1.: Table summarizing the mean numbers and standard deviations of the number of

lopodia on dierent substrates.
The magnitudes of the quantities in question are depicted with symbols ranging from +++ to
+.

The symbols serve only to visualize the relationships of the magnitudes on the dierent

substrates and do not show the absolute values.

mean number
of
filopodia
standard
deviation
of filopodia
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are not very different, there is no reliable way of separating the sub-populations
of platelets on smooth substratesii as described above. The lack of a possibility
to distinguish between sub-populations on smooth substrates also explains why
the mean number of filopodia is higher for platelets on smooth substrates than
for unadapted platelets on structured substrates (see figure 7.2). Thus, the results
suggest that the structured substrates provide a means to distinguish between the
different ways of spreading. Although the number of filopodia increases rapidly
in the beginning as can be seen in figure 7.2, and it is thus hypothesized that the
potential to form filopodia is platelet inherent and not caused by the substrate, it
is still possible that there are very fast adaptation mechanisms of the platelets that
lead to more filopodia formation. Very fast adaptation mechanisms are probably
difficult to detect in the experiments performed here, as the cell outline is usually
not perfectly visible in the first images of cell spreading. However, since platelets
with different filopodia forming capacities can be found as well on smooth substrates, it is reasonable to suggest that inherent capacities of the platelets or signals
ii except

for the number of filopodia itself

Figure 7.3.: Sketch showing possible spreading strategies over holes involving lopodia (a)) as

well as spreading achieved mainly via lamellipodia (b)).

As can be seen in the sketch on the

right lopodia are shown in gray, the platelet body in purple and lamellipodia in red.
a) Filopodia emerge and spread,

e.g.,

on the interspaces (1. and 2.). These lopodia grow (3.)

and a lamellipodium starts to grow between the lopodia (4.). The lamellipodium grows but
cannot cover the hole completely and thus remains unstable (5.).
b) Spreading is achieved mostly by an outwards growing lamellipodium (1.-5.).

Finally, the

lamellipodium has covered both holes and is stably attached to the interspaces (5.).
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the platelets sensed in solution before attaching to the substrate cause the differences in behavior. Taking all results into account, the degree of filopodia formation
seems to depend more on the specific platelet itself than on the underlying substrate.
If the number of filopodia is different for the three cases, is the behavior of those
filopodia also different? To answer this question, the groups of endpoints as
shown in figure 7.1 were analyzed and their extension was described in radial
and angular direction. Plots showing examples of this extension can be found in
figure 7.4. The plots show the lines in radial direction and angular direction going through the mean positions of the groups of endpoints in magenta and cyan,
respectively. The endpoints that were projected onto the lines are shown in gray
for the radial lines and in black for the angular lines. In these examples, a platelet
lying on a smooth substrate (I.) and an adapted platelet (III.) on a structured substrate show several groups of endpoints for filopodia that are extended in radial
direction (see figure 7.4 a)). The other platelet on a smooth substrate (II.) and the
unadapted platelet (IV.) on a structured substrate show filopodia whose paths are
not as extended as in the other two plots. As comparison, also the extensions of
endpoints of broad, blunt protrusions are shown in figure 7.4 b) and these appear to be more extended in angular direction than the endpoint distributions of
filopodia.
The extension of the groups of endpoints of filopodia was analyzed more systematically for all platelets and is shown in histograms in figure 7.5. Again, since the
broad, blunt protrusions are more difficult to detect than filopodia and thus not as
reliable, similar data for broad, blunt protrusions can be found in figure C.4 and
table C.2 in the appendix (chapter C) but are not discussed here.
For adapted platelets on structured substrates (figure 7.5 a), middle) the maximal distance of projected points in radial direction is shifted towards higher values indicating more elongated filopodia paths. The larger values of the maximal
distance indicate a more pronounced spreading along the interspaces between
the holes and thus support the suggestion (chapter 6) that the final spread area
is held constant by spreading further over the interspaces when spreading over
the holes is diminished. Platelets on smooth substrates (upper) and unadapted
platelets (lower) on structured substrates show only slight differences with the
former showing minimal higher values.
The values for maximal distances of filopodia endpoints projected onto a line in
angular direction (see figure 7.5 b)) are overall smaller than the values found for
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Figure 7.4.: Plots show-
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a) The upper platelet on
the smooth substrate and
the

adapted

the

structured

platelet

on

substrate

(I. and III.) show several
quite extended (in radial
direction) groups of endpoints as can be seen by
the distance of the projected

endpoints.

second

platelet

The
on

the

smooth substrate and the
unadapted platelet (II. and
IV.) show lopodia that
are not as extended as in
the other two plots.
b) The groups of projected
endpoints of broad, blunt
protrusions are more extended in angular direction
than in the case of lopodia in a).

the radial direction. These differences indicate that the filopodia paths are more
elongated in radial direction than in angular direction, suggesting that filopodia
help in outward spreading by moving along the radial direction. Again, the values
for platelets on smooth substrates (upper) and for unadapted platelets (lower) on
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Figure 7.5.: Histograms of the maximal distance between projected endpoints of lopodia in

radial (a)) and angular direction (b)) on smooth substrates (upper) and structured substrates
(middle: adapted, lower: unadapted).
a) Adapted platelets on structured substrates show larger values than unadapted platelets on
structured substrates and platelets on smooth substrates. The larger values for adapted platelets
on structured substrates point to more elongated paths of lopodia.
b) The values on smooth substrates are quite similar to those of unadapted platelets on structured substrates with the former showing only minimal larger values. The adapted platelets on
structured substrates show slightly higher values for the maximal distance of projected points in
angular direction than the two other groups. The values for the maximal distance of projected
points in angular direction are smaller than those in radial direction. These dierences point to
elongated lopodia paths in radial direction.

structured substrates are fairly similar with the former being only slightly higher.
For adapted platelets (middle) on structured substrates the values are slightly
shifted towards higher values. The difference between adapted platelets on structured, unadapted platelets on structured and platelets on smooth substrates can
result from the regular arrays of holes in the structured substrates. Once a filopod is not confined by neighboring holes any more, it can move more or less
undisturbed in horizontal and vertical direction on the interspaces. However, the
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confinements caused by structured substrates do not seem to influence the mean
angle of the filopodia paths as can be seen in figure 7.6. The lack of mean angle dependence on the topography of the substrate can be attributed to the fact that the
platelets do not all start to spread at similar positions of the substrate (e.g. each at
the center of a hole). Thus, the position of the filopodium determines the angles at
which it finds the interspaces and the angles cannot be generalized for all platelets.
A similar plot for broad, blunt protrusions can be found in the appendix (chapter
C, figure C.5) but the results are not detailed here as has been discussed for other
plots for the behavior of broad, blunt protrusions above. A comparison between
the extensions of the groups of filopodia as well as the directions of filopodia for
the different cases (smooth, structured (adapted) and structured (unadapted)) is
shown in table 7.2.
The elongated filopodia paths fit to the elevated relative perimeter (see figure 5.5)

Figure 7.6.: Histograms of mean

angle of groups of lopodia endpoints for platelets on smooth (upper, black) and platelets on structured substrates (middle, light blue:
adapted;

lower,

magenta:

un-

adapted).
The histograms show no preferred
directions in any of the three conditions. This lack of dependence on
the topography of substrates can be
attributed to the geometry of the
underlying substrate as mostly the
position of the lopod determines in
which direction it nds interspaces.
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Table 7.2.: Table summarizing the maximal extensions in radial and in angular direction as well

as the mean angle for groups of lopodia endpoints on dierent substrates.
The magnitudes of the quantities in question are depicted with symbols ranging from +++ to
+.

The symbols serve only to visualize the relationships of the magnitudes on the dierent

substrates and do not show the absolute values.
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and also to the higher number of large events in protrusions on structured substrates (see figure 6.9) as compared to smooth substrates. Furthermore, differences
in spreading between different directions for platelets on smooth substrates have
already been shown in figure 6.6 in the former chapter. These differences even
out over time and thus a similar final morphology is obtained for all platelets on
smooth substrates. This observation fits nicely to the ideas presented here how
platelets spread with contribution of filopodia on smooth substrates.

7.1 Discussion of Results with Regard to Existing Literature
If the following reference [2] is given, the termini filopodia and lamellipodia are
used instead of the termini pseudopodia and hyalomer as given by the authors.
For further notes on this usage of termini see section 2.3.2.
In this chapter, the existence of two groups of platelets differing in filopodia formation is proposed. Different spreading behaviors either with or without contribution of filopodia have also been observed by Dubin-Thaler et al. [31] and
Giannone et al. [42] for fibroblasts. The different cells are part of the same cell line
but growth conditions (amount of serum) change the percentages of the different
cells [31]. Allen et al. [2] also discussed differences in filopodia formation for
platelets spreading on siliconized glass and stated that platelets can also spread
without any filopodia. PAR4 is a thrombin receptor [11]. Filopodia formation in
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murine platelets has been shown to be influenced by activation of this thrombin
receptor [56]. Both, the number of filopodia as well as the duration of filopodia
formation are influenced by the activation PAR4 [56]. Without activation of the
receptor more filopodia are formed and formation occurs over a longer period of
time [56]. Thus, the two groups of platelets described in this chapter may arise
from different levels of thrombin stimulation. This interpretation would also explain the longer presence of filopodia for platelets that show extensive filopodia
formation (see figure 7.2 b)), as in the absence of activation of PAR4 platelets show
more filopodia as well as an increased time in which new filopodia are formed
[56]. The timescales on which filopodia were present as can be seen in figure
7.2 fit well to those that have been presented by Lee et al. [56]. With activation
of a thrombin receptor, filopodia are present for about 4 minutes [56] similar to
what can be seen for unadapted platelets in figure 7.2 c). When comparing filopodia formation for adapted platelets shown in this chapter (see figure 7.2 b)) to
platelets without an activated thrombin receptor that reach their maximal number
of filopodia within 4 minutes as has been shown by Lee et al. [56], it is obvious
that the plateau in filopodia number is reached much faster for adapted platelets.
However, in both cases the number of filopodia is kept more or less constant after
the plateau is reached.
If differences in thrombin stimulation are indeed the cause for the differences between adapted and unadapted platelets, one can conclude that stimulation with
thrombin helps platelets to overcome irregularities in the underlying substrates
and that thrombin plays an important role in spreading on structured substrates.
The differences in mean numbers of filopodia presented in this chapter to those in
the study presented in [56] can arise either from different experimental conditions,
e.g. different substrate stiffnesses or from the use of thrombin instead of an activator of PAR4 as used by Lee et al. [56]. Additionally, the imaging techniques differ
(reflection interference contrast microscopy in contrast to fluorescence microscopy)
so that differences in accuracy of filopodia detection can also cause differences in
mean numbers. As thrombin was added via a pipette for the experiments presented in this thesis, and as the concentration of thrombin thus depended on
diffusion and convection, it is plausible that platelets could have experienced different thrombin levels in our studies. Also, secretion of various factors by other
platelets [9, 38, 79] in the vicinity may slightly alter local thrombin concentration
in our experiments. However, differences in thrombin stimulation may not only
be due to different thrombin concentrations, but can also arise from a natural vari-
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ation of numbers of thrombin receptors on individual platelets. Differences in
receptor numbers then could lead to differences in intracellular signaling.
Platelets use filopodia to attract other platelets to the wounded site [44] so that
there are probably different roles in vivo for platelets showing different degrees of
filopodia formation.
Platelets can also display simultaneously different types of spreading (with filopodia/without filopodia) at different positions of the platelet [2]. Thus, adaptation
can also be a local phenomenon.
In general, filopodia formation in cells can be regulated by different proteins, e.g.
capping protein and Ena/VASP [63] or Ena and Dia [5] (see section 2.2 for details).
Platelets can synthesize proteins during ex vivo storage [89] and single platelets
possibly have different levels of proteins.
Taking all these observations into account, it seems plausible that there are differences in the capability of platelets to form filopodia.
Filopodia are thought to search for binding sites and trigger movement of platelets
onto adhesive stripes when coming in contact with them on micropatterned substrates [52]. Similarly, platelets which are situated on top of other platelets only
spread on the substrate when their filopodia come into contact with the siliconized
glass surface [2]. Thus, platelets that form filopodia can in all likelihood sense the
underlying substrate and recognize the missing binding sites (missing in the plane
in which the binding sites of the interspaces lie) at the position of the holes. Additionally, the filopodia probably sense the 3D structure of our substrates, since
filopodia are speculated to be able to recognize curvature [27]. In figure B.1 in
the appendix (chapter B) a membrane-stained platelet can be seen on a structured
substrate. This platelet shows two filopodia whose endpoints are situated near
the holes. Where exactly the filopodia end is hard to say because the signal-tonoise ratio is lowiii . However, the close relationship of filopodia endpoints and
hole edges still indicates a sensing of the holes by the filopodia. Taken all this
into account, it can be assumed that adaptation to the substrate is an active process triggered by the filopodia that sense the underlying substrate. However, the
adaptation to the substrate can also have a mechanical component as is suggested
in figure 7.3. The adhesion sites on the substrate may be altered by the presence
of filopodia as has been discussed by Schäfer et al. [85] for keratinocytes and thus
iii The

micrographs were taken after the time lapse series had ceased and thus the platelet have
most likely already taken up some of the dye as described in [64] which would explain why the
signal-to-noise ratio is worse than in the time lapse series.
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alter the behavior of platelets.
The angle distribution in figure 7.6 shows no directional preferences for filopodia
formation which fits to the observation Lee et al. [56] made for murine platelets
on smooth fibrinogen covered glass. Reasons for the lack of directionality of protrusion formation on structured substrates have been already discussed above.

7.2 Discussion of Analysis and Experimental Methods
As already mentioned in the former section 7.1, the observation that filopodia
numbers on structured substrates for adapted platelets do not or only slightly
decrease over time can also be caused by the analysis, since protrusions over the
interspaces can also be detected as filopodia due to their shape. Figure 7.7, however, shows that there can be remaining filopodia on structured as well as on
smooth substrates after the time-lapse series has ceased. The remaining filopodia
on a smooth substrate after spreading suggest that this cell has spread by contribution of filopodia and the interspaces between filopodia have been filled up by
lamellipodia during spreading.
Figure 7.7.: Inverted uores-

cence images of a platelet on
a structured substrate and a
platelet on a smooth substrate
that

still

show

lopodia

af-

ter the time lapse series has
ceased.

Except for the illumi-

nation power of

41.86%

imag-

ing was performed as described
in section 3.6. The micrograph
for the platelet on the structured substrate has been rotated (bilinear interpolation) in
ImageJ [87] to align the underlying rows of holes with the image borders.

As can be seen in figures 7.2 and C.1 the standard deviations of the number of
filopodia for adapted platelets and all platelets on structured substrates taken together are higher than for unadapted platelets on structured substrates and for
platelets on smooth substrates. These high standard deviations can arise from
filopodia that were not detected in some images but were detected in others. An
example of a filopodium that has not been detected can be seen in figure 4.12.
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However, the standard deviations can also be a result of a high variability between
different platelets and/or diverse time points for the formation of filopodia. Furthermore, some filopodia have very likely not been detected from the fluorescence
micrographs as they appear faint due to their tiny width. Especially in the beginning of spreading, small filopodia can be hard to detect, since the platelet has
not yet flattened over the substrate and thus it is possible that filopodia are out of
focus. However, single missing endpoints do not have a large effect on the results
presented here. For the mean number of endpoints per time all analysed cells
were averaged so that single missing endpoints do not result in a huge error. For
the analysis of the extension of groups of endpoints, missing endpoints are only
of importance if their position is extremely different from the other endpoints.
For the angles, under which groups occur, the positions of all endpoints belonging to one group are averaged so that single missing endpoints do not contribute
strongly if enough endpoints belong to the group. For the extension of endpoints
only those groups were analyzed that have more than one endpoint since for the
computation of distances at least two endpoints are needed. It is particularly important to keep this in mind for the cases in which protrusions vanish fast and
thus some groups only consists of one endpoint. Groups of endpoints consisting
only of one endpoint likely especially occur for unadapted platelets on structured
substrates for which a short live time of filopodia can be observed as shown in
figure 7.2 c). Thus, some of the filopodia were not considered in the calculation of
maximal distances between endpoints.
In order to detect the filopodia and the broad, blunt protrusions constraints were
applied that are adaptable to the specific situation. These sets of constraints
showed the best detection of protrusions. However, other conditions can also be
employed to detect protrusions. A further explanation of why certain constraints
have been employed is given in section 4.3.5.
An alternative way to analyze filopodia was proposed by Tsygankov et al. [97]. The
software they developed has the advantage that it can also detect curved filopodia,
since it detects the filopodia by investigating the length of a path inside of the cell
[97]. Furthermore, tracing of filopodia lying close together is facilitated by using
the whole path inside the filopodium as reference for tracing [97]. To be able to
sort the protrusions in the analysis applied to our data (as described in section
4.3.5), constraints were posed that defined the maximal distance two endpoints
were allowed to have to belong to one filopodium. Curved filopodia were seldomly observed in the data presented in this chapter so that failing to detect these
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filopodia does not result in big errors. However, very short filopodia are not easily
detected by the analysis method used for the results in this chapter and thus can
be missing. Furthermore, the shape of the filopodia can hinder detection. If filopodia had a blunt, broad tip similar to that of the undetected filopodium in the lower
right corner in figure 4.12, they were not detected due to the posed constraints (see
figure 4.11 for the detailed constraints). However, these constraints were needed
to exclude other types of protrusions and only detect filopodia. Lamellipodia are
not as morphologically distinct in fluorescence images of a stained cell membrane
as filopodia which show as protrusions from the cell that have a limited width.
Thus, other forms of protrusions like lamellipodia are not as well detectable as
filopodia.
In tracing of filopodia by the analysis applied here (see section 4.3.5), errors can
arise due to the fact that the endpoints can only be compared to the endpoints in
the former images. Furthermore, the fact that an endpoint was always assigned to
the nearest group of endpoints can also introduce some errors if groups of endpoints overlap. Thus, merging of groups after all endpoints were assigned was
introduced with the condition that groups can only be merged if this would not
lead to more than one endpoint being assigned to the same group at one time
point. Taken all into account, the analysis applied here has some drawbacks for
specific situations like very close filopodia or curved filopodia but has a sufficient
accuracy to analyze the data presented here.
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Summary, Conclusions and Outlook

Spread platelets lying on smooth substrates display an undisturbed cell outline
mostly without numerous protrusions. If the substrate underneath, however, has
a microtopography, platelets adapt to it by avoiding the holes in the underlying
substrate at their periphery. Two types of structured substrates were employed in
our studies, a selectively coated substrate on which the insides of the holes are
blocked and fibrinogen coating is confined to the interspaces and a completely
coated substrate on which both holes and interspaces are coated with fibrinogen. By comparing the behavior of platelets on the different substrates (smooth,
structured with complete coating, structured with selective coating), one can distinguish between the effects of topography (biophysical cues) and the effects of
binding site distribution (biochemical cues). Comparison reveals that adaptation
is stronger on selectively coated substrates compared to completely coated substrates. Taking the distribution of the binding sites into account, it can be assumed
that platelets do not find as many binding sites at the hole edges on selectively
coated substrates and thus cannot span the holes at their periphery as easily. As
has been suggested by Britland et al. [12], higher adaptation can also be explained
by the non-conflicting cues that are presented to the cells by micropattern and microtopography, i.e. both keep the cell from entering the holes at its periphery and
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thus, when acting together, very likely amplify the effect. Bending into the holes
at the cell periphery is restricted by the topography used here (hole sizes: about
1.0 − 2.8 µm, about 500 nm in depth) and this restriction can be assumed to arise
from energy minimization of the system. Bending into the holes very likely costs
more energy than bending around the holes which enforces a slight elongation of
the cell outline. Thus, bending around the holes is favored to reduce the energy of
the system. However, although the platelets conform to the underlying substrate,
the final cell areas are comparable to those of platelets on smooth substrates. The
constant final area is achieved through enhanced spreading at other positions of
the substrate, e.g. in between the holes, leading to a prolonged cell outline. Thus,
the disturbances provided by the holes during spreading decouple the optimization of spread area from the optimization of cell outline.
The finding that cell area is similar on smooth and structured substrates is even
more striking when observing the dynamics of spreading on completely coated,
structured substrates. Platelets on structured substrates even show retractions at
their periphery over the underlying holes after the first, fast spreading phase.
However, they are still able to compensate for the area losses by enhanced spreading at other positions on the substrate and thus show higher dynamics compared
to platelets on smooth substrates. Retraction over the holes is most likely caused
by the inability of the platelet to reach the binding sites inside of the hole. Therefore, binding between platelet and substrate is likely not possible at the position
of the hole. Thus, if forces are exerted by myosin on the lamellipodia after the
first, fast spreading phase, the platelets are prone to retract over the holes.
However, not all platelets react in the same way to the structured substrates. Analysis of local spreading behavior reveals two types of platelets, one group adapts to
completely coated substrates and one does not adapt as strongly or not at all. Differences in spreading between the platelets can be seen early on in spreading and
seem to occur on smooth substrates as well, although the differences are much less
distinct and lead to similar final results in spreading. Differences in early spreading can be assumed to be caused by filopodia, as several platelets show a high
variance between spreading in different directions early on and the development
of filopodia would result in such behavior.
Following the endpoints of filopodia over time reveals that adapted platelets on
structured substrates indeed show more filopodia and the paths are more elongated compared to the behavior found for unadapted platelets on structured substrates. Additionally, filopodia persist most likely longer for adapted platelets on
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structured substrates. On smooth substrates, it seems that two types of platelets
with different degrees of filopodia formation exist as well but, as mentioned above,
the final result in spreading is very similar for the two types on smooth substrates.
Since the number and behavior of filopodia seems to depend more on the platelet
itself than on the underlying substrate, the degree of filopodia formation appears
to be an inherent characteristic of the single platelet. PAR4 is a thrombin receptor
[11]. Lee et al. [56] showed that activation of this thrombin receptor influences the
degree and the duration of filopodia formation in murine platelets. As the differences in duration and numbers of filopodia observed here for adapted and unadapted platelets fit nicely to the differences caused by activation of PAR4 which
have been shown in [56], it is reasonable to assume that unadapted platelets may
have experienced more thrombin stimulation than adapted platelets. Differences
in thrombin stimulation may arise through both differences in thrombin distribution in the solution or different numbers of thrombin receptors on individual
platelets. Taking all into account, activation by thrombin may help the platelets
to cover irregular regions in a wound or an implant. However, differences in the
ability to form filopodia can also be caused by different levels of proteins that influence actin filament assembly as has been shown for other cells [5, 63].
Adaptation to the substrate seems to be connected to the ability of forming filopodia and may either be caused by filopodia sensing the substrate or it can have
a mechanical component. Sensing of the substrate by filopodia has also been
proposed by Kita et al. [52] for platelets on micropatterned substrates. For the
mechanical component spreading including filopodia may lead to adaptation to
the substrate, since in order to cover a hole cell material has to be dragged over
the holes after filopodia have formed, e.g. over the interspaces. Spreading by
lamellipodia thus seems advantageous when spreading over a hole, since more
binding sites can be established early on. Therefore, the cell is very likely more
stable and able to cover a hole even if forces are exerted on the lamellipodium
by myosin. These two possible interpretations would also explain why platelets
spreading on smooth substrates show nearly no differences in final morphology
for the two different spreading modes (filopodial/lamellipodial). On smooth substrates, lamellipodia that spread in between filopodia can attach to the substrate at
any position. It follows that the platelet is stable, irrespective of the involvement
of filopodia in the initial spreading. Thus, apart from having found a possible
reason why two groups of platelets with different degrees of adaptation to the
substrate exist, we found a means to distinguish between platelets that spread
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with contribution of filopodia and those that spread mostly without filopodia by
means of studying spreading dynamics. These findings not only illustrate details
of spreading also applicable to other cell types, but furthermore likely present a
means to influence the behavior of platelets on structured substrates.
Since blood directly comes into contact with implants placed into the bone [28, 71],
platelets can influence the later events of implant incorporation [71]. Hence, the
ability to influence platelet behavior on structured substrates may in turn provide
the possibility to regulate how an implant is incorporated into the body. The adaptations on structured substrates do not include the final cell area and thus indicate
a fixed final height platelets adapt on substrates of the same material composition.
This fixed height could help the platelet to obtain a defined state of its cytoskeleton and may be important for its physiological function.
To conclude, we have shown that platelets conform to structured substrates with
enhanced spreading on interspaces and decreased spreading and/or retractions
over the holes. The degree of adaptation is determined by the available biochemical cues, e.g. coating, while the topography hinders the platelet to enter holes at
their periphery. Even when adapted, platelets keep their final area constant which
seems to be achieved by a more dynamic spreading process. Finally, we suggest
that differences in adaptation on completely coated, structured substrate arise due
to different ways of spreading (with contribution of filopodia or mainly via lamellipodia) that may have their origin in differences of stimulation with thrombin.
Not only would this dependency on thrombin provide a means to regulate platelet
behavior. It would also implicate that structured implant surfaces should be investigated under addition of a range of physiologically relevant thrombin levels,
as differences in thrombin concentration may alter platelet behavior on structured
substrates. However, also different levels of proteins that influence actin filament
assembly (like Ena/VASP and capping proteins [63] or Ena (Enabled) and Dia
(Diaphanous, a formin) [5]) in cells may contribute to differences in filopodia formation.
In order to proof our hypothesis that the activation of thrombin receptors leads
to differences in adaptation, possible next experiments can be performed using
photo-activatable thrombin [45, 70, 98]. Since this thrombin can be activated by
incidence of light [45, 70, 98], it can be released in a controlled way into a microfluidic device in direct vicinity of a platelet, similarly as caged cAMP is used to
study Dictyostelium discoideum during chemotaxis [104]. When placing structured
substrates, as used in the studies presented in this thesis, into a microfluidic de-
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vice and letting platelets settle on these substrates before activating the thrombin,
one has a means to directly observe the reaction of platelets to thrombin and the
alterations in the spreading process on structured substrates. If thrombin is simply added to the platelet solution even in a microfluidic device, intial reactions to
thrombin may already take place before platelets have settled onto the substrate.
The time during which the platelets are still suspended may regulate the amount
of thrombin the platelets experience before spreading. Thus, photo-activatable
thrombin provides the opportunity to control both the amount of thrombin and
the time point at which the platelets get into contact with thrombin.
Additionally, it will be helpful to stain the platelets with SiR-actin [62] which
would allow for direct imaging of actin during spreading. Furthermore, the usage
of this dye would enable a longer imaging than using CellMask™ dyes which are
slowly taken up by the cells [64]. Signal-to-noise ratios may also be improved by
SiR actin compared to CellMask™ , since fluorescence of SiR actin has been shown
to be upregulated by a factor of more than 100 when it binds to actin in vitro [62].
A better signal-to-noise ratio would facilitate imaging of filopodia. Furthermore,
imaging actin directly during spreading could be used to verify the model we proposed for platelet spreading on structured substrates.
Moreover, one might test the influence of flow on platelet reaction to structured
substrates in order to mimic the physiological situation more closely. In the context of a more physiological situation, also softer substrates could be employed to
test whether platelets react differently to holes in softer substrates than to holes in
stiffer substrates. If substrates are sufficiently soft, platelets may even be able to
”close“ smaller holes by pulling on the edges of the hole. Finally, platelet reaction
to nanostructures should be tested as well in detail as implants may not only have
a microstructure but also exhibit a nanostructure. Furthermore, the extracellular
matrix itself inherently provides a nanostructure [49].
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A
Supplementary Data - Morphological Changes
Induced by Microstructured Substrates

Parts of this appendix have been published in Soft Matter [84]. In figure A.1 the
different terms used in this thesis to describe different parts of the holes in the
substrate as well as the definition of hole and interspace width are sketched.

Figure A.1.: Sketch showing the dierent terms used to describe dierent parts of the substrate.

(side view) The hole edge is drawn in light blue, the hole wall in purple, the hole bottom in orange
and the interspace in red. (top view) The hole corners are marked in brown, the width of the
holes is marked in cyan and the width of the interspaces in orange.

In figure A.2 cell outline curvatures on selectively coated substrates (2.1 µm wide
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holes) are shown. The concave edges of invaginations show curvatures around
2.0 µm−1 and thus confirm the tight adaption of platelets on selectively coated
substrates.
A profile of the structures extracted from the atomic force microscopy image in
figure 3.6 can be found in figure A.3. The hole walls are not perfectly vertical but
nevertheless quite steep. A discussion of the influence of this steepness can be
found in chapter 5.2.
The relations of platelet height and structure height are sketched in figure A.4. For
this sketch a platelet height of about 100 nm was assumed and the cell is shown
in purple, while the structure height is sketched to be about 500 nm and shown in
orange.
Platelets extending protrusions into the holes can sometimes be seen. It is reasonable to assume that the numbers of platelets that bend into the holes will be
elevated as hole sizes increase. In figure A.5 micrographs of a confocal z-stack are
shown for a cell extending protrusions into the holes. The actin staining is shown
in red while the fibrinogen coating is shown in gray. The holes shown here are
slightly larger and more circular (about 3 µm in diameter) than the biggest holes
used for the experiments. In this case, the cell attaches to the center of the hole’s
bottom and thus probably can reduce the curvature induced by bending into the
hole. Figure A.6 further elucidates cell behavior on structured substrates by showing regions of actin accumulation at the hole edges both on selectively coated and
completely coated substrates. It can be seen that the accumulation is visible for
both hole sizes displayed (2.8 µm and 2.1 µm wide holes) and for both substrate
types. However, the accumulation seems to be stronger on selectively coated substrates, which can result from a more selective representation of binding sites at
the hole edges.
An additional observation that elucidates the reaction of platelets to the underlying substrate is shown in figure A.7. In this figure, inverted fluorescence images of
a platelet stained for its membrane are shown. The arrows point at bright regions
in the plasma membrane that appear during spreading.
The shape of these regions resembles the underlying holes and thus indicates an
accumulation of membrane material at the edges of the holes. The positions of
the underlying holes are illustrated in figure A.8. This figure shows micrographs
of the stained plasma membrane of the platelet shown in figure A.7 as well as a
fluorescence micrograph of the fibrinogen coating of the substrate.
The accumulation of membrane at the hole edges can result from the cell entering
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Figure A.2.: Examples for curvatures of the cell outline on
selectively coated substrates with 2.1 µm wide holes shown
in a color-coded way ranging from dark blue for small
curvatures to dark red for higher curvatures.
The upper images show platelets together with the color
scale, while the lower images show magnifications of the
platelets above. Curvatures around 2.0 µm−1 can be seen
at the edges of invaginations. The endpoints of filopodia usually display much higher values of up to 5.0 µm−1 ,
while straight parts show very small curvatures.
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the holes in its middle during spreading. Entering the holes would result in a
higher fluorescence signal at the position of the hole walls if the cell attaches
to the wall.i Platelets entering the hole although not at their periphery during
spreading would underline that the platelets in principle are able to enter the
holes. However, they enter the holes only if no more favorable options are available
i Unfortunately,

no z-stack of this cell is available as this behavior was only noticed after the experiment had been terminated.

Figure A.3.: Prole of the atomic force microscopy image shown in gure 3.6.

The prole shows the height retrace channel of the measurement. The height is denoted on the

y-axis

while the distance is denoted on the

x-axis.

The hole walls are not perfectly straight, but

nevertheless quite steep. A discussion of the steepness of the hole walls can be found in section
5.2.
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Figure A.4.: The height dimen-

sions of the structures as well
as those of completely spread
platelets are shown in side view.
The structure height is sketched
to be about
cell

height

about

100

is

500

nm and the

assumed

to

be

nm (see [2] for the

height of lamellipodia of completely spreaded platelets). The
structure is shown in orange and
the cell is shown in purple.

and in the inner parts of the cell more contact sites can only be developed inside
the hole. By comparing figure A.6 and figure A.7, possible explanations for the

Figure A.5.: Micrographs of a confocal z-stack for a cell extending protrusions into the holes

on a completely coated substrate (actin: red, brinogen: gray).
The holes are about

3 µm wide. Pictures a) to f ) show dierent planes from above the cell
= 0.25 µm). Protrusions extend into the holes and are marked with

to below the cell (∆z

white circles. Figure has been adapted from the supplementary movie in [84] - Reproduced by
permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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Figure A.6.: Fluorescence images of actin staining (upper, inverted) and brinogen coating

(lower) showing actin accumulation at the hole edges on a selectively coated (left,
holes) as well as on a completely coated substrate (right,

2.1 µm

2.8 µm

wide

wide holes). Images have been

rotated (bilinear interpolation) in ImageJ [87] to align rows of holes with image borders.
Actin accumulation can be seen for both hole sizes and on both substrates types but the accumulation seems more pronounced on selectively coated substrates probably due to a dierent
distribution of binding sites at the hole edge.

actin accumulation in figure A.6 arise. Membrane and actin accumulation at the
hole edges hint to platelets entering the holes. In this case higher signal in actin
and membrane staining would arise due to more material at the hole walls whose
fluorescence signal is projected onto the x-y-plane. However, entering the holes
seems unlikely in the case of selectively coated substrates, since no binding sites
are present inside the hole. Therefore, on selectively coated substrates more actin
may assemble due to focal adhesions that possibly assemble at the hole edges to
stabilize the cell, while on completely coated substrates the cell probably enters
the holes. These differences probably also explain the differences in actin signal
strength at the hole edges.
The results detailed in chapter 5 show that single platelets adapt to the underlying
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Figure A.7.: Inverted uorescence images of a membrane stained cell spreading on a structured

substrate with complete coating.
The dierent time points are indicated above the images.

The last image was taken after

the time-lapse series had ended with a higher illumination power of
illumination power of

7.72%

for the other images.

100%

in contrast to an

Details of the imaging are presented in

section 3.6. Bright regions in membrane staining whose positions correspond to the borders of
the underlying holes can be observed during spreading.

In the last image there are clearly

bright regions visible that resemble the outline of the underlying holes.

3

These bright regions

indicate that the platelets enter the holes in their middle during spreading which would lead to
an accumulation of cell membrane at the hole walls.

substrates by avoiding holes at their periphery. However, it has to be noted that
a group of platelets is still able to cover the holes completely in a collective effort.
Examples for this behavior are shown in figure A.9. It is probably easier for the
platelets to span over holes in the layer of underlying spread platelets, since the
binding strength to other platelets may be higher than to a layer of fibrinogen on
a substrate. Furthermore, the underlying platelets may be much more deformable
than the PDMS substrate. Maybe the spread platelets have already spanned parts
of the substrate and thus the distance the newly arriving platelets have to span is
reduced.
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Figure A.8.: Fluorescence micrographs of membrane staining of the platelet shown in gure A.7

and corresponding brinogen coating of the substrate (completely coated, hole width: about

2.8 µm).

In order to align the rows of holes with the image borders, the micrographs have been

rotated in ImageJ [87] (bilinear interpolation). The micrographs have been recorded after the
time lapse series ceased with a lamp power of

41.86%

and an illumination time of

60 ms.

For

further imaging parameters see section 3.6.
(left) Composite of uorescence images of membrane staining (blue) and brinogen coating
(gray).
(middle) Inverted uorescence micrograph of plasma membrane staining.
(right) Fluorescence micrograph of brinogen coating of underlying substrate.
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Figure A.9.: Fluorescence images of actin staining (upper, inverted) and brinogen coating

(lower) showing groups of platelets that collectively are able to cover the holes in selectively
coated substrates (left, middle) as well as in a completely coated substrate (right).

On the

completely coated substrate, more platelets seem to form the group. Images have been rotated
(bilinear interpolation) in ImageJ [87] to align rows of holes with image borders. Irregularities in
the lower image on the right result from irregular brinogen coating but do not seem to inuence
the platelets.
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Supplementary Data - Dynamics of Spreading
and Retraction on Microstructured Substrates

In figure B.1 a micrograph of the membrane-stained platelet on a structured substrate displayed in figure 6.1 and the corresponding micrograph of the fibrinogen
coating of the underlying substrate are shown. The left micrograph shows a composite of the fluorescence image of a membrane-stained platelet (blue) and of the
fibrinogen coating of the substrate (gray). The middle and right image show the
single micrographs of the membrane-stained platelet (middle, inverted) and of the
fibrinogen coating of the substrate (right). The images show the position of the
holes with respect to the platelet.
In figure B.2 the mean values of vardir (computed from the vardir values of moving
average treated data) are shown for platelets on structured and platelets on smooth
substrates. On structured substrates 13 out of 29 platelets show mean values above
0.18 µm2 , while on smooth substrates only 1 out of 16 platelets shows a mean value
of higher than 0.18 µm2 .
Variations of figures 6.7 and 6.9 from chapter 6 are shown here for better visibility
of details (figure B.3 and figure B.4). Figure B.3 shows a zoom-in into early time
points of vardir depicting the differences between platelets on smooth (left, black)
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Figure B.1.: Fluorescence micrographs of the platelet displayed in gure 6.1 and of the brinogen

coating of the underlying structured substrate.

All micrographs have been rotated (bilinear

interpolation) in ImageJ [87] to align the holes in the underlying substrate with the image
borders.

Except for the illumination power which was set to

41.86%

imaging was performed

as described in section 3.6. The micrographs have been taken after the time-lapse series from
which the images in gure 6.1 were obtained had ceased.
(left) Composite of uorescence micrographs of membrane-stained platelet (blue) and brinogen
coating (gray).
(middle) Inverted uorescence micrograph of membrane-stained platelet.
(right) Fluorescence micrograph of brinogen coating of the substrate.

Figure B.2.: Plot of the

vardir

average values of
(calculated

from

the

moving average treated
data)

for

platelets

structured
and

(left,

smooth

(right,

black) substrates.
value
marked

of

on
red)
The

0.18 µm2

with

a

is

dashed

line.
The mean of
higher

than

vardir is
0.18 µm2

for about half (13 out
of 29 platelets) of the
platelets investigated on
structured

substrates

here. For platelets lying
on

smooth

substrates

only 1 of 16 platelets
shows a mean value for

vardir that is
0.18 µm2 .

higher

than

and on structured substrates (right, red) in early spreading.
Differences between the two substrate types are visible as early as 50 seconds after
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Figure B.3.: Plot of

strates (right, red).

vardir
Vardir

at early time points on smooth (left, black) and structured subis calculated based on the moving average of the signed lengths

lcell-ellipse ( β, t) of vectors between cell and ellipse.
50 seconds after the onset of spreading, rst

Even

dierences between smooth and structured

substrates are visible and several platelets on structured substrates show a higher value for

vardir .

spreading has started with several platelets on structured substrates showing high
values of vardir . These differences can be attributed to the formation of filopodia
as is discussed in chapter 7.
To visualize the differences between platelets on smooth substrates and platelets
on structured substrates for both large changes in protrusions and large changes in
invaginations better, figure B.4 shows single plots for protrusions (upper, yellow)
and invaginations (lower, blue). A clear difference in the number of large changes
can be observed for both invaginations and protrusions. On smooth substrates
only few large changes are present, while on structured substrates many more
large changes occur with mainly growing protrusions and invaginations hinting
at an adaptation to the substrate.
In figure B.5 fluorescence micrographs of the plasma membrane staining for the
platelet shown in figure 6.11 and the fibrinogen coating of the underlying substrate
are shown.
Figures B.6 and B.7 show the variances vardir and vartime calculated on basis of
the original data (no moving average). These data show the same trends as the
variances that are calculated based on the moving average of the signed lengths
lcell-ellipse ( β, t) of the vectors between cell and ellipse (see figure 6.7 and 6.8).
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Figure B.4.: Single plots of large changes in protrusions (on smooth substrates a) and on

structured substrates b)) and invaginations (on smooth substrates c) and on structured substrates
d)). The polar plots show the dierent directions in azimuthal direction, while the time is shown
in radial direction. Filled symbols show growing invaginations () and growing protrusions ().
Open symbols show lling invaginations () and retracting protrusions ().
a) Some protrusions are growing on smooth substrates and nearly none are retracted.
b) Many more protrusions are growing on structured substrates than on smooth substrates and
again nearly none are retracted.
c) Some invaginations are growing and some are being lled up on smooth substrates.
d) Many more invaginations are growing on structured substrates than on smooth substrates.
Some invaginations are being lled up.
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Figure B.5.: Fluorescence micrographs of membrane staining of platelet shown in gure 6.11

and corresponding brinogen coating of substrate. The micrographs have been rotated in ImageJ
[87] (bilinear interpolation) to align the rows of holes with the image borders. The micrographs
have been taken after the time lapse series had ended with a lamp power of
illumination time of

60 ms.

41.86%

and an

Further imaging parameters are detailed in section 3.6.

(left) Composite of uorescence image of membrane staining (blue) and brinogen coating (gray).
(middle) Inverted uorescence micrograph of plasma membrane staining.
(right) Fluorescence micrograph of brinogen coating of the underlying substrate.

Figure B.6.: Plots of

vardir

over time for platelets on smooth (left, black) and structured (right,

red) substrates computed on the basis of the original (without moving average) signed lengths

lcell-ellipse ( β, t)

of the vectors between cell and ellipse.

The values are more noisy than the variances calculated from the averaged data (see gure 6.7)
but show the same dierences between platelets on smooth and structured substrates with higher
variances for some platelets on structured substrates.
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Figure B.7.: Plots of

vartime

over time for platelets on smooth (left, black) and structured

(right, red) substrates computed on the basis of the original (without moving average) signed
lengths

lcell-ellipse ( β, t)

of the vectors between cell and ellipse.

Values are higher than for the variances calculated from the averaged data (see gure 6.8) but the
general trend of several higher values on structured substrates compared to smooth substrates
is conserved. The dierences towards the variances calculated from the averaged data can arise
from noise in the data that is reduced by averaging.
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Supplementary Data - Dynamics of Cellular
Protrusions

This chapter contains additional data belonging to chapter 7. To distinguish
platelets lying on structured substrates and having a mean value for vardir of more
than 0.18 µm2 from those having a mean value for vardir of less than 0.18 µm2 , the
former are called adapted to the substrate while the latter are called unadapted.
For completeness, plots of the mean number and standard deviation of the number of broad, blunt protrusions over time as well as histograms of the mean angle
and maximal distance between projected points in radial direction and in angular
direction for broad, blunt protrusions are shown here. Furthermore, the mean
number and the standard deviation of the number of filopodia as a function of
time for all platelets on structured substrates together (adapted and unadapted)
in comparison to the mean number and the standard deviation of the number of
filopodia as a function of time on smooth substrates are shown.
In figure C.1, the mean number and standard deviation of the number of filopodia
as a function of time on smooth (upper) and on structured substrates (lower) is
depicted. Here, platelets lying on structured substrates comprise both adapted
platelets and unadapted platelets. The mean number of filopodia for platelets on
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smooth substrates is discussed in chapter 7. Contrasting to the mean number of
filopodia over time for platelets that are adapted to the structured substrate (see
figure 7.2 in chapter 7), the mean number of filopodia over time for all platelets
on structured substrates is not as different from the mean number of filopodia
over time on smooth substrates. However, the mean number of filopodia for all
platelets on structured substrates still shows a much slower decay than for smooth
substrates and shows higher standard deviations than on smooth substrates, suggesting more variety between the platelets.
The mean number and standard deviation of the number of broad, blunt protrusions as a function of time on smooth substrates (black, upper) and on structured
substrates, divided into adapted platelets (middle, light blue) and unadapted
platelets (lower, magenta), are shown in figure C.2. In figure C.3, the respective plots for all platelets on structured substrates (not subdivided, lower, red)

Figure C.1.: Plots showing the mean num-

ber as well as the standard deviation of the
number of lopodia as a function of time for
platelets lying on smooth substrates (a)) and
for all platelets on structured substrates (b),
adapted and unadapted platelets). The uctuations at the end arise in all cases very likely
from the reduced number of platelets contributing to these values.
a) The mean is shown in gray while the standard deviation is shown in black. The mean
number of lopodia rst sharply increases and
then decreases over time starting from about

2

to approximately

1.

The wide range of the

standard deviation shows that cell behavior
is not completely uniform and platelets with
more or less lopodia exist.
b) The mean is shown in black while the standard deviation is shown in red.

The mean

number of endpoints is sharply increasing in
the beginning of spreading and decays slower
than on smooth substrates (a)). However, the
mean number of lopodia over time is not as
dierent from the smooth substrate as in the
case of adapted platelets (see gure 7.2). The
standard deviations are in general higher than
for the smooth substrates in a).

The higher

standard deviations indicate a greater variety
of lopod number than on smooth substrates.
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and again for platelets on smooth substrates (upper, black) are shown. Adapted
platelets on structured substrates and platelets on smooth substrates show similar
mean numbers of broad, blunt protrusions of about 2. The unadapted platelets on
structured substrates show higher mean numbers of broad, blunt protrusions that
lie between 3 and 4.
The higher mean numbers of broad, blunt protrusions probably hint to a spreading that is governed by these broad, blunt protrusions in the case of unadapted
platelets. However, also a slight adaptation can be reflected in this feature, since
an alternation of slight protrusions and invaginations can lead to a higher detection of broad, blunt protrusions. If the platelets on structured substrates are not
subdivided, the mean numbers of broad, blunt protrusions are more similar to
that on smooth substrates. The standard deviations are similar in all cases.
The maximal distance between projected endpoints of broad, blunt protrusions
shows in all three conditions - platelets on smooth substrates (black, upper),
adapted platelets on structured substrates (light blue, middle) and unadapted
platelets on structured substrates (magenta, lower) - a shift towards higher values
for the angular direction as compared to the radial direction (see figure C.4). These
differences between radial and angular direction could reflect the broad nature of
the broad, blunt protrusions examined here. Adapted platelets on structured substrates show slightly higher values in radial direction than unadapted platelets on
structured substrates and platelets on smooth substrates. For the angular direction, the adapted platelets show smaller values than the unadapted platelets on
structured substrates and the platelets on smooth substrates. This finding can be
attributed to a stronger confinement to the interspaces when platelets adapt to the
underlying substrate and avoid the holes at their periphery. In table C.1 the mean
numbers and standard deviations of the number of broad, blunt protrusions are
summarized.
The mean angles of broad, blunt protrusions in figure C.5 show no preferred
direction for this type of protrusions similar to what can be seen in figure 7.6 for
filopodia.
A comparison between the quantities of broad, blunt protrusions for the different
cases (smooth, structured (adapted) and structured (unadapted)) can be found in
table C.2.
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Table C.1.: Table summarizing the mean numbers and standard deviations of the number of

broad, blunt protrusion endpoints on dierent substrates.
The magnitudes of the quantities in question are depicted with symbols ranging from +++ to
+.

The symbols serve only to visualize the relationships of the magnitudes on the dierent

substrates and do not show the absolute values.

mean
number
of broad,
blunt protrusions
standard
deviation
of broad,
blunt protrusions

structuredadapted

structuredunadapted

structuredall

smooth

+ to ++

+++

++

++

++

++

++ to +++

++

Table C.2.: Table summarizing the maximal extensions in radial and in angular direction as well

as the mean angle for groups of broad, blunt protrusion endpoints on dierent substrates.
The magnitudes of the quantities in question are depicted with symbols ranging from +++ to
++. The symbols serve only to visualize the relationships of the magnitudes on the dierent
substrates and do not show the absolute values.
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structuredadapted

structuredunadapted

smooth

maximal radial projection
maximal
angular projection

+++

++

++

++,
larger than in radial
direction

+++,
larger than in radial
direction

angle

no preferred direction

no preferred direction

+++,
larger than
in radial direction
no
preferred
direction

Figure

C.2.:

Plots

showing

the

mean number as well as the standard
deviation of the number of broad,
blunt protrusions as a function of
time for platelets lying on smooth
substrates (a)), for adapted platelets
lying on structured substrates (b))
and unadapted platelets lying on
structured substrates (c)). The deviations at the late time points occur
very likely due to the reduced number of platelets contributing to these
values.
a) The mean number is shown in
gray while the standard deviation is
shown in black. The mean number
of broad, blunt protrusions is about

2 and does not change strongly over
time.

The wide range of the stan-

dard deviation shows that cell behavior is not completely uniform and
platelets with more or less broad,
blunt protrusions exist.
b)The mean number is shown in
black while the standard deviation is
shown in light blue. The mean numbers and the standard deviations are
comparable to those on smooth substrates (a)).

The numbers do not

change strongly except for the last
time points.
c) The mean number is shown in
black while the standard deviation is
shown in magenta. The mean number of broad, blunt protrusions increases during the rst minutes of
spreading to about

3 − 4.

The stan-

dard deviations are comparable to
those in a) and b). The second increase in mean number arises very
likely from the reduced number of
platelets contributing to these values.
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Figure

C.3.:

Plots

showing

the

mean number as well as the standard deviation of the number of
broad, blunt protrusions as a function
on

of

time

smooth

for

platelets

substrates

(a))

lying
and

for all platelets on structured substrates (b), adapted and unadapted
platelets).

The uctuations at the

end arise in all cases very likely from
the reduced number of platelets contributing to these values.
a) The mean number is shown in
gray while the standard deviation is
shown in black.

This plot has al-

ready been described in gure C.2.
b) The mean number is shown in
black while the standard deviation
is shown in red.
numbers

and

Both, the mean

standard

deviations

of broad, blunt protrusions of all
platelets

on

structured

substrates

are similar as on smooth substrates
with the mean numbers lying between
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2

and

3.

Figure C.4.: Histograms of the maximal distance between projected endpoints of broad, blunt

protrusions in radial (a)) and in angular direction (b)) on smooth substrates (upper) and structured substrates (middle: adapted, lower: unadapted).
a) The maximal distances of projected endpoints in radial direction for broad, blunt protrusions
do not show big dierences for the three cases. For adapted platelets on structured substrates
(middle), larger values are slightly more frequent than for the other two cases.
b) The maximal distances of projected endpoints in angular direction for broad blunt protrusions
are slightly smaller for adapted platelets lying on structured substrates than for the other two
cases. The values in angular direction are in general larger than the values in radial direction
shown in a).
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Figure C.5.: Histograms of mean

angle of groups of broad, blunt protrusion endpoints for platelets on
smooth (upper, black) and platelets
on

structured

substrates

(middle,

light blue: adapted; lower, magenta:
unadapted). Similarly to the distribution of angles of lopodia no preferred directions can be seen for neither condition.

For an explanation

of this behavior see chapter 7.
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